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For young people decision

about choosing a career is

possibly the most important

decision in their life. This

decision influences their lives

in multiple ways which is

simple to understand for all of

us. Where we'll live, what we'll

do , how much we'll earn and

what life style we'll adopt is

directly related to our job and

career.

The space of careers is not

the same that it used to be 2-

3 decades ago.  The world is

changing fast and in this

dynamic world, people's

approach to job and career

has also changed. This in fact

is a good thing. Our being

strategic and contemporary

helps us to be closer with

reality which leads to better

decision making in all walks of

life.  Decision about choosing

a career should be taken with

all seriousness to keep us

happy, satisfied and without

regrets.

In our day to day life we

come across many people

who have a job. Most of them

will be doing their job with

sincerity and dedication. But it

can't be said that all of them

are happy with their job and

enjoying it. For most of the

people their job is like a

routine. How good it will be to

get a job of our liking in which

we can put our heart and

derive happiness from our

working. Proper planning for

our career may help in this. A

career should be chosen. It

shouldn't just happen. 

There may be two ways in

which we can look for a job.

The first is to accept whatever

comes our way; the other is to

understand our career

objectives and then work on it

to realize this objective. It is

true that there is tough

competition in the job market.

It is for us to decide whether

we want to get intimidated by

this competition or become

ready to equip ourselves to

beat the competition. The

truth is by proper career

planning and hard work it will

be easier for you to find your

way through this competition. 

Career planning is like

setting goals and making

decisions. Good planning and

the right choice will help you

get where you want to be.

Ideas given here are intended

to help first time job seekers

and also those who are

already employed and are

looking for a change.

India has changed a lot

since independence .The

pace of change has been

phenomenal during the

decades nineties and

twenties. We are counted as

the fastest growing

economies in the world. We

have the largest youth

population. New opportunities

are coming up every day. We

have to identify opportunities

suitable for us in order to avail

them. 

For the earlier generation

there were very few career

choices and in most of the

cases they continued with

their first job till retirement.

The situation before the new

generation is different. There

are varied opportunities

available to them and

commitment to a particular job

or company for their entire

working life is something,

many of them can't think of.

The truth is majority of this

young population will work in

different jobs and

organizations in their working

life. It makes the whole thing

appear more complicated.

There are young qualified

people who could've got a

decent paying job in

companies of repute but

decided to be on their own

with some venture which we

call entrepreneurship.

Everyone doesn't have this

risk taking capability. Where

one wants to work and what

one wants to do is a matter of

personal choice. Those who

want to secure a good career

should focus on the industries

or businesses that have a
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On 10 December 2018, it

will be seventy years

since the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights

was adopted by the United

Nations General Assembly.

Thanks to the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights,

and States' commitments to

its principles, the dignity of

millions has been uplifted,

untold human suffering

prevented and the

foundations for a most just

world have been laid. 

Introduction to UDHR

The Universal Declaration

was adopted by the General

Assembly of the United

Nations on 10 December

1948. The Universal

Declaration was adopted in

the aftermath of the horrors

and suffering of the Second

World War and has been the

cornerstone of the

development of a global

project committed to the

protection of human rights, a

project which the Preamble to

the Universal Declaration

declares to be 'the foundation

of freedom, justice and peace

in the world'. The Universal

Declaration was the first time

that countries agreed on a

comprehensive statement of

inalienable human rights. It

declares that human rights

are universal - to be enjoyed

by all people, no matter who

they are or where they live.

The Universal Declaration

includes civil and political

rights, like the right to life,

liberty, free speech and

privacy. It also includes

economic, social and cultural

rights, like the right to social

security, health and

education.

The Universal Declaration

is not a treaty, so it does not

directly create legal

obligations for countries.

However, it is an expression

of the fundamental values

which are shared by all

members of the international

community. And it has had a

profound influence on the

development of international

human rights law. Some

argue that because countries

have consistently invoked the

Declaration for more than

sixty years, it has become

binding as a part of

customary international law.

Further, the Universal

Declaration has given rise to

a range of other international

agreements which are legally

binding on the countries that

ratify them. These include:

Continued on page 37
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English rendering of PM's address in 50th episode

of Mann Ki Baat on 25.11.2018

My dear countrymen,

Namaskar. On the 3rd

of October, 2014, the pious

occasion of Vijayadashmi,

we embarked upon a journey

together through the medium

of 'Mann Ki Baat'. This

journey has reached its 50th

episode today. Thus, this

Golden Jubilee Episode is

indeed gilt-edged in every

sense of the term. Your

letters and phone calls this

time pertain mostly to these

50 episodes. Anshu Kumar &

Amar Kumar from Delhi on

Mygov, Vikas Yadav from

Patna; on similar lines

Monica Jain from Delhi,

Prosenjit Sarkar from

Bardhaman, West Bengal

and Sangeeta Shastri from

Nagpur converge in asking a

shared question. They are of

the view that broadly

speaking, their Prime

Minister being associated

with the latest in technology,

Social Media and Mobile

Apps; WHY did he choose

radio as a medium to

connect with his

countrymen? Your curiosity is

but natural; in this age when

Radio was fading into

oblivion, why did Modi opt for

the airwaves? Let me quote

an incident. The year was

1998. I was then a party

worker with the Bharatiya

Janata Party organization in

Himachal. It was the month

of May; and I was travelling

to a certain place. Evenings

tend to get cold in the hilly

terrain of Himachal Pradesh,

and I stopped by at a way

side tea stall and placed an

order for tea. It was a tiny

joint; there was only one

person who would make &

serve tea. He was not even

adequately clad; it was a

stand alone kiosk on the

edge of the road. He first

picked up a Laddoo from a

glass container, offered the

sweet meat to me & said,

"Sir, eat this before the tea

get ready". I was taken aback

and asked him "What is the

matter? Is it in celebration of

an occasion like a wedding?"

He replied, "No brother,

nothing like that! Don't you

know? It's a momentous,

joyous occasion". On seeing

his rather jubilant

exuberance, I asked him,

"But what exactly

happened?" And he replied,

"India has exploded the

bomb today!" I exclaimed,

"India has exploded the

bomb! I don't get it!" Said he

"Sir, just listen to the radio".

Indeed, that exactly was the

topic of discussion on the

radio. It was then that he

elaborated on how on the

day of the nuclear test, the

then Prime Minister Atal

Bihari Vajpayee had

announced to the Media and

how he broke into a dance on

listening to it on the radio. It

was matter of great intrigue

to me to see a lone tea seller

in a remote, snow - clad hilly

place, who possibly kept

listening to the radio the

entire day… watching that

particular effect of the news

on radio led me to realize &

internalise that this was a

medium that was truly

connected with the

masses… and that it was a

mighty means of getting

across.

In terms of the reach &

depth of communication,

radio has been

incomparable. I have been

nursing that feeling ever

since, acknowledging its

power & strength. Hence

when I became the Prime

Minister, it was natural for me

to turn towards a strong,

effective medium. And in

2014, when I took charge as

the Pradhan Sevak, Principal

Servant, it was my wish to

reach out to the masses with

the glorious saga of our

country's unity, her grand

history, her valour, India's

diversity, our cultural

diversity, virtues embedded

in our society such as

Purusharth, Tapasya,

Passion & Sacrifice; in a

nutshell, the great story of

India. From remote villages

to Metro Cities, from farmers

to young professionals … the

array just prompted me to

embark upon this journey of

'Mann Ki Baat'.

Every month, we would

read letters to the tune of

lakhs, listen to phone calls,

watch comments on the App

& Mygov. Weaving a

common thread comprising

them all into a fabric of

informal conversation, we

have been able to travel

together, over this rather long

distance of 50 episodes.

Recently, All India Radio got

a survey done on 'Mann Ki

Baat'. I came across some

feedback that is very

interesting. Out of the

designated sample in the

survey, 70% of respondents

on an average happen to be

listeners who regularly tune

in to ''Mann Ki Baat'. Most

people believe that the

greatest contribution of

'Mann Ki Baat' has been the

enhancement of a feeling of

positivity in our society. The

medium of 'Mann Ki Baat'

has promoted many a mass

revolution. #india positive

has been the subject of quite

an extensive discussion. This

is an exemplary glimpse of

the feeling of positivity, innate

to our countrymen. People

have shared their

experiences, conveying the

rise of selfless volunteerism

as a consequence of 'Mann

Ki Baat'. It is a change where

people are increasingly

willing to contribute for the

sake of service to society. I

am overjoyed on account of

the fact that through 'Mann Ki

Baat', radio is rising as a

popular medium, more than

ever before. But it's not about

just radio… people are

connecting with this

programme and ensuring

their participation through

T.V., FM Radio, Mobile,

Internet, Facebook Live;

along with periscope,

through the

NarendraModiApp too. I

express my gratitude to the

entire family of 'Mann Ki

Baat' for being a part of it &

trusting it whole heartedly.

PHONE CALL-1

Thank you very much for

your phone call. Your

apprehension is not

misplaced. The fact is, if a

leader gets hold of a

microphone with assured

listeners to the tune of

millions, what else does he

need? Significantly, some

young friends have

attempted a study on the

myriad subjects touched

upon, over the many

episodes of 'Mann Ki Baat'.

They did a lexical analysis of

all the episodes to calculate

the frequency of occurrence

of particular words; whether

there were some words that

were oft-repeated! One of

their findings was that, this

programme has remained a

political. When 'Mann Ki

Baat' commenced, I had

firmly decided that it would

carry nothing political, or any

praise for the Government,

nor Modi for that matter

anywhere. The greatest

bulwark in ensuring

adherence to my resolve; in

fact my highest inspiration,

have been you. As a run up

to each episode of 'Mann Ki

Baat', the expectations &

aspirations of listeners

through their letters, online

comments & phone calls are

crystal clear. Modi may come

and go, but this country will

never let go of its UNITY &

permanence, our culture will

always be immortal. These

minute stories encompassing

a 130 crore countrymen will

always stay alive. This new

inspiration & zest will keep

taking her to greater heights.

At times, when I look back, I

am taken aback. Sometimes

people who write in from

different corners of the

country say, "We should not

haggle beyond limits with

marginal shopkeepers, auto

drivers, vegetable sellers et

al". I read a letter & then try

to weave it with the essence

of a similar letter. I would like

to share a couple of personal

experiences with you … who

knows how soon these will

reach our families; who

knows when social media will

circulate them to usher in a

revolution!. The stories that

you've sent across in the

context of cleanliness,

myriad examples of common

folk… you never know where

a tiny brand ambassador of

cleanliness comes into being

in various homes; someone

who reprimands elders at

home; or even

admonishingly orders the

Prime Minister through a

phone call! 

Who would have imagined

that a small campaign "selfie

with daughter"starting from a

small village in Haryana

would spread not only

throughout the country but

also across other countries

as well. Every section of the

society including celebrities

joined in to ignite a process

of transformation in a new

modern language of change

that the  present generation

understands and follows. At

times Mann Ki Baat is also

sneered at but 130 crore

countrymen ever occupy a

special place in my heart.

Their hearts and my heart

beat to the same rhythm.

Mann Ki Baat is not about the

Government it is about the

society. Mann Ki Baat

addresses an aspirational

India, an ambitious India.

Politics or Political Power are

not intrinsic to the Indian

ethos; on the contrary social

values and society are. In

fact, Politics is one of the

numerous other aspects of

social life. Making politics an

all pervasive, powerful factor

is not an effective way for a

healthy society. At times,

political developments and

political people assume such

overriding prominence that

other talents and courageous

deeds get over shadowed.

For ensuring a bright future

for a country such as India, it

is our collective responsibility

to acknowledge and honour

the common man's talent

and deeds and Mann Ki Baat

is a humble and modest

effort in this direction.

PHONE CALL- 2

(PROMITA)

Many thanks for your

phone call. In a way your

question has a personal,

amiable touch. I believe that

the biggest achievement of

the 50 episodes of Mann Ki

Baat is that one feels like

talking to a close

acquaintance and not to the

Prime Minister, and this is

true democracy. If I reply to

the question asked by you

straightaway then I will say

that I do not make any

preparation. Actually, Mann

Ki Baat is a very simple task

for me. Every time before

Mann Ki Baat, letters are

received from people; people

share their ideas and view

points on Mygov and

Narendra Modi Mobile App

and there is also a toll free

number - 1800117800; and

by calling on this number,

people record messages in

their own voice. My effort is

that I read the maximum

number of these letters and

comments myself before

Mann Ki Baat. I listen to

many phone calls too. And as

Continued on page 4
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“Mann Ki Baat addresses an aspirational

India, an ambitious India. For ensuring a

bright future for a country such as India, it is

our collective responsibility to acknowledge

and honour the common man's talent and

deeds and Mann Ki Baat is a humble and

modest effort in this direction.”
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Yojana issue on 'Digital India' released
Digital India initiatives have

gone beyond political

barriers. No State or Central

Government has opposed the

new initiative of Modi

Government that has potential

to change India. Union Minister

of Electronics & IT and Law &

Justice, Sh. Ravi Shankar

Prasad said this while releasing

Yojana Magazine’s special

issue on Digital India. He

however added that digital

medium has to be safe &

secure to ensure equitable

spread of its benefits. Sh.

Prasad said digital inclusion

initiative of the Government is

already being acknowledged

globally.

The Minister advised I&B

officials to have in-depth

discussion and analysis of data

security & privacy aspects of

digitalization in the future issue

of the magazine. He said in less

than five years the Government

has made 307 Government

services available on Umang

platform and efforts are on to

bring all Central & State

services on this platform.

Advances in the communication

field have immensely enriched

urban people in big cities but

those in smaller cities are still

dependent on informative

platforms like Yojana.

The Yojana is a development

monthly magazine devoted to

socio-economic issues. It

provides a platform for

discussion on problems of

social and economic

development of the country

through in-depth analysis of

these issues. The magazine is

published by Ministry of

Information and Broadcasting.

It is published in 13

languages across the nation

namely English, Hindi, Urdu,

Punjabi, Marathi, Gujarati,

Bengali, Assamese, Telugu,

Tamil, Kannada, Malayalam

and Oriya. The Yojana

magazine has a subscriber

base of over 2 and a half lakhs

with a readership extending to

over Eight lakhs. Yojana

readership includes planners

and policymakers as well as

aspirants of competitive exams.

The Digital India Programme

of the Government aims to

transform India into a

knowledge-based economy

and digitally empowered

society by ensuring digital

access, digital inclusion, digital

empowerment and bridging the

digital divide. Digital identity

through 122 crore Aadhaar is

helping the poor receive the

benefits directly into their bank

account and has led to a saving

of Rs. 90,000 crore. A vast

network of more than 3.06 lakh

of digital services delivery

centres, spread across 2.10

lakh Gram Panchayats, across

the country has been created to

provide access to more than

300 digital services especially

in rural areas at an affordable

cost. Over, 1.45 crore people

have been imparted training

under world largest Digital

Literacy Programme i.e.

PMGDISHA.

More than 100 BPO units

have come up in about 100

small towns of India across 20

States and 2 Union Territories.

From 2 units in 2014, now India

has 127 units manufacturing

mobile handset and

components. Promotion of

Hardware Manufacturing in the

Country has created more than

4.5 lakh jobs opportunities

(direct & indirect).

The December issue on

Digital India focuses on the

initiatives of Digital India

leading to digital inclusion and

empowerment common person.

The articles in the magazine

highlight different aspects and

domain areas of the digital

economy of the country. These

have been written by a strong

set of authors representing the

digital sector. Union Minister of

Electronics & IT and Law &

Justice. Sh. Ravi Shankar

Prasad, Secretary Revenue &

CEO UIDAI, Sh. Ajay Bhushan

Pandey, Sh. R. Chandrasekhar,

Former President NASSCOM,

Sh. R.S. Sharma, Chairman,

TRAI & others have contributed

views on the progress in Digital

India during the last four years

of this Government.

The Power of technologies

has grown at a pace far

exceeding our ability to

leverage them in key social

sectors. The new era requires

speed: in thought, in action, in

governance and regulatory

changes, this has been

explained by Shri R.

Chandrasekhar, the former

president of NASSCOM. Shri R.

S. Sharma, Chairman, Telecom

Regulatory Authority of India

has pointed out that the

regulators have the onerous

responsibility of maintaining a

balance between encouraging

innovation, protecting

consumers, creating an

environment for orderly growth

of the industry as well as

address unintended

consequences of disruptions.

Regulations should be

adaptive, collaborative and

impact assessment of

regulation should be done.

Cyber security issues in

digitalization and the changing

paradigm of Cyber Security and

methodological approach has

been given by Ms Rama

Vedashree, CEO, Data Security

Council of India. A special

article on Aadhaar as

empowerment enabler and a

game changer for the poor and

for India, by Shri Ajay Bhushan

Pandey CEO, UIDAI has also

been included in the issue.

Aadhaar ensures that the

benefits reach directly to the

deserving beneficiaries in a

hassle-free manner.

It also includes the article on

inclusive growth and

transformative impact of Digital

India leading to ease of living by

Ms Simmi Chaudhary,

Economic Adviser, Ministry of

Electronics and Information

Technology (MeitY). The

dynamics, opportunities and the

growth in the Electronic

Manufacturing sector of India

have been highlighted by Shri

Pankaj Mohindroo, Chairman of

India Cellular & Electronics

Association.

Shri Lalitesh Katragadda,

founder of Indihood, Chief

Product Adviser for Avanti

Finance in his article has

shared his idea of how Digital

India is at the heart of Poorna

Swaraj. The importance of the

use and proliferation of

language technology for Indian

languages in digital devices has

been explained by Shri Rajiv

Sangal, Professor, Language

Technologies Research Centre,

IIIT Hyderabad. Rapid

advances in IT has

revolutionaries the role of

libraries, therefore, the needs of

digitisation of traditional

libraries more and more for the

growth and development in

education and research is

highlighted by Shri Ajit Mondal,

Assistant Professor, Head,

Department of Education,

Surendranath College for

Women, Kolkata.

The magazine provides an

apt platform to showcase

India's position in the digital

revolution as the country is

generating future pathways

powered by technology and

leading towards Trillion Dollar

Digital Economy.

-PIB

The Union Minister for Electronics & Information Technology and Law & Justice, Shri

Ravi Shankar Prasad releasing the special edition of Yojana magazine on Digital India, in

New Delhi on November 30, 2018. The Secretary, Ministry of Information & Broadcasting,

Shri Amit Khare, the Secretary, Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology, Shri

Ajay Prakash Sawhney and other senior officials are also seen.
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the episode of Mann Ki Baat

draws closer, I read ideas

and inputs sent by you very

minutely while travelling.

My countrymen stay in my

heart every moment and that

is how the writer's situation

and ideas expressed in the

letter become part of my

thought process. That letter

does not remain a mere a

piece of paper for me. As it is

I have spent close to 40 to 45

years as a travelling

mendicant and have been to

most of the districts in our

country including the

remotest once where I spent

a lot of time. That is why I am

able to relate myself to the

place and context of the

letter. Then, I note down facts

like the name of the village

and of the person. Honestly

speaking, Mann Ki Baat

carries my voice but the

examples, emotions and

spirit represent my

countrymen, I thank every

person contributing to Mann

Ki Baat. There are lakhs of

persons whose names I have

not been able to include in

Mann Ki Baat but without any

disappointment, they

continue to send in their

letters and comments. I firmly

believe that your ideas and

your views will continue

reaching me in even greater

numbers and will help make

Mann Ki Baat more

interesting, effective and

useful. An effort is also made

that the concerned

department should pay

attention to such letters and

comments which, some how,

could not be included in

Mann Ki Baat. I also thank

my colleagues from All India

Radio, FM Radio,

Doordarshan, other TV

Channels and the Social

Media. It is due to their hard

work that Mann Ki Baat

reaches maximum number of

people. The team from All

India Radio prepares each

episode for broadcast in a

number of regional

languages. Some of them

very aptly narrate in a voice

and style resembling that of

Modi's. In this way for those

30 minutes they become

Narendra Modi. I

congratulate and thank those

persons for their talent and

skills. I would request all of

you also to kindly listen to

this programme in your

regional language as well. I

sincerely thank from the core

of my heart my friends in the

media who regularly telecast

Mann Ki Baat on their

channels. No political person

is ever happy with the media,

he feels that he is getting a

very little coverage or the

coverage given to him is

negative. But many issues

raised in Mann Ki Baat have

been adopted by the media.

Issues such as cleanliness,

Road safety, drugs free India,

selfie with daughter have

been taken up by the media

and turn into campaigns. TV

channels made it the most

watched radio programme - I

sincerely thank and

congratulate the media.

Without your contribution and

cooperation, this journey of

Mann Ki Baat would have

been incomplete.

PHONE CALL- 3 (NIDHI

BAHUGUNA)

Nidhi ji, many thanks for

your phone call! To tell you

the truth, I have no such

secret. What I am doing must

be happening in families as

well. In simple words, I may

say that I try to cast myself

into the mould of that young

man, and put myself under

his conditions and try to

adjust and match the wave

length accordingly. There are

old baggage's of our own

lives and when they do not

come in the way, it becomes

easier to understand others.

Sometimes our inhibitions or

prejudices become a big

hurdle in communication. I

prefer to understand the

other man's point of view

rather than going through the

process of acceptance,

rejection and reaction. My

experience has been that by

adopting this approach, the

other side also tries to come

to our wave length rather

than arguing or creating

pressure in order to convince

there by removing the

communication gap and both

sides become co-travelers in

our journey of idea-sharing.

None of the two even

realizes that how and when

one other's has abandoned

its idea and accepted and

owned the idea of the other

side.

Today's youths have this

special quality that they won't

do anything which they do

not believe themselves and

whenever they believe in

something, they follow that

leaving everything else.

People generally talk of a

communication gap between

the elders and teenagers in

the family. In fact, the scope

of discussion with teenagers

is quite limited in most of the

families. Most of the time

these talks remain limited to

studies, habits or life style

and the "do's" and "don'ts".

An open discussion without

any expectations is gradually

on the decline and this too is

a matter of concern.

Communication will be

more effective if we "accept"

instead of "expect" and

"discuss" instead of

"dismiss". My effort is to have

a continuous dialogue with

the youth in various

programmes or through

social media. I try to learn

from whatever they are doing

or whatever they are

thinking. They are store

house of ideas. They are

extremely energetic,

innovative and focused. I try

to share the efforts and

achievements of the youth as

much as possible through

"Mann Ki Baat". There is a

general complaint that the

younger generation asks too

many questions. I say it is

good that the youth ask

questions.

It is good as it shows that

they want to analyse

everything from its very root.

Some people say that the

youth do not have patience

but my belief is that the youth

do not have any time to

waste- this is the point which

helps the present day youth

become more innovative

because they want to

accomplish things quickly.

We feel that the youths are

very ambitious today and

they plan big. I feel it is good,

dream big and achieve

bigger successes; after all,

this is "the New India". Some

people say that the younger

generation wants to

accomplish a many things at

a time. I say what is wrong in

it. They do so because they

are adept in multitasking. If

we just look around, we find

that it is the youth who are

bringing in transformation of

society in a big way, may it

be social entrepreneurship,

start-ups, sports or any other

field. Those youth who have

dared to ask questions and

have had the courage to

dream big. If we put these

ideas of our youth into

practice and provide them

conducive environment to

express themselves, they

surely will bring about a

constructive and a positive

change in the country- they

are already doing so.

My dear countrymen,

Vineeta ji from Gurugram-

has posted on MyGov that in

Mann Ki Baat I should talk

about the "Constitution Day"

which falls on the26th

November. She says that this

day is special because we

are going to enter into the

70th year of our Constitution

adoption. Thank you very

much for your suggestion

Vineeta ji.

Yes, tomorrow is the

Constitution Day. A day to

remember those great

personalities who drafted our

Constitution. Our

Constitution was adopted on

26th November, 1949. The

Constituent Assembly took 2

years 11 months and 17 days

to accomplish this

stupendous task of drafting

the Constitution. Just

imagine, these luminaries

gave us such a

comprehensive and detailed

Constitution within a period

of just less than 3 years. The

extraordinary pace at which

they drafted the Constitution

is an example of Time

Management and

productivity to emulate even

today. This also inspires us to

accomplish our

responsibilities within a

record time. The Constituent

Assembly was an

amalgamation of the great

talents of the country, each

one of them was committed

to provide a Constitution to

the country which empowers

the people of India and

enriches even the poorest of

the poor.

The unique point in our

Constitution is that the rights

and duties have been very

comprehensively detailed. A

balance between these two

in the lives of our citizens will

take our nation forward. If we

respect the rights of others,

our rights will automatically

get protected and similarly if

we fulfill our duties, then also

our rights will get

automatically protected. I still

remember that in 2010 when

60 years of the adoption of

the Constitution were being

celebrated, we had taken out

a procession by placing our

Constitution a top an

elephant. This has been a

memorable incident to

increase awareness about

our Constitution among the

youth and to connect them to

the various aspects of the

Constitution. In the year

2020, we shall complete 70

years as a Republic and in

2022, we shall enter 75th

year of our Independence.

Let us all take forward the

values enshrined in our

Constitution and ensure

Peace, Progress and

Prosperity in our country.

My dear countrymen, while

talking about the Constituent

Assembly, the contribution of

that great man cannot be

forgotten who played a

pivotal role in the Constituent

Assembly. This great man

was none other than our

revered Dr. Baba Saheb

Ambedkar. His death

anniversary or

Mahaparinlrvan Diwas divas

falls on 6th December. I, on

behalf of all countrymen, pay

my homage to Baba Saheb

who gave the right to live with

dignity to crores of Indians.

Democracy was embedded

deep in Baba Saheb's nature

and he used to say that

India's democratic values

have not been imported from

outside. What is a republic

and what is a parliamentary

system- are nothing new to

India. He had made a very

moving appeal in the

Constituent Assembly that

we have to safeguard our

hard fought democracy till

the last drop of our blood. He

also used to say that we,

Indians may be from different

background but, yes, we

shall have to keep the

national interest above all the

other things. "India First" was

the basic doctrine of Dr.

Baba Saheb Ambedkar.

Once again my  humble

tribute to revered Baba

Saheb.

My dear countrymen, two

days back on 23rd

November, we all celebrated

Shri Guru Nanak Dev Jayanti

and next year in 2019 we

shall be celebrating his 550th

Prakash Parv. Guru Nanak

Dev Ji always envisaged the

welfare of entire humanity.

He always showed the path

of truth, work, service,

kindness and amity to the

society. The country will

observe Guru Nahak Dev Ji's

550th birth anniversary in a

grand way, its soothing

colours will not only spread in

India alone but will get

sprinkled the world over. All

states and Union Territories

have been requested to

celebrate the occasion in a

grand manner. Guru Nanak

Dev Ji's 550th Prakash Parv

will be celebrated in a similar

manner in all the countries of

the world as well. Besides, a

train will be run on a route

joining all the holy places

connected with Guru Nanak

Dev ji. Recently, while

holding a meeting in this

MANN KI BAAT...
Continued from page 2

“Communication will be more effective if we

"accept" instead of "expect" and "discuss"

instead of "dismiss". My effort is to have a

continuous dialogue with the youth in various

programmes or through social media. I try to

learn from whatever they are doing or

whatever they are thinking. They are store

house of ideas. They are extremely energetic,

innovative and focused. I try to share the

efforts and achievements of the youth as

much as possible through "Mann Ki Baat".

There is a general complaint that the younger

generation asks too many questions. I say it is

good that the youth ask questions.”

“Let us all take

forward the values

enshrined in our

Constitution and

ensure Peace, Prog-

ress and Prosperity

in our country.”

Continued on page 35
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UNION PUBLIC SERVICE 

COMMISSION
DHOLPUR HOUSE, SHAHJAHAN ROAD, NEW DELHI-110069

INDICATIVE ADVERTISEMENT NO. 22/2018

Online Recruitment Applications (ORA) are invited for direct recruitment by selection

through website http://www.upsconline.nic.in to the following  posts  by 27th

December, 2018.

1. (Vacancy No. 18122201208) 

One Nautical Surveyor-cum-Deputy Director General (Technical),

Directorate General of Shipping, Mumbai, Ministry of Shipping (UR-01). 

The candidates willing to apply for the above posts are advised to visit Commission's

ORA website http://www.upsconline.nic.in. The detailed advertisement along-with

'Instructions and Additional Information to Candidates for Recruitment by

Selection' has been displayed on Commission's website http://www.upsc.gov.in as

well as on the Online Recruitment Application (ORA) website

http://www.upsconline.nic.in.   EN 36/46

Dated: 27/11/2018

CORRIGENDUM
In   partial   modification  to  the  vacancy   circular  of  even no. dt.27/08/2018 for

filling up three (03) posts of Junior Reception and Protocol Officer (General

Central Service, Group-'C' Non-Gazetted, Non- Ministerial) in the office of UPSC

in Level-4 in the pay matrix as per 7th CPC on deputation basis, published in the

Employment News/Rozgaar Samachar dated 15th- 21st Sep, 2018, it is informed that

the last date of receipt of application is extended for further period of 30 days from

the date of publication of this Corrigendum in the Employment News. The applicants

may forward their bio-data in prescribed format along with requisite certificate and

necessary documents through proper channel as mentioned in the Employment

News dated 15th Sep- 21st Sep, 2018.

(S. Padmanabha) 

Under Secretary (Estt.) 

Tel. No.- 011-23389078

EN 36/54

Fax: 011-23098552

F.No. A-32016/01/2018-Adm.ll

Union Public Service Commission
Dholpur House, Shahjahan Road

New Delhi-110069

Press Note on Declaration of Final Result of Indian

Economic Service / Indian Statistical Service

Examination, 2018
The Union Public Service Commission has declared the Final Result of the Indian

Economic Service / Indian Statistical Service Examination, 2018 on 27/11/2018.

The result comprising of list of the candidates recommended for appointment in order

of merit, is available on the Commission's Website [www.upsc.gov.in ].

Union Public Service Commission has a 'Facilitation Counter' in its

Campus. Candidates may obtain any information/clarification regarding their

Examination/recruitments on working days between 10:00 A.M. and 05:00 P.M. in

person or over Telephone Nos. 011-23385271 and 011-23381125. Marks of the

candidates shall be made available on the website within fifteen days from the date

of publication of the result.

EN 36/48

Union Public Service Commission
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ESSO-National Centre

for Polar and Ocean Research
Vasco-da-Gama - Goa - 403804

The Director, NCPOR invites applications from amongst the officials of Centre Govt. / State Govt./ PSUs/

Autonomous bodies for filling up of 01 position of Manager at NCPOR in pay level 11 on deputation basis.

The detailed advertisement, terms and conditions and instructions to the candidates are available on our

website www.ncaor.gov.in.

Last date to apply is 22.01.2019.

Advt. No. NCAOR/53/18 (S Anoop) 

Administrative Officer
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ANNEXURE-I

No.A-12025/03/2018-Admn.I

Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare
Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries

Krishi Bhavan, New Delhi
The Department of Animal Husbandry,Dairying and Fisheries invites applications for

the following post:

S.No. Name of the post, No. of Method of Address  for  

classification and     vacancies    recruitment sending 

scale application

Animal  Husbandry 01 Deputation Shri Dharm  Prakash, 

1. Commissioner, basis  (inclu- Under Secretary, 

Group A Gazetted in ding short Room No.436-A, 

Level-15 in the Pay term contract) Departmenr of Animal

Matrix (182200- Husbandry, Dairying 

224100) and  Fisheries,  

Krishi Bhawan, New

Delhi-110001.

2. For eligibility criteria, i.e. educational qualification, experience, bio-data

proforma (latest revised)etc. the applicants are advised to refer to the official

website of this Department http://dahd.nic.in. The applications complete in all

respects, should be forwarded through proper channel to the address

mentioned above within 60 days from the date of publication of this

advertisement.

3. The name of the post applied for should be super scribed in bold letter on

the envelope containing the application.

(Dharm Prakash)

Under Secretary to the Government of India

EN 36/7 Telefax:011-23382779
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Cabinet Secretariat

National Authority Chemical

Weapons Convention
1st Floor, Chanakya Bhavan, Chanakyapuri

New Delhi-110021 

Subject: Extension in the last date of submission of application

for filling up the post of Advisor and Technical Officers in the

National Authority Chemical Weapons Convention,Cabinet

Secretariat on deputation basis.

An advertisement was published in the Employment News dated 19-

25 May, 2018 inviting applications for filling up the one post     of

Advisor (General Central Services Group A, Gazetted, Non-

Ministerial), Pay Band-4, Rs. 37400-67000, Grade Pay Rs. 8900/-

(pre-revised) in the National Authority Chemical Weapons

Convention on deputation (including short term contract), basis. The

last date of submission of applications was extended upto

04.09.2018. Later on, the last date of submission of application

was again extended upto 4.11.2018.

2. Now, it has been decided to further extend the last date of

submission of applications upto 04.01.2019

(S.R. Meena)

Under Secretary & Head of Office

National Authority Chemical

Weapons Convention(NACWC), 

Cabinet Secretariat, 1st Floor,

Chanakya Bhavan, Chanakyapuri,New Delhi-110021 

Phone- 011-24675528, Fax-011-24675767

Email- deputysecretary.nacwc@nic.in

davp 58101/11/0041/1819 EN 36/74

Government of India

Central Farm Machinery Training &
Testing Institute

Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

(Department of Agriculture, Co-Operation & Farmers Welfare)

Tractor Nagar, P.O., Budni (M.P.) 466445

Phones : 07564-234729, Fax : 07564-234743

Email : fmti-mp@nic.in Website : fmttibudni.gov.in

No. 25-1/2016 - AC Dated : 20th November 2018

VACANCY CIRCULAR

Applications are invited from eligible candidates for filling up following posts at FMTTIs, Subordinate

offices of the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and

Farmers Welfare.

SI Advertisement Name of the No. of Pay Scale Time for Applying Mode of 

No. No. Post the Post the Post Recruitment

1. CFMTTI/ 02/2018 Senior 02 (UR-01) Level- 6 Within 30 days Through Direct 

Technical (OBC-01) (Rs. 35400- from the date of Recruitment

Assistant (GCS, 112400) in publication of this

Group B (NG) the pay advertisement

Non- Ministerial) matrix.

2. CFMTTI/ 03/2018 Compounder 01 (OBC) Level - 4 Within 30 days Through Direct 

(GCS, Group C (Rs. 25500- from the date of  Recruitment

(NG) Non- 81100) in the publication of this

Ministerial) pay matrix. advertisement

Complete data about eligibility, terms & conditions are available on the Institute website:

www.fmttibudni.gov.in, www.nrfmtti.gov.in, www.srfmtti.dacnat.nic.in, www.nerfmtti.nic.in and

www.agricoop.nic.in.

Application (in duplicate) in the prescribed proforma with complete details should be forwarded through

proper channel to Director, Govt. of India, Central Farm Machinery Training & Testing Institute ,

Tractor Nagar, Budni (M.P.) - 466445 within 30 days from the date of publication of this advertisement.

DIRECTOR

EN 36/68

A-35021/16/2017-Ad. I - MCA

Government of India 

Ministry of Corporate Affairs

'A' Wing, 5th  Floor, Shastri Bhawan 

New Delhi-110001  

Applications are invited from Indian nationals for filling up two vacant post of Staff Car

Driver (Ordinary Grade) as detailed below, at level -2 in the Revised pay matrix,

corresponding to the Pre-revised scale of Pay of PB-I (Rs. 5200 - 20200) + Grade pay

of Rs. 1900/- in Ministry of Corporate Headquarters by way of Direct Recruitment.

Name of Post No. of Posts Reservation

Staff Car Driver 2 1- Unreserved 

(Ordinary Grade) 1-OBC Category

2. Eligibility criteria for direct recruitment:-

Age: Qualifications:

18-27 years (Relaxable for Government Essential Qualifications:

servants upto 40 years in accordance (i) Possession of a valid driving license 

with the instructions or orders issued by for motor cars;

the central Government). Relaxable for (ii) knowledge of motor mechanism 

Government servants, Scheduled Caste/ (The candidate should be able to 

Scheduled Tribe/ Other Backward Classes/ remove minor defects in vehicle);

Ex-Servicemen in accordance with the (iii) experience of driving a motor car

instructions or orders issued by Central for at least three years from recognised

Government. The crucial date for institute or for organization.;

determining the age limit shall be the  and

closing date for receipt of applications (iv) pass in 10th class from recognized

from candidates. Board.

Desirable qualifications :

Three years' service as Home Guard or

Civil Volunteers.

3. General Instructions

i. Applications which are not in conformity with the requirement indicated in the

advertisement are liable to be rejected. 

ii.     For application proforma for the post, the candidates may log on to the website;

www.mca.gov.in.

iii. The selection of candidates will be based on Medical fitness, verification of

antecedents etc.

iv. No TA/DA shall be paid for attending the tests. 

v. Application received after due date for whatsoever reason including postal delays

shall not be entertained.

vi. Candidates should send their application in the envelope superscribed with the

statement "Application for the post of Staff Car Driver".

vii. Canvassing in any manner would lead to summarily rejection of application.

4.  The eligible persons may send their duly filled in applications in the proforma as

prescribed at Annexure along with the necessary documents (self attested by the

candidates) and two recent colour passport size photograph to: -

Under Secretary, Admn I Section 

Ministry of Corporate Affairs 

'A' Wing, 5th Floor 

Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi-110001

5. The last date for receipt of the application is 20th December 2018. Applications

received after expiry of the last date or otherwise found incomplete/insufficient

information will not be entertained.

(J.S. Audhkhasi) 

Director

PROFORMA

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF STAFF CAR DRIVER (ORDINARY GRADE)

1. Full Name of the Candidate (in Block Letters) :

2. Father's full Name:.....................................................................

3. Contact Details of the appttcant:-

a. Mobile No. : +91-

b. E-mail ID : 

c. Landline No. : 

d. Permanent Address : ..............................................................

District: ................................................ .....State:.................................................

PIN:.......................................................................................................................

e. Present Address : .............................................................................................

District: ................................................. State:.......................................................

PIN:.........................................................................................................................

4. Date of Birth (DD/MM/YYYY) :............................................................................... 

5. Gender (Male/Female) :.........................................................................................

6. Educational Qualification : Name of School:-

(Details of 10th Standard) Year of Passing

7. Details of Driving license : Date of issue of driving license

LMV : HMV :

Validity : Validity :

8. Religion :

9. Nationality :

10. Whether SC/ST/OBC :

11. Whether Govt. Employee :

a. If yes details of Post held :

b. Name of Government Department/Ministry :

c. Seeking age relaxation :

12. Any other relevant information :

I do hereby declare that the information given in this application are true, complete and

correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. In the event of any information being

found false or incorrect or ineligibility detected at any stage my candidature will be

cancelled and all my claims for the recruitment will stand forfeited.    

Date:

Place: 

(Full Signature of the Applicant)

Enclosures : List of documents attached with duly self -attested

(i) Age proof

(ii) Educational qualification

(iii) Driving experience certificate

(iv) Driving License

(v) SC/ST/OBC certificate issued by Competent Authority for appointment to post

under the Government of India

davp 07101/11/0029/1819 EN 36/72

Recent

coloured

Passport size

Duly signed

Photograph
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Continued on page 9

File No. ll/4(7)/2017/- SÕÊ¬ŸÊ/1674

Government of India

Ministry of Home Affairs
Narcotics Control Bureau

West Block No. 1, Wing No. 5, R.K. Puram 

New Delhi- 110066

Subject:- Filling up of the post of Assistant Director in the Narcotics Control

Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs on deputation basis.

Narcotics Control Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs intends to fill up 02 (two) [01

existing & 01 anticipated] vacant posts of Assistant Director on deputation basis. The

vacancies may vary (increase/decrease). The selected candidates are liable to be

posted anywhere in India in any of the Zones/Sub-Zones/Regional Office/

Headquarters of Narcotics Control Bureau. Any conditional application regarding place

of posting or any other issue shall not be entertained.

2. The post of 'Assistant Director carries the pay scale in PB-3 (Rs.15600-39100) +

Grade Pay of Rs.6600 (pre-revised) [Level-11 as per 7th CPC Pay Matrix].

3. The Recruitment Rules for the post provide for 50% of posts to be filled by

promotion failing which by deputation and 50% of the posts to be filled by

deputation.

4. The terms and conditions of the deputation will be governed by the Department

of Personnel & Training's OM No. 6/8/2009- Estt. (Pay II) dated 17.06.2010, as

amended from time to time.

5. The Recruitment Rules for the post of Assistant Director in the Narcotics Control

Bureau provide for deputation of officers of the Central Government or the State

Government or Union Territories:

(a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or department ; or

(ii) with 5 (five) years regular service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto

on a regular basis in the posts in the Pay Band-3,   Rs.15600-39100 with Grade

Pay of Rs.5400 or equivalent in the parent cadre or Department; and

(b) Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience:

Essential

(i) Bachelor's Degree from a recognized University;

(ii) Five (5) year's experience in Enforcement of regulatory laws and collection of

intelligence relating thereto.

Desirable: 

i) Three (3) year's experience in investigation of economic offences or criminal

offences.

Note: The Departmental Officers in the feeder grade who are in the direct line of

promotion will not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation.

Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by

promotion.

Duties and Responsibilities: Assistant Directors give assistance to the Director

General, Deputy Director Generals, Deputy Directors/Zonal Directors in

enforcement of regulatory laws i.e. Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances

Act, 1985, which includes:-

1. Co-ordination between different enforcement agencies - Central and States in

India and also with foreign drug enforcement agencies;

2. Collection and Development of Intelligence, investigation, search, seizure and

arrest of drug traffickers having national and international ramifications, analysis

and dissemination thereof;

3. Identification of major drug traffickers and liquidating them;

4. Mounting surveillance on the activities of drug traffickers;

5. Arrest of drug traffickers and initiating prosecution proceedings against them;

6. Initiating action under PITNDPS Act;

7. Creating data base in respect of drug traffickers and their activities;

8. Monitoring of drug situation reports, modus operandi, routes etc;

9. Monitoring of Legal/Court matters;

10. Undertaking financial investigations;

11. Identification and destruction of illicit opium and cannabis cultivation; and

12. Organization of training courses for the officers empowered under the NDPS Act,

1985.

6. Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held

immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization

or department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed 03 (three)

years.

7. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not be exceeding 56

(fifty six) years on the closing date of receipt of applications.

8. For the purposes of appointment on deputation basis, the service rendered on a

regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2016 or the date from which the

revised pay structure based on the Seventh Central Pay Commission

recommendations has been extended or shall be deemed to be service rendered

in the corresponding grade pay or pay scale extended based on the

recommendations of the 7th Pay Commission.

9. The vacancy circular may be brought to the notice of eligible officers of your

cadre. The application of eligible and willing officers who can be spared at short

notice in the event of their selection may be obtained in the revised C.V. proforma

given in duplicate and forwarded to Deputy Director General (Hqrs.),

Narcotics Control Bureau, West Block No. 1, Wing No.5, R.K. Puram, New

Delhi-110066, along with following requisite documents so as to reach this

Ministry within 60 (sixty) days of publishing of this advertisement in the

Employment News:-

i) Photo copies of APARs for the last five years duly attested (with stamp) on each

page by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the Government of

India or equivalent. 

ii) Integrity Certificate

iii) Vigilance Clearance certificate as per proforma 

iv) Major/minor penalty statement for the last 10 years and 

v) Cadre clearance incorporating that in the event of his/her selection, he/she will

be relieved to join the post of Assistant Director in NCB on deputation basis.

10. The applications received after the closing date and conditional application shall

not be entertained. It may be noted that in the event of their selection, the

candidates will not be allowed to withdraw their candidature.

(Praveen Kumar) 

Deputy Director (Admn)

Tel: 26194390

Annexure-I

BIO-DATA/CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

[FOR APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF ASSISTANT DIRECTOR IN NORCOTICS

CONTROL BUREAU (NCB) ON DEPUTATION BASIS]

1. Name and Address (in Block letters) : 

2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 

3. i) Date of entry into service 

ii) Date of retirement under Central/State

Government Rules  

4. Educational Qualifications

5. Whether Educational and other qualifications

required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification

has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed  

in the Rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience required as men- Qualifications/experience

tioned in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer

Essential Essential

A) Qualification A) Qualification

B) Experience B) Experience

Desirable Desirable

A) Qualification A) Qualification

B) Experience B) Experience

5.1 Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate Essential and Desirable Qualifications 

as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/Department/Office at  

the time of issue of Circular and issue of Advertisement in the Employment News.

5.2. In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications Elective/main subjects 

and subsidiary subjects may be indicated by the candidate.

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries  

made by you above, you meet the requisite Essential  

Qualifications and work experience of the post.

6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their specific comments/

views confirming the relevant Essential Qualification possessed by the

Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to the post applied.

7. Details of Employment in chronological order (Enclose a separate sheet duly 

authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient)

Office/ Post held on From To *Pay Band and Grade Nature of Duties

Institution regular basis Pay/Pay Scale of the (in detail) highlig-

post held on regular hting experience

basis required for the

post applied for

* Important: Pay Band and Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to 

the officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay and Grade Pay/

Pay Scale of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP

with present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by

the Candidate, may be indicated as below:

Office/ Pay, Pay Band and Grade Pay From To

Institution drawn under ACP/MACP Scheme

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or  

Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent

9. In case the present employment is held on 

deputation/contract basis, please state-

a) The date  b) Period of c) Name of the d) Name of the post

of Initial appointment on parent office/organi- and pay of the post

appointment deputation/contract zation to which the held in substantive

applicant belongs capacity in the

parent organisation

9.1 Note: In case of officers already on deputation, the applications of such officer

should be forwarded by the parent cadre/department alongwith Cadre Clearance,

Vigilance Clearance and Integrity certificate.

9.2 Note: Information under Column 9 (c) & (d) above must be given in all cases where

a person is holding a post on deputation outside the cadre/organization but still

maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/organisation.

www.Jobriya.com
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10. If any post held on Deputation in the past by the applicant, 

date of return from the last deputation and other details.

11. Additional details about present Employment

Please state whether working under (indicate the 

name of your employer against the relevant column)

a) Central Govt.

b) State Govt.

c) Autonomous Organization

d) Government Undertaking

e) Universities

f) Others

12. Please state whether you are working in the same 

Department and are in the feeder grade or feeder 

to feeder grade.

13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date 

from which the revision took place and also indicate 

the pre-revised scale.

14. Total emoluments per month now drawn

Basic Pay in the PB Grade Pay Total Emoluments

15. In case the applicant belongs to an Organisation which is not following the Central

Government Pay scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation showing 

the following details may be enclosed.

Basic Pay with scale of pay Dearness Pay/interim relief/ Total

and rate of increment other Allowances etc., (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you applied 

for in support of your suitability for the post.

(This among other things may provide information with regard to 

(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 

(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 

Circular/Advertisement).

(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

16. B Achievements:

The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:

i) Research publications and reports and special projects.

ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation.

iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies and;

iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization.

v) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition. 

vi) Any other information.

(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/

Absorption/Re-employment Basis#.  

(Officers under Central/State Governments are only eligible   

for “Absorption”. Candidates of Non-Government Organizations

are eligible only for Short-Term Contract).

# (The option of ‘STC/ ‘Absorption’/ ‘Re-employment’ are 

available only if the vacancy circular specially mentioned 

recruitment by “STC” or “Absorption” or “Re-employment”)

18. Whether belongs to SC/ST

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware

that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents

in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will also be

assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The

information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge

and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.

Date __________ 

(Signature of the Candidate)

Address ________________

CERTIFICATE BY THE EMPLOYER/CADRE CONTROLLING AUTHORITY

The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and

correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational

qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt. If selected, he/she will be relieved

immediately.

2. Also certified that:

i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/

Smt. _______________________

ii) His/her integrity is certified.

iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5

years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of

India or above are enclosed.

iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or

A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is

enclosed (as the case may be)

Countersigned

EN 36/8 (Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)

ICMR-National Institute for Research in

Environmental Health Indian Council of

Medical Research
Kamla Nehru Hospital Building, Gandhi Medical College

Campus, Bhopal-462001

VACANCY
Advertisement No. NIREH/HR/PP/2018/4

ICMR-National Institute for Research in Environmental Health (NIREH), Bhopal, a

permanent Institute under Indian Council of Medical Research Department of Health

Research, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare invites application from young and

dynamic Scientist/researchers with innovative ideas and good research aptitude for

the following posts of Scientist-C at as per details given below against  each category

of posts :

S. Name of the post Minimum pay Group No. of posts 

No. & Pay Level in the level

1. Scientist-C Rs. 67700/- A 09 (UR) Environmental 

Pay Level-11, (pre-revised Science-03, Environmental 

Pay Band-3, Rs. 15600- Engineering-01, Sociology/

37400/-  plus Social Work-01, Bioche-

Grade Pay Rs. 6600/-) mistry-01, Health Econo-

mics-01, Radiology-01,

Bioinformatics-01

For essential eligibility criteria and other general terms and conditions, please refer to

ICMR-NIREH website www.nireh.org. The eligible and interested candidates are

required to apply in ths prescribed format available on the website www.nireh.org.

The last date of submission of application is17.12.2018 and crucial date for fixing

eligibility criteria, upper age limit, etc. shall be the last date of submission of

application i.e 17.12.2018.

DIRECTOR, 

ICMR-NIREH

[Note-All subsequent corigendum/amendments, if any, shall be published only

on NIREH website and not in press.]

EN 36/22

F.No: 3-2/2014-Admn.Vol-III

Coastal Aquaculture Authority
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare 

GDR Tower, 12A, Bharati Street 

Vanuvampettai, Madipakkam P.O. 

Chennai - 600 091 .Tamil Nadu 

Phone:044-22603784

VACANCY CIRCULAR

The Coastal Aquaculture Authority, (a Statutory and Regulatory Authority),Chennai

invites applications in the prescribed proforma, for filling up one post of Director (Tech)

and one post of Senior Clerk on deputation basis for a period of 3 years.

1. Director (Tech) - One Post - in the pay scale of level-13 as per 7th CPC   (pre-

revised scale of Rs. 37400 -67,000 + Rs.8700 Grade Pay in PB - 4) on Deputation

basis for a period of three years.

(i) Eligibility: Officers under the Central Government or State Government or Union

Territories or Agriculture Universities or Recognized Research Institutions or

Councils or Semi Government or Statutory or Autonomous Organizations:-

(a) (i) Holding analogous post on regular basis in their parent cadre/ Department or

(ii) Having five years regular service in the pay scale level-12 in 7th CPC (pre-revised

pay scale of Rs.15600-39100 + Rs.7600 Grade Pay in PB -3 as per 6th CPC) or

equivalent in the parent cadre or department and

(b) Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience.

(i) Master's degree in Aquaculture or Zoology or Fisheries or Marine Biology.

(ii) Ten years experience in Fisheries Development both Marine and Inland, out of

which five years should be in Fisheries Development in the formulation and

implementation of schemes or programmes of States and Centre in Fisheries

Development.

(ii) Desirable :- Experience in coastal aquaculture practices and handling of legal and

legislative matters relating to fisheries and aquaculture.

(iii)Age:- Should NOT have completed 56 years of age on the closing date for receipt

of applications.

(iv) The terms and conditions of deputation are governed by the GOI, Dopt

No:6/8/2009-Estt.(Pay II), dated:17/06/2010.

(v) Last date for receipt of applications: 45 days from the date of publication in the

Employment News. For application & other details: Please visit our Website:

www.caa.gov.in

II. Senior Clerk :- One Post in the pay scale of Level - 4 as per 7th CPC (pre-revised

pay scale Rs.5200-20200 +Grade Pay Rs.2400 in PB-1) on Deputation basis for a

period of 3 years.

(i) Eligibility: Officers under the Central Government or State Government or Union

Territories or Agriculture Universities or Recognized Research Institutions or

Councils or Semi Government or Statutory or Autonomous Organizations:-

(a)(i) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the Parent cadre/ Department or

(ii) Having eight years regular service in 7th CPC in Level -2 (pre-revised pay scale of

Rs.5200-20200 + Grade Pay Rs.1900 in PB-1) or equivalent in the parent cadre or

Department.

(ii) Having five years experience in establishment and administrative matters in the

Government Department.

(iii)Age:- Should NOT have completed 56 years of age on the closing date for receipt

of applications.

(iv) The terms and conditions of deputation are governed by the GOI, Dopt

No:6/8/2009-Estt.(Pay II), dated:17/06/2010.

(v) Last date for receipt of applications: 45 days from the date of publication in the

Employment News. For application & other details: Please visit our Website:

www.caa.gov.in

EN 36/25 MEMBER SECRETARY

Continued from page 8 
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EN 36/30

International Institute
for Population Sciences

(Deemed University)
Govandi Station Road, Deonar, Mumbai-400088. 

Phone : 91-022-42372433, 42372468

ADMISSION NOTICE
The Institute invites applications for admission to the
following courses for the academic year 2019-20 :

Full-Time Courses Duration No. of 
Fellowship

1. M.A./M.Sc. in Population Studies 2 years 50

2. M.Sc. in Bio-Statistics & Demography 2 years 50

3. Master of Population Studies (MPS) 1 year 50

4. M.Phil. in Population Studies/Bio- 1 year
Statistics & Demography
5. Integrated M.Phil. & Ph.D. in 3-7 years 50
Population Studies/Bio-Statistics 
and Demography

6. Ph.D. in Population Studies/Bio- 2-6 years 2*
Statistics and Demography

7. Post-Doctoral Fellowship 1 year As per 
Availability

Distance Education Course

8. M.A. in Population Studies (no 2-4 years Self-
online admission test) sponsored

*Fellowships likely to increase.

The admission test shall be conducted online at different

designated centers in India. The portal for submitting application

will remain open from 26 November, 2018 to 4 January, 2019.

Please visit the Institute’s website <http://www.iipsindia.org> for

detailed admission notification and updates.

DIRECTOR & SENIOR PROFESSOR

davp 17121/11/0010/1819 EN 36/1

No. NNM/23/2018-CPMU

Government of India

Ministry of Women and Child Development 
(National Nutrition Resource Centre

Central Project Management Unit)

Vacancy Circular
Applications are invited for the following posts to be filled up by

transfer on deputation basis/contract basis in National Nutrition

Resource Centre-Central Project Management (NNRC-CPMU),

POSHAN Abhiyaan :-

SI. No. Name of the Positions No. of Posts Pay Level 

I Project Manager 04 (No. of Pay Level-11

vacancies may 

be decreased)

II Project Officer 01 Pay Level-8

2. Details of vacancy are available in the Ministry's website

www.wcd.nic.in. The applications would be addressed to the

Deputy Director (WB), National Nutrition Resource Centre-

Central Project Management Unit, POSHAN Abhiyaan, Ministry

of Women and Child Development, 3rd Floor, Jeevan Vihar

Building, Sansad Marg, New Delhi 110001. Duly filled up

application form along with relevant documents shall be submitted

within one month from the date of publication of the Vacancy

Circular in the Employment News. EN 36/28

No.A-12023/1/2014-E.II

Government of India

Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution 

Department of Food & Public Distribution
Krishi Bhavan, New Delhi

Dated the 22nd November, 2018 

VACANCY CIRCULAR

Applications are invited for filling up one post of Assistant Manager-cum-Store Keeper on deputation

basis for the Departmental Canteen of Department of Food & Public Distribution. The vacancy circular

with details regarding pay, eligibility criteria, age limit, tenure etc. and application proforma is placed on

the website of this Department i.e. http:dfpd.nic.in. Applicants working in Central/ State Governments/

Union Territories/ Universities/ Recognised Institutions/ Public Sector Undertakings/Statutory or

Autonomous Organizations must send their application through proper channel along with self attested

copies of supporting documents, so as to reach the Department within 45 days from the date of

publication in the Employment News/Rojgar Samachar. The application form can be downloaded from

the website of this Department or obtained from the office of this Department.

(Jagdish Gogia)

Under Secretary to the Government of India

EN 36/16 Tel: 23097038 EN 36/51
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EN 36/29

F.No. A-12026/9/95-Admn.l (LD)

Government of India

Ministry of Law and Justice
Legislative Department

Legislative Department proposes to fill up one post of

Documentation Assistant in level 5 (Rs.29200-92300) in the pay

matrix on deputation basis for a period of three years. The

eligibility criteria and other details are available on the website of

the Department i.e. http://legislative.gov.in/ documents/

recruitment under the heading "Recruitment". Interested  and

eligible applicants may submit their application as per proforma

available on website to the undersigned within 60 days from the

date of publication of this advertisement.

(B.M.Sharma)

Director (Admn.)

Legislative Department

Room No. 411, 'A' Wing

Shastri Bhawan

New Delhi-110001

EN 36/27 Tel- 23389014

‚ÊÚç≈Uflÿ⁄U ≈UÄŸÊ‹ÊÚ¡Ë ¬ÊÄ‚¸ •ÊÚ»§ ß¥UÁ«UÿÊ
(÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U, ßU‹Ä≈˛UÊÚÁŸ∑§Ë ∞fl¥ ‚ÍøŸÊ ¬˝ÊÒlÊÁª∑§Ë ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ ∑§ •¥Ãª¸Ã SflÊÿûÊ ‚Ê‚Êÿ≈UË )

Software Technology Parks of India
(An Autonomous Society under Govt. of India, 

Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology)

Employment Notice No. 2(17)/I/STPI-HQ/2018 (II)

Software Technology Parks of India (STPI) is providing Statutory Services to the exporters under

STP/EHTP scheme and also extending infrastructural facilities including High Speed Internet and IPLC

links. STPI at present has 58 centers at different locations in the country.

Applications are invited from the eligible candidates for filling up various group 'A' S & T vacancies given

below. The vacancies are proposed to be filled-up by transfer (absorption)/Direct Recruitment basis.

Appointment made on Direct Recruitment basis shall be on contract basis for a period of three years

which is likely to be regularized/extended/terminated depending upon the performance of the candidate

during contract service.

Post Name of the Post No. of Pay Level Age Limit (Max)

Code Posts

E-5 Member Technical 01 (UR) * Level 13A For appointment on transfer 56 years

Staff- E-V (Rs. 131100- (absorption) basis 

(Scientist ‘F’) 216600/-) For appointment on direct 48 years (Rela- 

recruitment basis xation as per Govt.

of India rules)

E-4 Member Technical 02** Level 13 For appointment on transfer 56 years 

Staff- E-IV (UR-1, (Rs. 123100- (absorption) basis

(Scientist ‘E’) OBC-1) 215900/-) For appointment on direct 46 years (Rela-

recruitment basis xation as per Govt.

of India rules)

E-3 Member Technical 03** Level 12 For appointment on transfer 56 years  

Staff- E-III (OBC-2, (Rs. 78800- (absorption) basis

(Scientist ‘D’) SC-1*) 209200/-) For appointment on direct 42 years (Rela-

recruitment basis xation as per Govt.

of India rules)

* The 01 post of Member Technical Staff, E-V (Scientist 'F') (Post Code: E-5) and 01 post in SC

category of Member Technical Staff, E-III (Scientist 'D') (Post Code : E-3) are lien vacancy which

shall be filled up on purely contract basis for a period of three years. The contract shall be

automatically terminated on the expiry of the contract or return of the regular incumbent of the

post whichever is earlier. The appointment may be regularized/extended on the existing norms

depending upon the availability of the post.

** Out of these 05 posts, 01 post is reserved for PWD (HH).

Candidates who have already applied against the Employment Notice no. 2(17)/I/STPI-HQ/2018

published in Employment News, Hindustan Times, Navbharat Times and Danik Jagran on

12.05.2018 not need to apply afresh, their eligibility shall be evaluated as per the said

employment notice. 

Last Date of receipt of applications: Within 45 days of the publication of this advertisement in

Hindustan Times, Danik Jagran and Navbharat Times. 10 days extra period shall be given in respect of

applications received from the candidates residing in Assam,

Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland,

Tripura, Sikkim, Ladakh Division of Jammu & Kashmir State, Lahaul

and Spiti District and Pangi Sub Division of Chamba District of

Himachal Pradesh, Andaman and Nicobar Islands and

Lakshadweep.

Closing Date of Receipt of Online Application : 30.12.2018 

Closing Date of Receipt of duly signed-in 14.01.2019

Application :

Closing Date of Receipt of duly signed-in 24.01.2019

Application from the remote :

area as mentioned above 

For information regarding Essential Qualification and Experience,

How to Apply, Application Fees, Selection Process, General Terms

and Conditions etc. the candidates may refer to STPI website

www.stpi.in.

(Chief Admn. Officer) 

STPI

EN 36/32

EN 36/13
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EN 36/44

No. F. 2-2/2011-NM

Government of India

Ministry of Culture

National Museum
Janpath, New Delhi - 110011

CIRCULAR

Applications are  invited for  filling  up  one  post  of

Sr. Museum Preaprator (Mount Cutter) in the pay

matrix Level 05 (Rs. 29200-92300) in the National

Museum on regular basis by direct recruitment, a

subordinate office under the Ministry of Culture, Govt. of

India.

2. Other details, such as  education,   qualifications and

experience, application  form etc. are available  on  the

website  of  the  National  Museum  at

www.nationalmuseumindia.gov.in.

3. The applications in duplicate in the prescribed

proforma typed on plain paper furnishing complete

curriculum vitae with detailed educational, professional

qualification and experience may be sent to the Director

(C&A), National Museum, Ministry of Culture,

Janpath, New Delhi - 110011 within a period of 60

days from the date of publication of advertisement in the

Employment News. Applications received after due date

or otherwise incomplete will not be considered and

stand rejected.

(Anamika Pathak)

Director (C&A)

PROFORMA

1. Name (in capital letter) :.....................................  

2. Father's Name:...................................................

3. Date of Birth (in christian era):.........................

4. Correspondence Address:................................

5. Permanent Address:.........................................

6. Contact Number:................................................

7. Education Qualification:....................................

8. Experience:......................................................

9. Any special qualification:................................

Date: 

Place:

Signature of Applicant

EN 36/10 Tel. No..............................
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Department of Financial Studies
and

Department of Business Economics 
University of Delhi, South Campus

Benito Juarez Road, New Delhi-110021

ADMISSION NOTIFICATION

Joint Admission Process for Academic Session 2019-2020

MBA (Financial Management) & MBA (Business Economics)

Two-Year (Full-Time) Post Graduate Programmes

MBA (Financial Management) Programme opens a gateway to excellent career

opportunities in Investment Banking Equity Research, Wealth Management,

Corporate Treasuries, Core banking and Insurance, Real Estate and Commodity

Markets, Financial Consulting, Corporate Finance and other emerging areas in the

corporate sector.

MBA (Business Economics) Programme offers excellent career opportunities in

Business Consulting, Business Analytics, Market Research, Brand Management and

International Marketing, Supply Chain Management, Insurance and Banking, Equity

Research, Risk Management, Environment and Energy Research and Economic

Policy.

For details visit: 

University of Delhi website :www.du.ac.in (PG admissions), www.mfc.edu &

www.dbe-du.org.

davp 21231/11/0015/1819 EN 36/40

Admission

through CAT

to MBA (FM)

& MBA (BE)

Government of India

Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises

MSME-Development Institute
65/1,G.S.T.Road,Guindy,Chennai-600032

E-mail: dcdi-chennai@dcmsme.gov.in

Phone: 225011/12/13,Tele Fax: 22501014

APPLICATION INVITED FOR THE POST OF

SKILLED WORKER Gr. II

The details of post are given below:-

1. Name of the post : SKlLLED WORKER Gr. II (Chemical)

2. No. of posts : FOUR

3. Whether reserved for : No. All Posts are General (UR)

SC/ST/OBC

4. Age : 18-28 years (Relaxble to Central Govt. 

Employees as per rules)

5. Pay Scale : Rs.  5200-20200 (Pay band-I) Grade Pay

Rs. 1900/- (Level-2)

6. Educational  Qualification : i) Essential :

a) Matriculation (or) Equivalent

b) ITl/NCVT in Laboratory Assistant

(Chemical Plant) or 10 + 2 Pass with Science

stream.

c) Two years experience in Chemical testing

field

ii) Desirable :

Diploma in Chemical Engg. Or B.Sc.

(Chemistry/Microbiology)

7. Place of Posting : In the State of Tamil Nadu & Puducherry

Other details and application can be downloaded from our website: www.msmedi-

chennai.gov.in.

Last date for submission of application : Thirty days from the date of publication

of this advertisement.

davp 25113/11/0042/1819 EN 36/36

* Copies of the first page, showing the title and abstract, of the reprints must be

enclosed.

18. Details of Publications**

Type of Publication Number of Publications

Peer Reviewed Publications in Journals

Books / Book Chapters / edited volumes

Technical/Project Reports

Papers in conference/Seminar National : International :

Proceedings

Popular Articles

Others, if any

** Please attach a complete bibliographic list of your publications, as above, in a

separate sheet.

19. Details of extracurricular activities & achievements: Please provide details in a

separate sheet.

20. Membership in Professional bodies and journal editorial boards etc : Please

provide details in a separate sheet.

21. Whether convicted in or trial being faced in any criminal case : Yes / No

22. Any other relevant information :

23. Name and address of three referees familiar with yourself and your research work

with their e-mail id and contact phone numbers;

I hereby certify that the information furnished above are correct to the best of rny

knowledge.

Place : Name & Signature of the applicant 

Date : EN 36/18

Salim Ali Centre for Ornithology

and Natural History (SACON)
(A Centre of Excellence under the Ministry of Environment,

Forest & Climate Change, Govt. of India)

Anaikatty Post, Coimbatore - 641108, Tamil Nadu 

Advt. No. : SACON/SELECTION, 01/2018

Salim Ali Centre for Ornithology and Natural History (SACON), a Centre of Excellence

under the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Government of India

requires an Extension Officer (Scientist) in the pay scale of Rs. 15,600-39,100/- +

6,600/- (PB-3).

Extension Officer (Scientist)

Essential Qualifications : (i) Ph.D. in Biological Sciences from a recognized

university, (ii) a minimum of five years of experience in extension work, and (iii) a

good track record of research supported by publications in peer-reviewed journals.

Desirable : Experience in setting up Extension Centres, organizing TV and other

media programmes, good communication and editorial skills.

Tasks & Responsibilities : (i) Conduct/coordinate extension and education

programmes in the field of Ornithology and Natural History (ii) Develop linkages with

other organizations and contribute to institutional activities of SACON such as

research, teaching and training and (iii) Provide editorial inputs in bringing out

Newsletter, Annual and Technical reports of SACON.

General Instructions :

1. Salary, allowances and other benefits such as CPF, Medical reimbursement,

gratuity and LTC will be as per SACON rules.

2. Appointment will be on contract basis for a period of five years and continuance of

the same will be based on performance.

3. Age of the applicants should not be more than 35 years as on the last date for

receiving applications. Relaxation in age limit is available as per existing Govt. of India

rules.

4. Neatly typed application on the prescribed form with self-attested copies of

testimonials of academic qualifications, research experience, date of birth etc., should

reach “The Director, Salim Ali Centre for Ornithology and Natural History,

Anaikatty Post, Coimbatore - 641108 (Tamil Nadu)” within 30 days from the date

of publication of this advertisement. Applications not received in the prescribed

form are liable to be rejected. The envelope containing application should be

superscribed wilh “Application for the post of Extension Officer (Scientist)”.

Applications received without self-attested copies of supporting documents and/or

incomplete in any other respects shall not be considered. No original documents

should be sent with applications, and they should be produced only at the time of

interview.

5. Only shortlisted candidates will be called for an interview at SACON.

6. Candidates, employed with other institutions/organizations/firms should send their

applications through proper channel and should produce 'No Objection Certificate' at

the time of Interview. In such cases, an advance copy of the application in personal

capacity may be sent.

7. Canvassing in any form is liable to immediate rejection of the candidature, and

Director, SACON reserves the right to reject any application without assigning any

reason thereof.

Administrative Officer

SALIM All CENTRE FOR ORNITHOLOGY AND NATURAL HISTORY,

COIMBATORE - 641108

APPLICATION FORM FOR FACULTY RECRUITMENT

1. Post Applied for :

2. Advt. No. :

3. Name of the Applicant : (First Name) (Middle Name) (Surname) 

4. Date of Birth: dd/mm/yyyy Age in years:

5. Category : SC/ST/OBC/Women/PH

6. Total research experience in years (after M/Sc.,) :

7. Address for communication with Pin Code :

Present Permanent

8. Nearest Railway Station from where the journey will be undertaken if called for

interview :

9. Mobile Number:

10. E-mail address:

11. Aadhaar Number if available :

12. Academic Achievements (Higher Secondary onwards):

Exam Passed Year University/Board Subject % of marks

13. Details of Ph.D thesis : * Title of Ph.D thesis :

Name and Designation of the Ph.D Guide :

*An abstract of Ph.D thesis in about 500 words, in a separate sheet, must be

attached.

14. Details of Research Experience* :

Title of the Project Role/Position Year Funding Agency 

(PI/Research Fellow etc.,)

* Please attach copies of certificates from respective authorities for the

experience claimed. 

15. Scholarships/fellowship received :

Name of the Awarding Period Amount  

Scholarship Agency From To

16. Employment History ((starting from the most recent).

Name of the Position Period Emoluments 

Employer Held From To per month

17. Major publications most relevant to the post applied for* (Please give maximum

of five publications) :

Title of the paper Year of Publication Name of journal/publisher

Paste your

recent

passport

size colour

photograph
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SITUATION VACANT
A. Selection will be held to fill up the following posts temporarily in NEPA on direct recruitment basis. These posts are in the Pay Scale & Grade Pay (Revised Pay Scale at

7th CPC Pay Matrix Level) mentioned against each posts and allowances will be paid as per in  Central Govt. Rules. 

S/ Name of the posts Pay & Grade Pay (Level as per No. of Category Nature of duties

No. 7th CPC) Post(s)

1. Constable (General Duty) Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- 11 UR-06, SC-02 Watch & ward/sentry duties/safety to trainees & staff & security

(Level-01) OBC-03 to all Govt. property of various important places in the

Academy.

2. Constable (Band) Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- 04 UR-04 To play band instruments during ceremonial parade and 

(Level-01) other misc. works.

3. Constable (Motor Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- 01 UR-01 To drive all types of vehicles of MT Section for staff/officers/

Transport) (Level-01) guest faculty & to provide basic driving knowledge to the 

trainees.

4. Constable (MT Mechanic) Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- 01 UR Repair and maintenance of Govt. vehicles.

(Level-01)

5. Electrician Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1900/- 01 UR To work and maintain the electricity works of the Academy.

(Level-02)

6. Carpenter Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1900/- 01 UR To perform the duty of carpentry in Academy.

(Level-02)

7. Mali (MTS) Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- 01 UR To work in the Academy grounds & gardens.

(Level-01)

8. Sweeper (MTS) Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- 03 UR-02 To sweep/clean the buildings/messes etc. in the Academy 

(Level-01) OBC-01 campus.

9. Mess Servant (MTS) Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- 01 UR-01 To perform bearer duties at the officers’ messes etc.

(Level-01)

10. Cook  (MTS) Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- 01 UR-01 Duties and responsibilities of the post is to prepare food in    

(Level-01) different trainee messes/guest house etc. for the trainees/

visitors & guests/officers of the Academy.

11. Nursing Orderly Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- 01 UR-1 For assistance in the Nursing of patients in the Academy 

(Level-01) hospital.

12. Library Information Rs. 9300-34800/- Grade Pay Rs. 4200/- 01 UR-1 To perform the duties as Library Information Assistant in the  

Assistant (Level-06) Academy Library.

13. Life Guard Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1900/- 02 UR-2 To impart swimming training to the trainees and for safety 

(Level-02) reasons.

14. Pump Operator Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1900/- 01 UR To ensure smooth supply water in all the messes, residential   

(Level-02) quarters and non-residential quarters like Administrative 

buildings/quarter guard/dispensary/departmental canteen etc.

15. Plumber Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1900/- 01 UR To ensure smooth supply water in entire area of Academy and 

(Level-02) its repair as well as fitting/connection of new lines for water 

supply properly to all trainee's messes, residential quarters    

and other non-residential buildings like Administrative 

buildings/quarter guard/dispensary/departmental canteen, etc.

16. Syce Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- 01 SC-01 To maintain horses, feed them and exercise and nurse them 

(Level-01) timely.

17. Canteen Attendant (MTS) Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- 01 OBC-01 To prepare and distribute tea/coffee, etc. as per order/washing 

(Level-01) utensils/to assist the Halwai in the Departmental canteen and 

any other works as per orders.

B.

S/ Name of the post(s) Educational Qualification/other qualifications Age

No.

1. Constable (General Matriculation from a recognized Board or University. 18-27 years as on 4th February, 2019. 

Duty) Physical fitness as under:- (Relaxable for government servants up to the age of forty years in

Height: 165 Cms, Chest: 79-84 Cms the case of general candidates and up to forty-five years in the case 

of candidates belong to the SC or ST in accordance with the

instructions or orders issued by the Central Government from time to 

time). Relaxable upto three years for OBC candidates and five years 

for  SC & ST candidates.

2. Constable (Band) Matriculation from a recognized Board or University 18-27 years as on 4th February, 2019. 

and possessing experience of playing musical instru- (Relaxable for government servants up to the age of forty years in

ments such as Beguile or Side drum. Physical fitness as the case of general candidates and up to forty-five years in the case

under:- of candidates belong to the SC or ST in accordance with the instructions

Height: 165 Cms, Chest: 79-84 Cms or orders issued by the Central Government from time to time).

3. Constable (MT) Matriculation from recognized Board or University and 18-27 years as on 4th February, 2019.

possessing: (Relaxable for government servants up to the age of forty years in the

(i) Valid driving license for light or heavy vehicles issued case of general candidates and up to forty-five years in the case of 

by the Transport Authority. candidates belong to the SC or ST in accordance with the instructions 

(ii) Three years driving experience; and or orders issued by the Central Government from time to time).

(iii) Fair knowledge in Motor mechanism. 

(iv) Physical fitness as under: -

Height: 165 Cms, Chest: 79-84 Cms

4. Constable (MT (i) Matriculation from recognized Board or University and 18-27 years as on 4th February, 2019.

Mechanic) possessing: (Relaxable for government servants up to the age of forty years in the

(ii) Diploma in Motor Mechanism from a recognized case of general candidates and up to forty-five years in the case of

institution; and candidates belong to the SC or ST in accordance with the instructions

(iii) should be possess a valid driving license of light or or orders issued by the Central Government from time to time).

medium and heavy vehicles.

Experience

(i) Two years' experience in vehicles repairs in some 

established/workshop, 

(ii) must have qualified in trade test. 

Physical fitness as under: -

Height: 165 Cms, Chest: 79-84 Cms Continued
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S/ Name of the post(s) Educational Qualification/other qualifications Age

No.

5. Electrician (a) Matriculation or equivalent from recognized Board or Between 18-25 years as on 7th February, 2019.

equivalent; and (Relaxable for government servants up to the age of forty years in the

(b) possessing- case of general candidates and up to forty-five years in the case of 

(i) Diploma in Electrical trade from recognized institute. candidates belong to the SC or ST in accordance with the instructions 

(ii) practical experience in execution and running and maint- or orders issued by the Central Government from time to time).

enance of different types of both high tension and low tension

electrical installation including underground cables.

6. Carpenter (a) Matriculation or equivalent from recognized Board or equiv- Between 18-25 years as on 7th February, 2019.

alent; and (Relaxable for government servants up to the age of forty years in the

(b) possessing case of general candidates and up to forty-five years in the case of

(i) Diploma or certificate in Carpentry trade from a recognized candidates belong to the SC or ST in accordance with the instructions

technical institution; or orders issued by the Central Government from time to time).

(ii) minimum of two years' experience in carpentry work.

7. Mali (MTS) Matriculation or equivalent from a recognized Board or Between 18-25 years as on 6th February, 2019.

Institution. (Relaxable for government servants up to five yrs in accordance with 

(i) must have qualified in trade test. the instructions or orders issued by the Central Government).

8. Sweeper (MTS) A. Matriculation or equivalent from a recognized Board or Between 18-25 years as on 6th February, 2019.

Institution (Relaxable for government servants up to five yrs. in accordance with 

B. Other qualification: the  instructions or orders issued by the Central Government). Relaxable

(a) Knowledge of cleaning floors, rooms, washrooms and upto three years for OBC candidates.

general area with minimum two years' experience; and

(b) must have qualified in trade test.

9. Mess Servant (MTS) Matriculation or equivalent from a recognized Board or Between 18-25 years as on 6th February, 2019.

Institution. (Relaxable for government servants up to five yrs. in accordance with 

(i) must have qualified in trade test. the instructions or orders issued by the Central Government).

10. Cook (MTS) A. Matriculation or equivalent from a recognized Board or Between 18 to 25 years as 6th February, 2019.

Institution. (Relaxable for government servant's upio five years in accordance with

B. Other qualification: the instructions or orders issued by the Central Government).

(a) Knowledge of preparation of dishes in kitchen of various 

messes with minimum two years' experience in any catering

establishment; and

(b) must have qualified in trade test.

11. Nursing Orderly 10th pass from a recognized Board. 18-27 years as on 8th February, 2019.

Desirable (Relaxable for Government servants upto forty-five years in accordance

(i) At least two years of working experience in any recognized with the instructions or orders issued by the Central Government). 

hospital or nursing home.

(ii) A trade skill test for first aid including maintenance of 

hygiene shall be conducted by the Department.

12.  Library Information Graduate from a recognized university or equivalent and Not exceeding 28 years as on 8th February, 2019.

Assistant Diploma in Library Science from a recognized institute. (Relaxable upto 35 years for government servants in accordance with 

the instructions or orders issued by the Central Government).

13. Life Guard Essential Between 18-25 years as on 8th February, 2019.

(a) Matriculation or equivalent from a recognized Board or (Relaxable for government servants up to the age of forty years in the

equivalent; and case of general candidates and up to forty-five years in the case of

(b) Possessing diploma in swim coaching swimming from a candidates belong to the SC or ST in accordance with the instructions

recognized institute of sports; and or orders issued by the Central Government from time to time).

(c) two years' practical experience as Life Guard or Swimming 

job in a Government or Commercial Organization.

14. Pump Operator Essential: Between 18-25 years as on 7th February, 2019.

(a) Matriculation or equivalent from a recognized Board or (Relaxable for government servants up to the age of forty years in the

equivalent; and case of general candidates and up to forty-five years in the case of 

(b) Possessing diploma certificate in the mechanical trade or candidates belong to the SC or ST in accordance with the instructions 

the electrical trade from a recognized institute; and or orders issued by the Central Government from time to time).

(c) two years' practical experience in pump operating job in a 

Government or Commercial Organization.

15. Plumber Essential: Between 18-25 years as on 7th February, 2019.

(a) Matriculation or equivalent from a recognized Board or (Relaxable for government servants up to the age of forty years in the 

equivalent; and case of general candidates and up to forty-five years in the case of 

(b) Possessing diploma certificate in the plumber trade from a candidates belong to the SC or ST in accordance with the instructions 

recognized institute; and or orders issued by the Central Government from time to time).

(ii) two years'  practical experience in pump operating job in a

Government or Commercial Organization.

16. Syce Matriculation or equivalent from  a recognized Board or Between 18-25 years as on 8th February, 2019.

Institution. (Relaxable for government servant's upto five years in accordance with

Other qualification: the instructions or orders issued by the Central Government).

(a) Knowledge of horse and stable management with minimum Relaxable upto five years for SC candidates. 

one-year experience in horse riding.

17. Canteen Attendant Matriculation or equivalent 18-25 years as on 6th February, 2019.

(MTS) (i) must have qualified in trade test. (Relaxable of age-limit to be provided for the SC, ST, Ex-servicemen, 

OBC and other special categories of persons in accordance with the 

orders issued by the Central Government from time to time).

C. Physical Efficiency Tests (PET) for Constable (General Duty)

(i)  1600 mtrs running (Maximum time-6 minutes)

(ii) Long jump (Minimum 11 feet, three chances to be given)

(iii) High jump (Minimum 3 ½ feet, three chances to be given)

D. Written test: Test in General knowledge, Maths, General Intelligence, Language

(English/Hindi). 

E.  Physical Efficiency Test for Constable (MT) Constable (MT Mechanic) and

Constable (Band).

(i) 1000 mtrs running (Maximum time -6 minutes)

(ii) Long jump (Minimum 11 feet, three chances to be given)

(iii) High jump (Minimum 3 ½ feet, three chances to be given) 

F.   Driving Test- for Constable(MT)- the candidates will be tested in practical knowledge

in driving light, medium and heavy vehicles, as well as maintenance of vehicles.

G. Trade Test for Constable (MT Mechanic)- the candidates will be tested in

practical knowledge in driving and knowledge of different vehicles' repairing.

H. Trade Test for Constable (Band)- the candidates will be tested in practical

knowledge in musical instruments such as Beguile or Side drum or bagpipes.

L.    Trade Test for Electrician- the candidates will be tested in practical knowledge of

Electrical works. 

J.    Trade Test for Carpenter- the candidates will be tested in practical knowledge of

carpentry works.

(i) Trade test for MTS (i) Mali (ii) Sweeper (iii) Mess Servant (iv) Syce & (v)

Canteen Attendant (MTS)

(ii) Mali (MTS)- The candidates will be tested in practical knowledge of plantation,

gardening or gardening operation.

(iii) Sweeper (MTS)- The candidates will be tested on their skills in sweeping

washrooms, drains, etc.

(iv) Mess Servant (MTS)- The candidates will be tested on their skills in assistance

during preparations of food.

(v) Syce (MTS)- The candidates will be tested in practical knowledge of riding,

saddling, reins, etc.

(vi) Canteen Attendant (MTS)- The candidates will be tested on their skills in

preparation of tea/coffee etc. Washing utensils in the Departmental canteen.

Continued on page 16
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Continued from page 15

K. Nursing Orderly- A trade skill test for first aid including maintenance of hygiene

shall be conducted by the Department. 

L.  Life Guard- The candidates will be tested in practical knowledge of Life Guard/

swimming. 

M. Pump Operator- The candidates will be tested in practical knowledge of pump

operating job. 

N. Plumber - The candidates will be tested in practical knowledge of plumbering job.

O. Medical Examination- (i) The candidate must not have knock knee, flat foot,

varicose vein or squint eyes. (ii) Standard of eye sight will be as per the existing

prescribed norms issued by the Govt. of India from time to time. 

P.  Application as per Annexure-1 is to be filled up by the candidates and brought

during the recruitment rally as per the date(s) mentioned above. 

Q. Candidates are required to report with duly filled up application form, copies of

required certificates (educational qualification, age, caste, technical qualification,

experience etc.) and originals of these copies. The reporting time is 0700 hrs on

the date(s) mentioned above. No advance application is required/entertained. 

R. The recruitment process can be cancelled/postponed/suspended/terminated

without any prior notice/assigning any reasons at any stage.

S.   In case of any dispute, the decision of the Director, NEPA will be final and binding. 

T.  No TA/DA is admissible. 

U. The posts will be governed by New Pension Scheme (NPS).

(Limatemjen) 

Joint Director, NEPA

Annexure-I

APPLICATION FORM

To

The Director

North Eastern Police Academy

Umsaw, Umiam

Distt - Ri-Bhoi, Meghalaya

Pin-793123

Sub:-  Application for the Post of ______________________________________

1. Name _______________________________________________________

2. Father's Name  ________________________________________________

3. Nationality ____________________________________________________

4. Gender ___________________________________________ (Male/Female)

5. D. O. B. ______________________________________________________ 

(Attach Copy of Matriculation Certificate)

6. Permanent Address _____________________________________________ 

(Attach Copy of Domicile)

Caste (Attach Copy of Prescribed Certificate) 

7. Educational Qualification (Attach Copy of Certificate) ____________________

8.  Other Qualification and experience, if any (Attach Copies of relevant certificates)

Date: Signature of the candidate

Note 1: Please attach Xerox copies of above certificates only along with two recent

passport size photographs. Original be kept with applicant.

Application Form can also be downloaded from NEPA website - http\\www.nepa.

gov.in EN 36/31

Passport Size

Photograph

Defence Research & Development
Laboratory (DRDL)

(Defence R&D Organisation) 

PO : Kanchanbagh, Hyderabad - 500058
The following Fellowships are available initially for a period of Two Years (extendable

as per rules), at a monthly stipend, as indicated below to work in the areas indicated

against them.

IMPORTANT :  These Junior Research Fellowships are temporary (for fixed tenure)

and will under no condition be regularised or made permanent or continued beyond

the period permissible under the scheme.

Junior Research Fellowship (JRF) : Monthly Stipend Rs. 25.000/- (Rupees Twenty

Five Thousand only) and accommodation / HRA as per GOI rules if accommodation is

not available.

Age : The upper age limits as on 31-12-2018 is 28 years (Relaxable by 5 years for

SC/ST candidates and 3 years for OBC candidates as per Govt. of India rules)

(a For JRF : Code No. JRF 01 (Mechanical) : 06 Fellowships

(i) Essential : B.Tech/BE with First-Class in Mechanical Engg from UGC

recognised University and GATE/NET qualified with valid score. (OR)

ME/MTech. with First-Class in Mechanical Engg from UGC recognised University

and B.Tech./BE (Mech. Engg.) with First Class from UGC recognised University.

(b) For JRF : Code No. JRF 02

(Electrical / Electronics & Communication Engg.) : 02 Fellowships

(i) Essential : B.Tech/BE with First-Class in Electrical / Electronics &

Communication Engg. from UGC recognised University and GATE/NET qualified

with valid score. (OR)

ME/MTech. with First-Class in Electrical / Electronics & Communication Engg.

from UGC recognised University & B.Tech./BE (EEE/ECE Engg.) with First Class

from UGC recognised University.

(C) For JRF : Code No. JRF 03 (Chemical) : 01 Fellowship

(i) Essential : B.Tech/BE with First-Class in Chemical Engg from UGC recognised

University and GATE/NET qualified with valid score. (OR)

ME/MTech. with First-Class in Chemical Engg from UGC recognised University

& B.Tech./BE (Chemical Engg.) with First Class from UGC recognised University.

The written application with complete bio-data should reach Director, Defence

Research & Development Laboratory, PO : -Kanchanbagh, Hyderabad, - 500058,

TS one month from the date of publication of the advertisement. Bio-data covering

Name, Qualification, Address, email ID, Experience, References, Nationality, Phone

No. and any other relevant information. Affix a recent passport size photograph on the

right top corner of the first page of application and clearly indicate Fellowship code No.

applied for, Enclose two Self Addressed Envelopes and the cover should be

supercribed "The application for post of JRF Code No. __ ). Send a crossed Indian

Postal Order of Rs.10/- drawn in favour of Director, DRDL (Candidates belonging to

SC/ST and OBC are exempted from the payment), alongwith the application.

Candidates working in Govt. / Public Sector Undertakings / Autonomous Bodies should

apply through proper channel.

Candidates will be required to produce certificates / testimonials in original at the time

of interview. Those having qualified GATE/NET with valid score shall be preferred.

It may be noted that offer of Fellowship does not cover on Fellow any right for

absorption in DRDO. The selection process shall be through screening and written test

(if required) followed by personal interview. The Director reserves the right of selection

process and also to vary the no. of posts in any category for the award of Research

Fellowships. Dr. K. RAJENDER RAO, 

DIRECTOR, HUMAN RESOURCES

SD/-

for DIRECTOR, DRDL

davp 10301/11/0169/1819 EN 36/34

Broadcast Engineering Consultants 

India Limited
(A Government of India Enterprise under Ministry of Information and Broadcasting)

(A Mini Ratna Company)

Corporate Office: BECIL Bhawan, C-56/A-17, Sector-62, Noida-201307 

Phone: 0120-4177850, Fax: 0120- 4177879, Website: www.becil.com

Applications are invited for recruitment/empanelment of consultants purely on contract basis for All India

Institute of Medical Science (AIIMS), Delhi/NCR.

S. No. Post Requirement *Consolidated Remuneration

1. Senior Consultant/Consultant 2 Rs. 50,000/- (Consultant)

(Project Management)

2. Senior Consultant/Consultant 2 Rs. 1,00,000/-(Sr. Consultant)

(Project Financial Management)

3. Senior Consultant/Consultant (Software) 2

*The Consultant/Senior Consultant may be paid higher/lesser according to the qualification and

experience as may be decided by the Project Management Board, AIIMS-ND.

For detailed advertisement/application form please visit www.becil.com

The duly filled in application form along with self-attested photocopies of educational/ experience

certificates, two passport size photograph, Aadhar Card, Pan Card and non-refundable registration fee

for General/OBC of Rs. 500/- and SC/ST/PH of Rs. 250/- by Cash / Card or demand draft drawn in

favor of BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS INDIA LIMITED payable at New Delhi may be

submitted to Assistant General Manager (HR) in BECIL's Corporate Office at BECIL Bhawan, C-56/A -17,

Sector-62, Noida-201307 (U.P).

Last date for submission of application forms is 15 days from the date of publication.

Mahesh Chand 

Assistant General Manager (HR)

davp 22113/11/0008/1819 EN 36/35

EN 36/12
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Defence Research & Development Organisation

Centre for Fire, Explosive and Environment Safety
Ministry of Defence

Brig. S.K. Mazumdar Marg, Timarpur: Delhi-110054

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW FOR THE POSITION OF RESEARCH ASSOCIATE (RA) AND JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOW (JRF)

The interested candidates are invited for walk-in-interview for the following positions on dates indicated against each at DROMI, Brig. S. K. Mazumdar Marg, Timarpur, Delhi-

110054, near this Centre:-

Sr. Type of Fellowship Educational Qualifications Number of Age Stipend Date of

No. Fellowship interview

1. Research Associate Essential 02 Maximum 35 years Rs. 40000/- 26.12.2018

(Chemistry) Ph.D. degree in Chemistry/Material Science from a recognized (relaxable by + HRA

University/institute OR 5 years for SC/ST &

Having 3 years of research, teaching or design and develop- 3 years for OBC)

ment experience after M.E./M.Tech. with at least one research

paper in Science Citation Indexed (SCI) journal.

Desirable:

(i) Experience in Synthetic Chemistry preferably in Organofluoro

compounds, Fluoro Polymers, textile chemistry.

(ii) Strong experience in Anlytical Chemistry preferably in 

physicochemical characterisation and spectroscopic techniques

like NMR, FTIR, LCMS, GCMS, GC etc.

2. Junior Research Fellow Essential: 01 Maximum 28 years Rs. 25000/- 27.12.2018

(Mechanical Engineering) Graduate Degree in Mechanical Engineering (B.E./B.Tech) in (relaxable by 5 years + HRA

First Division with NET/GATE qualification. for SC/ST & 3 years

for OBC)

3. Junior Research Fellow Essential: 01 Maximum 28 years Rs. 25000/- 27.12.2018

(Computer Science) Graduate Degree in Computer Science (B.E./B.Tech) in First (relaxable by 5 years + HRA

Division with NET/GATE qualification. for SC/ST & 3 years

Desirable: for OBC)

Generation of 3D Models on software platform and Animation.

1. Type written application duly filled as per Appendix 'A' with attested copies of

Mark sheets/Certificates, Caste Certificate, Experience certificates, publications if

any should be brought at the time of Walk-in-interview along-with a recent

passport size photograph, duly affixed on the right top corner of the Appendix 'A'

and a crossed Indian Postal Order amounting to Rs.10/- drawn in favour of the

Director, CFEES, Brig. S. K. Mazumdar Marg, Delhi-110054 (candidates

belonging to SC/ST and OBC are exempted from this payment). Candidates

working in Govt./Public Sector Undertakings/Autonomous Bodies should bring

'NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE' at the time of interview.

2. Relaxation in age for SC/ST/OBC as per govt. rules will be permissible.

3. The positions are purely temporary. The offer of Fellowship will not confer any

right for absorption/regular appointment in DRDO.

4. Candidates appearing for walk-in-interview are required to report at Centre for

Fire, Explosive & Environment Safety, Brig. S. K. Mazumdar Marg, Timarpur,

Delhi-110054 at 0900 hours.

5. Candidates should bring all certificates/testimonials in original at the time of

interview.

6. No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview/joining.

7. No Govt. accommodation would be provided by the organization to the selected

candidates.

Note:- DROMI is located near this centre between Mall Road and Khalsa College

(off Ring Road), Near Delhi Vishwavidyalaya Metro Station (North Campus).

(B. S. Yadav) 

Chief Admin Officer

APPENDIX 'A'

CENTRE FOR FIRE, EXPLOSIVE AND ENVIRONMENT SAFETY

BRIG. S.K. MAZUMDAR MARG, TIMARPUR: DELHI-110054

APPLICATION FORM

Advertisement No. __________________ dated ___________________

1. Fellowship Applied for : RA/JRF ( )

2. Name in full (IN BLOCK LETTERS) _______________

3. Father/Husband's Name: _______________________

4. Date of Birth & Present Age _____________________

5. Address for Correspondence _______________________________________

6. Permanent Address (with proof) ____________________________________

7. Mobile No. _____________________________________________________

8. E-mail ________________________________________________________

9. Whether GEN/SC/ST/OBC ________________________________________

10. Whether Indian Postal Order attached: Yes/No

If yes give the details: No. _____________ dated ___________ Rs. ________

11. Whether NET/GATE Qualified ___________________________________

12. EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION:

Sr. Qualification Institution/ Year of Maximum Marks Percentage

No. University Passing Marks obtained %

13. Experience (Attach Copy of the same):-

Post Name of the Period Nature of Salary Remarks

Held Employer From To work

14. Any other information: ____________________________________

15. I certify that the particulars given above are correct. ____________

Date:- Signature ______________

Name  ________________

Address _______________

davp 10301/11/0168/1819 EN 36/41

Affix a recent

passport size

Photograph

Govt. of India 

Ministry of Defence

Headquarters Eastern Command
PIN-908542, C/O 99 APO

RECRUITMENT NOTICE

1. Applications are invited from Indian Nationals for the following posts. The scale of

pay and allowances of the post are given below:-

Ser Designation of No. of Vacancies Total Vacs Pay Level

No. Post

GEN/UR SC OBC

(a) Cook 03 0 0 03 Pay Level 2 @ Rs. 19, 900/-

+ allowances as admissible.

(b) Messenger 03 02 02 07 Pay Level 1 @ Rs. 18, 000/-

+ allowances as admissible.

(c) Safaiwala 0 02 02 04

(d) Barber 01 0 0 01

(e) Washerman 0 0 01 01

(f) Gardener 01 0 01 02

(g) Mazdoor 01 01 01 03

2. The last date for receipt of application is 21 days from the date of publication of the

advertisement in the Employment News/News paper. In case of candidates belonging

to Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Sikkim, Ladakh Sub Division of

Jammu and Kashmir State, Lahaul & Spiti District of Pangi Sub Division of Chamba

District of Himachal Pradesh, Andaman and Nicobar Island & Lakshadweep, It shall be

28 days from the date of publication of this advertisement. However, the crucial date

for determining the age limit for all shall be the closing date for receipt of application i.e,

21 days from publication.

3. Detailed Eligibility Criteria and application form is available at

www.indianarmy.nic.in.

4. Application not conforming to the format given in the website will NOT be accepted.

davp 211001/ADRP/2009-2015/Adm (Civ)

DISCLAIMER 
The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the Employment News

are their own. They do not necessarily reflect the views of the government or the

organisations they work for. The contents of the advertisements published in the

Employment News belong to the organisation or their representatives. The

Employment News is in no way responsible for any liability arising out of the

contents/text of these advertisements.

davp 10605/11/0001/1819 EN 36/37
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1. Refer to Advertisement published in

the Employ-ment News dated 28

Apr – 04 May 2018 DAVP

10702/11/0005/1819 for recruitment

to the post of Fireman (erstwhile

Fireman Gr. II & Gr. I).

2. The following candidates have been

provisionally selected for

appointment to the post of Fireman

(erstwhile Fireman Gr. II & Gr. I) on

the basis of the written examination

conducted on 09 Sep 18 and PET

conducted on 28 & 29 Sep 2018.

PROVISIONAL SELECT LIST

S.  ROLL NO. SELECTED 

NO. CATEGORY

1 351871 UR-01

2 341211 UR-02

3 303839 UR-03

4 321285 UR-04

5 304445 OBC-01

6 341393 UR-05

7 411443 UR-06

8 351885 UR-07

9 305577 UR-08

10 322494 UR-09

11 371143 UR-10

12 421559 UR-11

13 331159 UR-12

14 331143 UR-13

15 302635 UR-14

16 332497 UR-15

17 331477 UR-16

18 311151 UR-17

19 341963 UR-18

20 321998 UR-19

21 321233 UR-20

22 331059 UR-21

23 322071 UR-22

24 311157 UR-23

25 312721 OBC-02

26 351213 UR-24

27 381043 UR-25

28 371593 UR-26

29 351427 UR-27

30 331063 UR-28

31 304107 UR-29

32 301099 UR-30

33 312587 UR-31

34 351563 UR-32

35 302357 UR-33

36 331497 UR-34

37 371753 UR-35

38 351709 UR-36

39 331225 UR-37

40 331099 UR-38

S.  ROLL NO. SELECTED 

NO. CATEGORY

41 312654 UR-39

42 301431 SC-01

43 411505 OBC-03

44 301061 OBC-04

45 342179 OBC-05

46 312792 OBC-06

47 301739 OBC-07

48 421238 OBC-08

49 411230 OBC-09

50 302137 OBC-10

51 302309 OBC-11

52 361771 ST-01

53 342019 ST-02

54 303117 SC-02

55 306455 UR-40 (ESM-1)

56 305327 SC-03

57 331821 OBC-12

58 305497 SC-04

59 303883 OBC-13

60 304099 SC-05

61 321350 OBC-14

62 331843 OBC-15

63 311403 OBC-16

64 361363 OBC-17

65 332085 OBC-18

66 312735 OBC-19

67 311999 OBC-20

68 312936 OBC-21

69 302703 OBC-22

70 304331 OBC-23

71 311452 SC-06

72 301935 OBC-24

73 311620 ST-03

74 301393 UR-41 (ESM-2)

75 311830 OBC-25

76 301705 SC-07

77 303575 SC-08

78 311873 SC-09

79 301255 ST-04

80 331281 ST-05

81 303071 ST-06

82 351307 SC-10

83 381124 SC-11

84 341571 SC-12

85 321235 ST-07

86 401089 SC-13

87 305049 SC-14

88 306687 UR-42 (ESM-3)

89 301429 OBC-26 (ESM-4)

90 306789 UR-43 (ESM-5)

91 306825 UR–44 (ESM-6)

S.  ROLL NO. SELECTED 

NO. CATEGORY

92 341067 UR-45 (PH-HH)

93 303031 UR-46 (ESM-7)

94 306803 UR-47 (ESM-8)

95 306713 UR-48 (ESM-9)

3. The appointment is provisional subject

to the verification of Original certificates

in support of essential qualification

(Age, Education, Caste certificate,

PwBDs, ESM etc. as applicable) as on

the closing date of receipt of

applications. The candidature of the

candidates is purely provisional. It

should be noted that merely calling

candidates for verification of the

documents/ medicals does not in any

way, entitle them for an employment/

appointment in Naval Dockyard,

Mumbai.

4.The provisionally selected

candidates will be sent call letters

through E-mail or post as per

address mentioned in their online

application forms. The candidates are

to report to the venue at the date and

time indicated in the call letter for pre-

recruitment formalities. Candidates

may have to stay one or two days for

completion of verific-ation of

candidature. Candidates should make

their own arrangements accordingly.

5. The following candidates who have

been placed in ‘Provisional Wait List’, in

order of merit in their respective

categories are over and above the

number of vacancies notified to avoid

shortfall in the panel. These candidates

may be called separately, in case of

ineligibility/non-reporting of the

selected candidates, for which time and

venue details would be intimated

separately by E-mail or post.

PROVISIONAL WAIT LIST

S.  ROLL NO. SELECTED 

NO. CATEGORY

1 312550 UR-WL-01

2 305797 UR-WL-02

3 311567 UR-WL-03

4 341785 UR-WL-04

5 302687 UR-WL-05

6 305041 UR-WL-06

7 312470 UR-WL-07

8 391415 UR-WL-08

9 322135 UR-WL-09

10 306259 UR-WL-10

11 304999 UR-WL-11

12 411177 UR-WL-12

13 381339 UR-WL-13

14 301509 UR-WL-14

S.  ROLL NO. SELECTED 

NO. CATEGORY

15 302229 UR-WL-15

16 301769 UR-WL-16

17 306063 UR-WL-17

18 381640 UR-WL-18

19 371301 UR-WL-19

20 302653 UR-WL-20

21 322170 UR-WL-21

22 351051 UR-WL-22

23 321875 UR-WL-23

24 381135 UR-WL-24

25 303437 OBCWL-01

26 381403 OBCWL-02

27 303965 OBCWL-03

28 303969 OBCWL-04

29 401414 OBCWL-05

30 306357 OBCWL-06

31 361225 OBCWL-07

32 304519 OBCWL-08

33 304709 OBCWL-09

34 391187 OBCWL-10

35 341457 OBCWL-11

36 304123 OBCWL-12

37 303677 OBCWL-13

38 303297 SC-WL-1

39 361905 SC-WL-2

40 321438 SC-WL-3

41 301093 SC-WL-4

42 381381 SC-WL-5

43 322131 SC-WL-6

44 391573 SC-WL-7

45 312425 ST-WL-1

46 322084 ST-WL-2

47 306429 ST-WL-3

48 306313 ST-WL-4

49 306769 ESM WL-01

50 306983 ESM WL-02

51 306955 ESM WL-03

52 306705 ESM WL-04

53 306871 ESM WL-05

54 341095 PH-HH WL-1

Note 1. Though every care has been

taken for publishing the above results, ND

(Mbi) shall not be responsible for any

inadvertent errors. The Admiral

Superintendent, Naval Dockyard

(Mumbai) reserves the right to rectify

errors and omissions, if any. No

correspondence will be entertained from

the candidates not qualified.

Note 2. The ranking and scores of all the

candidates, cut off marks etc. will be

uploaded on the website www.bharti-

seva.com within Forty Five days.

davp 10702/11/0147/1819 EN 36/73

Government of India

Ministry of Defence
RECRUITMENT OF CIVILIAN PERSONNEL IN INDIAN NAVY-2017

AT NAVAL DOCKYARD, MUMBAI

RESULT FOR RECRUITMENT OF FIREMAN (ERSTWHILE FIREMAN GR. II & GR. I)

No. A-12025/3/2016-SA
Government of India

Ministry of Consumer Affairs 
Food & Public Distribution 

Department of Food & Public Distribution
VACANCY CIRCULAR

Applications are invited from the eligible officers for filling up one vacant post of

Professor (Agriculture Chemistry), a General Central Service, Group 'A' Gazetted,

Non-Ministerial post in Level-13 of the Pay Matrix (PB-4: Rs. 37,400-67,000 + Grade

Pay Rs. 8,700/-, as per 6th CPC) at National Sugar Institute, Kanpur, a sub-ordinate

office in the Department of Food & Public Distribution, Ministry of Consumer Affairs,

Food & Public Distribution, by Deputation (including short term contract) or Promotion

(Composite method). Details of the post, eligibility conditions etc. may be accessed

from the Department's website: www.dfpd.nic.in.

2. Applications of only such officers/ candidates will be considered as are routed

through proper channel and are accompanied by:-

(i) * Bio-data  alongwith  Certification  by the  Employer/ Cadre  Controlling Authority.

(ii) Photocopies of ACR/ APARs for the last five (5) years duly attested on each page

by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary.

(*) as per prescribed proforma available on the website.

3. Applications of suitable and eligible officers and who can be spared immediately

in the event of selection may be sent directly to the Under Secretary (SA),

Department of Food & Public Distribution, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food &

Public Distribution, (Room No. 258), Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi - 110 001 within

a period of 60 days from the date of issue/ publication of this advertisement in

the Employment News. (Rakesh Kumar)

Under Secretary to the Government of India

EN 36/14 Tel. No.: 23383943
www.Jobriya.com
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Government of India

Serious Fraud

Investigation

Office
2nd Floor Pt. Deendayal

Antyodaya Bhawan

B 3 Wing, CGO Complex

Lodhi Road

New Delhi-110003

No.02/01/2017-

Admn/SFIO/Vol.III

Corr igendum

The tentative number of

vacancies of Senior Assistant

Director (Banking) may be

read as 4 instead of 5 as

circulated/advertised in

Employment News dated 10-

16 March, 2018, the last date

of which was subsequent ly

extended up to 08.06.2018 and

08.07.2018 as per

advertisement given in

Employment News dated 15-

11 May, 2018 and 2-8 June,

2018. All other terms and

conditions would remain the

same.

Additional Director [Admn]

davp 07102/11/0054/1819

EN 36/33

F.No.-1-2/2017-Adm-l

Government of India

Archaeological
Survey of India

Corrigendum

In the Archaeological Survey of

India Advertisement No. 1-

2/2017-Adm.l published in the

Employment News dated 17-23

February 2018 the entries in so

for as relates to the post of Joint

Director General (Finance &

Accounts) may be read as

under:

"3. Joint Director General

(Finance & Accounts)-01 post

deputation (ISTC)":-

(I) (a) Officers of the Organised

Accounts Services of

Government of India or from

Public Sector Undertaking or

Public Sector Bank or

Universities or Institutions

recognized by Government of

India or Autonomous

Organisations:

(i) holding analogous post on

regular basis in the parent cadre

or department; or

(ii) With five years' regular

service in grade rendered after

appointment thereto on regular

basis in posts in Level 12 in Pay

Matrix: Rs.78800-Rs.209200/-

in the parent cadre or

department; and

(b)  Possessing the  following

Educational Qualifications and 

Experience:- (i) Graduate from a

recognized University or

Institute;

(ii) Twelve years experience in

the field(s) of Finance or

Accounts or Administration. Or

(II) (a) Officers under Central or

State Government or UT

Administrations or PSUs or

Universities or Recognized

Research Institutions or Semi

Government Autonomous

Bodies or Statutory

Organisations:

(i) holding analogous post on

regular basis in the parent cadre

or Department; or

(ii) With five years' regular

service in grade rendered after

appointment thereto on regular

basis in posts in Level 12 in Pay

Matrix Rs.78800-Rs.209200/- in

the parent cadre or department;

and

(b) possessing the following

Education Qualifications and

experience;

(i) Chartered Accountancy or

Cost and Management

Accountancy or Master of

Business Administration

Finance or post graduate

diploma in Management

(Finance) or Chartered

Financial Analyst from a

recognized University or

Institute.

(ii) Ten years experience in the

field(s) of Finance or Accounts

or Administration.

All other conditions of eligibility

shall remain the same.

P G Kaladharan 

(Director Administration)

EN 36/53 davp 27101/11/0084/1819 EN 36/62

ANNEXURE-II

National Capital Region Transport 

Corporation Ltd.
(A joint venture of Govt. of India and participating State Govts.)

7/6, Siri Fort Institutional Area, August Kranti Marg, New Delhi-110049

VACANCY NOTICE 

(No. 41/2018)

NCRTC invites applications from experienced Human Resource Management Professionals, for its Regional Rapid Transit System (RRTS)

project in NCR. The detail of the post and requirement are as under:-

S. Post & Pay-Scale No. of Max. Age* Qualification & Eligibility Experience  

N. Post (Yrs.) Criteria

1. Dy. General Manager/ 01 50 -Graduate and MBA/PG Diploma (duration 2 Minimum 8 or 6 years' post qualification 

Human Resource (UR) yrs.) in Human Resource Management or experience (For DGM and Manager,

Rs. 70000-200000 equivalent** and respectively) in developing customized

(Level-E4) -Working in pay-scale Rs. 70000-200000 Training & Development (T&D) progr-

(E4) IDA/Rs. 78800-209200 (L-12) CDA, ams within a large structured and comp-

or lex business environment. Should have

-Has been working for last 1½ years in good knowledge of other HR related

pay-scale Rs. 60000-180000 (E3) IDA/ functions.

Rs. 67700- 208700 (L-11) CDA,or, 

-Working on fixed pay-package/CTC of Min.  

Rs.16 Lakh per annum.

Manager/ 40 -Graduate and MBA/PG Diploma (duration 2

Human Resource yrs.) in Human Resource Management or

Rs. 60000-180000 equivalent** and

(E3 Level) -Working in pay-scale Rs. 60000-180000

(E3) IDA/Rs. 67700-208700(L-11) CDA, or

- Has been working for last 1½ years in pay 

scale Rs.50000-160000 (E2)/Rs.56100-177500 

(L-10)/ Rs.53100-167800 (L9) CDA, or 

-Has been working on fixed pay package/CTC

of Min. Rs.14 Lakh per annum.

*As on 31.12.2018. Maximum age limit may be relaxed in exceptional cases.  

**-From Govt. recognized Institute/University.

-Last date of receipt of application will be 15 days from the date of issue of vacancy notice.

-This is an indicative advertisement. For more detail about experience, eligibility criteria, application form, amendments and corrigendum,

kindly visit "Career" section of NCRTC website-www.ncrtc.in.

EN 36/57 Group General Manager/ HR

www.Jobriya.com
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Government of India

Ministry of Defence
D(Est.l /Gp.l)

Sena Bhawan, New Delhi

Recruitment to the post of Planning Officer (System) & Planning Officer

(Defence).

Applications are invited for filling up of one post of Planning Officer (System) & one

post of Planning Officer (Defence) in Ministry of Defence, New Delhi on

deputation/re-employment basis, in the level 12 in the pay matrix (Rs. 78800/- to

209200/-) for civilian officers and level 12-A in the pay matrix (Rs. 116700/- to 210700/-)

plus Military Service Pay admissible to the rank of officers of the rank of Lieutenant

Colonel for service officer.

Circular for this vacancy along with application form and other eligibility conditions are

available at our website www.mod.nic.in. The application in the prescribed format

complete in all respects alongwith the supporting documents as required in the circular

may be sent through proper channel so as to reach the Under Secretary(Gp.l),

Ministry of Defence, Room No. 319-A, 'B' Wing, Sena Bhawan, New Delhi within

two months from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment

News/ Rozgar Samachar.

Applications received after due date or which is not in the prescribed format or without

requisite documents will not be considered.

davp 10145/11/0003/1819 EN 36/59
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ITBP
ELIGIBILITY AND OTHER CONDITIONS FOR FILLING UP OF 10 POSTS OF

COMMANDANT (ENGINEER) IN ITBPF ON DEPUTATION/ RE-EMPLOYMENT

BASIS.

Applications are invited from Indian citizen for filling up 10 posts of Commandant

(Engineer) in the Pay Matrix Level-13 Rs. 123100-215900/-{Pay Band-4 of Rs. 37400-

67000 + Grade Pay Rs.8700/- (Pre-Revised)} and other allowances as admissible to

Central Government employees, in Indo Tibetan Border Police Force (Ministry of

Home Affairs) Govt. of India, on deputation/re-employment basis. The eligibility

conditions attached to the posts are as under:-

(A) Eligibility Conditions 

(I) By deputation

Lieutenant Colonel of the Corps of Engineers from the Army or Officers holding

analogous post on a regular basis or with 5 years regular service in posts in Pay Matrix

Level-12 (Pre-Revised Grade Pay Rs.7600/-) in Military Engineering Service or

Central/State Public Works Departments or General Reserve Engineering Force or

Central Armed Police Forces and having degree in Civil Engineering.

Note-I: The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line

of promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on

deputation. Similarly, deputationist shall not be eligible for consideration for

appointment on promotion. (The period of deputation including period of

deputation to another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this

appointment in the same or other organization/department of the Central Govt.

shall ordinarily not exceed three years). The maximum age limit for eligibility for

deputation shall be not exceeding 52 years on the date of receipt of the

applications.

Note:-II For the purpose of appointment on deputation basis, the service

rendered on a regular basis by an officer prior to 1.1.2016, the date from which

the revised pay structure based on the 7th CPC recommendations has been

extended, shall be deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding pay

band and grade pay or pay scale extended based on recommendations of the

Commission except where there has been merger of more than one pre-revised

scale of pay into one grade with a common grade pay or pay scale, and where

this benefit will extend only for the posts for which that grade pay or pay scale

is the normal replacement grade without any upgradation.

(II) Deputation followed by re-employment

The Armed Force personnel due to retire or who are to be transferred to reserve with

in a period of one year and having requisite experience and qualifications prescribed

above shall also be considered. Such persons would be given deputation terms upto

the date on which they are due to release from Armed Forces; thereafter they may be

continued on re-employment. The maximum age limit for eligible for re-employment

shall be not exceeding 52 years on the date of receipt of application.

(B) Pay & Allowances

The pay of the officer selected for appointment on deputation/re-employment basis will

be regulated in accordance with Department of Personnel & Training, O.M.

No.6/8/2009/Estt. Pay-II dated 17-06-2010.

(C) Other conditions

(i) The selected persons shall be liable to be posted anywhere in India.

(ii) The post of Commandant (Engineer) in ITBPF is a Combatised post. The ITBPF

Act-1992 and ITBPF Rules 1994 shall apply to the person so appointed/selected for

deputation/re-employment.

(iii) Rent free un-furnished family accommodation at Battalion Hqrs and Training

Centers, camp type single accommodation in forward area will be provided as per

availability.

(iv) Leave as per CCS (Leave) Rules.

(v) Leave Travel Concession will be admissible under CCS (LTC) Rules, as amended

from time to time.

(vi) Medical Attendance: As per Central Govt. Medical Attendance Rules.

2. Applications through proper channel of willing and suitable officers alongwith their

bio-data in the prescribed proforma (enclosed) together with upto date APAR report for

the last five years & vigilance clearance should reach "Dy. Inspector General (Pers),

Directorate General, ITBP (MHA/Govt. of India), Block-II, CGO Complex, Lodi

Road, New Delhi-110003" within 02 months from the date of publication. Officers

once nominated will not be permitted to withdraw their candidature.

3. The details of this letter are also being made available on this organization website

at http://itbpolice.nic.in

Annexure-II

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF COMMANDANT (ENGINEER) IN ITBPF ON

DEPUTATION/RE-EMPLOYMENT BASIS.

1. Name (in block letters) :  ________________________________________

2. Date of birth : _________________________________________________

3. Date of initial appointment (with pay scale): __________________________

4. Educational qualification: _________________________________________

5. Technical qualification (Certificate be enclosed): _______________________

6. Present post held and scale of pay :  ________________________________

7. Present pay drawn (Basic) :  ______________________________________

8. Post held on regular basis w.e.f. :  __________________________________

9. Date of confirmation :  ___________________________________________

10. Details of posts held in various pay scales in past:

SI. No. Name of office Post held Pay scale Period

From To

11. Present Medical Category/Fitness (Fitness certificate be enclosed)

12. Any other details relevant to the post not covered in above column

13. Remark (if any)

Date:- (Signature of applicant) 

Name:......................

Designation:...............

Countersigned 

(Employer)

CERTIFICATE TO BE GIVEN BY HEAD OF OFFICE/DEPARTMENT OF THE

APPLICANT.

1. It is certified that particulars furnished by the official are correct as per service

record.

2. It is certified that no disciplinary/vigilance case is pending or contemplated

against the applicant and he is clear from the vigilance angle.

3. His integrity is certified.

4. It is certified that no major/minor penalty imposed if any on the officer during the

last ten years/service period which ever is less.

5. He will be relieved of his duties to take up assignment in ITBP on his selection on

deputation.

Place: Signature.........................

Date: Name................................

Designation with office seal 

Telephone No. __________

Note:- Application should be forwarded through proper channel with approval of

Competent Authority.

davp 19112/11/0282/1819 EN 36/63

Government of India 

Ministry of Electronics & Information 

Technology (MeitY)

Unique Identification Authority 

of India (UIDAI)
4th Floor, Bangla Sahib Road, Behind Kali Mandir, 

Gole Market, New Delhi - 110001

Vacancy circular for filling up the Posts of Section Officer on
deputation basis at UIDAI HQ, New Delhi

Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI), invites applications for filling up two

anticipated posts (likely to vary) of Section Officer in the Pay Matrix Level-8 (pre-

revised Pay Band II Rs. 9300-34800 plus Grade Pay of Rs. 4800/-) on deputation basis

in its HQ, New Delhi.

The application may be furnished in the prescribed proforma and forwarded to ADG

(HR), Unique Identification Authority of India, 4th Floor, Bangla Sahib Road, Behind

Kali Mandir, Gole Market, New Delhi - 110001. The last date for receipt of applications

complete in all respects is 28/12/2018. Since this vacancy is to be filled up on

deputation basis, private candidates are not eligible.

Application received after the last date or otherwise found incomplete shall not be

considered. Further details may be obtained from the website www.uidai.gov.in.

Assistant Director General (HR)

Now Aadhaar Enrollment & Update Centres available in Banks & Post Offices.

To locate one near you, visit UIDAI.GOV.IN or Call 1947

davp 54103/11/0071/1819 EN 36/60

Advt. No. DAS(V) / 02 / 2018

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (NAVY)
Enrollment of Designated Trade  Apprentices

(Batch 2019-20)

As Per Apprentices Act 1961 and Apprentices 

(Amendment Act 2014)

Naval Dockyard Apprentices School

Vishakhapatnam - 530 014

Andhra Pradesh State

Corrigendum to Advt. No. DAS(V)/ 01 / 2018 

Dated 05 NOV 2018

1. Refer to DAS(V) Advt. No. DAS(V) / 01 / 2018 dated 05 Nov18.

2. The Training Period of Pipe Fitter trade amended to One year. 

3. Balance all contents and terms and conditions remain unchanged.

Officer In Charge

DAS (Vzg)

davp 10702/11/0141/1819 EN 36/58

No. F. 22-1/2018-ES.4 

Government of India

Ministry of Human Resource Development 
Department of Higher Education

ES.4 Section

2019 Commonwealth Scholarship in the United Kingdom.

Online application is invited from eligible Indian Nationals for the "2019

Commonwealth Scholarship in the United Kingdom" for Masters or Doctoral

degree program. For scholarship details and eligibility conditions, please visit

www.mhrd.gov.in/scholarshjps .

(Note: Master Degree programs which are less than 2 years in duration of foreign

universities are not equivalent to Master Degree in India.)

Applicants are required to apply online on both EAS and MHRD   portals, the URL of

which are:

i) Commonwealth Scholarship Commission's EAS portal

https://fs29.formsite.com/m3nCYq/form62/form_ login.html by 19.12.2018 (16:00

GMT) and 

ii) The Ministry of Human Resource Development Portal http://proposal.sakshat.

ac.in/scholarship by 17.01.2019.

davp 21201/11/0011/1819 EN 36/39
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Government of India

Ministry of Defence

Office of the Joint Secretary & CAO
Vacancy Circular

The following vacancies are required to be filled in the Integrated Headquarters of Ministry of Defence (Air), New Delhi as per details given below :-

SI. Name of posts, Pay Scale No. of Mode of Eligibility conditions and 

No. and Classification Vacancies Recruitment Qualification

1. Data Entry Operator, 08 (Eight) Deputation Deputation (Including Short Term Contract) :-

Grade ‘D’ (Including Officers under the Central Government or State Government or Union Territory Administration or Universities or

General Central Service, Short Term recognized Research Institutions or Public Sector Undertakings or Semi Government or Statutory or Autonomous

Group ‘B’, Non-Gazetted, Contract) Organisations :-

Non-Ministerial (A) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; OR

Level-6 in the Pay Matrix. (ii) with six year regular service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular basis in the Level 5 

in the Pay Matrix in the parent cader or department. AND

(B) Possessing the educational qualifications and experience as follows :-

(i) Bachelor's Degree of a recognized University with Statistics or Mathematics as one of the subjects.

(ii) Two years' experience as Data Entry Operator in the Organisation.

Job Profile :- Planning data Preparation/Validation, Scheduling of jobs and more skill based validation of alpha numeric or graphic data as per needs of the Organisation.

Training/Supervision of Grade 'B' Operators.

3. The departmental officers in the feeder grade who are in direct line of promotion will not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation. Similarly, deputationists

shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion.

4. Period of Deputation (including short term contract) including period of Deputation (including short term contract) in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this

appointment in the same or some other organization or department of Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed three years. The maximum age limit for appointment by

Deputation (including short term contract) shall be not exceeding 56 years, as on the closing date of receipt of applications. The appointment on deputation shall be governed

by the terms and conditions laid down in Department of Personnel & Training No. 6/8/2009-Estt (Pay-II) dated 17 Jun 2010 and its subsequent amendments, if any.

5. For the purpose of appointment on deputation or absorption basis, the service rendered on a regular basis by an officer prior to 1.1.2006 (the date from which the revised pay

structure based on the 6th Central Pay Commission recommendations has been extended) shall be deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding grade pay or pay scale

extended based on the recommendations of the Pay Commission except where there has been merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into one grade with a common

grade pay or pay scale, and where this benefit will extend only for the post(s) for which that grade pay or pay scale is the normal replacement grade without any upgradation.

6. It is requested that the application (in duplicate) in the enclosed proforma along with the complete and up-to-date CR dossiers or photocopies of ACRs/APARs for the last

05 years (duly attested by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary) and Integrity Certificate (duly verified by an officer not below the rank of Deputy Secretary) of the

officers who could be spared in the event of their selection may be sent so as to reach Administrative Officer, CAO/R-III, O/o JS & CAO, Ministry of Defence, E-Block, Room

No.-174, Dara Sukoh Road, New Delhi-110011 within 60 days of the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News. Applications received late or

without the ACRs/APARs, Integrity Certificate, Cadre Clearance and Vigilance Clearance or otherwise found incomplete will not be considered. While forwarding the

applications, it may be verified and certified by the Cadre Controlling Authorities that the particulars furnished by the officers are correct and that no disciplinary/vigilance case

is pending or contemplated against the officer. A separate certificate is  also required to be furnished by Cadre Controlling authority that honesty and integrity of the officer is

satisfactory and no major/minor penalty has been awarded to him during the last 10 years.

7. The Curriculum Vitae Proforma can also be downloaded from our website www.caomod.gov.in.

8. All Ministries/Departments are requested to circulate this vacancy circular to all Organizations, Universities, recognized Research Institutions, Public Sector Undertakings,

Semi-Government or Statutory or Autonomous Organizations under their administrative control.

Note : CANDIDATES WHO ONCE APPLY FOR THE POST WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO WITHDRAW THEIR CANDIDATURE

(ZS Koireng)

Dy Director (R-I & R-III)

davp 10107/11/0010/1819 EN 36/65

No.F-12025/01/2008-Staff/BSF

Government of India

Ministry of Home Affairs

Dte General Border Security Force
(Pers Dte- Staff Section)

Block No. 04, CGO Complex 

Lodhi Road, New Delhi-03

Subject:- FILLING UP THE POST OF INSPECTOR (LIBRARIAN) IN BSF ON

DEPUTATION  BASIS

Headquarters Director General Border Security Force proposes to fill up one (1) post

of Inspector (Librarian) in BSF (Combatised, Non Gazetted, Group ‘B' Posts), Level

in the pay matrix "Level-7 (Rs. 44900-142400) or equivalent by deputation. The period

of deputation will be initially for one year extendable up to three years on year-to-year

basis. The incumbent on selection for deputation for above post will be posted to BSF

Academy Tekanpur(MP). The eligibility conditions and experience required for the post

are as under:-

Officers of Central Government: -

(a) i)   holding analogous post on regular basis ;

ii)  With five years regular service in the post in the grade of Level-6 in the Pay

Matrix (Rs. 35,400-1,12,400) or equivalent; and

(b) Possessing the qualifications, experience as under:-

Educational qualifications

i) Degree of a recognized university or equivalent; 

ii) A degree in Library Science from a Recognised University or equivalent.

(c)      Physical standard:-

i) For male candidates:- Height-167.5 cms

Chest-81 cms (86 cms after expansion) 

Weight - Corresponding to height 

ii) For Female candidates:-

Height-157 cms relaxable by 2 cms for Adivasis and candidates from hill areas.

Chest not applicable.

Weight - 43 Kgs (Proportionate to height.) 

d) Should be medically fit (SHAPE-1).

Note:-

(i) The minimum standards in so far as it relates to height may be:-

a) relaxed from 167.5 to 165 cms in the case of those having martial traditions

such as Gorkhas, Garhwalis, Kumaonis, Dogras and Marathas.

b) relaxed from 167.5 cms to 165 cms for Adivasis.

c) The minimum standard in so far as it relates to chest measurements may be

relaxed from 81 cms and expanded 86 cms to 77 cms and expanded 82 cms for

Adivasis.

ii) The period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre post

held immediately preceding this appointment/ deputation in the same or some other

organizations or department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed

three years. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not be

exceeding 50 years as on the closing date of receipt of application.

2. The services of person selected for appointment on deputation will be governed by

the condition of deputation as laid down in the Government of India (DoP&T) as

amended from time to time OM No.6/8/2009-Estt(Pay-II) dated 17th June 2010, MHA

(Police-II Div) Circular No. I-21022/03/2016-Pers-II dated 22nd Nov'2016, OM No. I-

21022/03/2016-Pers-II dated 15/19th Dec'2016.

3. Bio data/application in the given proforma (Annexure-I) along with attested copies of

APARs for last five years (2012-13 to 2016-17), education certificates and other

testimonials in respect of eligible /interested candidates who can be spared in the event

of selection for the above post may be sent to DIG (Staff), Pers Dte(Staff Section) HQ

DG BSF, Block No. 04, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-03. The last date of

submission of applications will be 30 days from the date of publication of advertisement

in Employment News/Rozgar Samachar. Willingness of concerned Individual is also

required. Application received after the last date or without requisite documents or

otherwise found incomplete will not be considered. While forwarding the applications

by the employer, it may be verified and certified that the particulars furnished by the

individual are correct and no disciplinary or vigilance case is either pending or

contemplated against the individual. It may be informed that in the event of selection

for appointment, the officer concerned will be relieved of his duties.

D K Sharma

DIG (Staff) 

Annexure-I

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF INSPECTOR (LIBRARIAN) IN BSF ON

DEPUTATION BASIS (For the Officers of the Central Govt only)

1. Name in Block letters :

2. Date of birth :

3. Post held at present and whether it is a    :

Cadre post or ex-cadre post. 

4. Present basic pay and pay scale :

5. Date of regular appointment in present post :

6.      Educational qualification : 

i.  Academic 

ii.   Other Qualification

7. Brief service particulars:-

Srl. Name of Min/Dept From To Post Scale of

No. held pay

Continued on page 29
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I.  Online applications are invited from eligible candidates to fill up the following

Group 'C' posts in Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Department of Atomic

Energy, Government of India, Kolkata:-

POST CODE No.1

NAME OF THE POST: UPPER DIVISION CLERK, GROUP 'C' NON-GAZETTED: 

NUMBER OF POSTS UR OBC TOTAL

2 1 3

QUALIFICATION Essential:

A Degree of a recognized University or equivalent with an

aggregate of minimum 50% marks.

In case Universities award letter grades/CGPA/OGPA,

the same will have to be indicated as equivalent percentage 

of marks as per the norms adopted by that University. In 

the absence of the same, the candidature will not be considered.

Desirable:

1. Minimum speed of 30 w.p.m. in typewriting in English.

Provided that a physically handicapped person who is 

qualified to hold the clerical post, but does not possess the 

said qualification in typewriting may be appointed subject to 

the condition that the Medical Board attached to the Special 

Employment Exchange for handicapped or where there is no 

Special Board, a Civil Surgeon certifies that the said 

handicapped person is not in a fit condition to be able to type.

2. Knowledge of computer data processing. 

AGE LIMIT For UR/SC/ST candidates minimum age will be 18 years and 

INCLUDING maximum age will be 27 years. For OBC candidates minimum 

MAXIMUM AGE age will be 18 years and maximum age will be 30 years. Age 

will be calculated as per the last date of receipt of application.

PAY BAND Initial pay Rs. 25500/- (Level 4, Cell No.1 in the Pay Matrix) 

plus usual allowances as admissible to Central Government 

employees.

METHOD OF SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR UPPER DIVISION CLERK:

The selection process will consist of the following Tests:-

Level-1 Test

Part Subjects (Objective Multiple Choice Type Written Examination)

A General English

B General Knowledge

C General Intelligence & Reasoning

D Quantitative Aptitude (Arithmetic)

Level-2 Test

Subjects

English Language & Comprehension 

(Descriptive Written Examination)

Note:

a) Level-1 Test will be only qualifying examination/screening test to shortlist

candidates for Level-2 Main examination. Candidates who are shortlisted on the

basis of the Level-1 Test will be called for the Level-2 Test/Main examination.

b) The questions for Level-1 will be set both in Hindi and English in respect of part

B, C, D and for Part A will be in English.

c) Final selection/empanelment will be based only on the marks obtained in the

Level-2 Test/Main examination.

POST CODE: 2 

NAME OF THE POST: STAFF CAR DRIVER (ORDINARY GRADE).

GROUP 'C' NON-GAZETTED:

NUMBER OF POSTS UR SC TOTAL

2 1 3

QUALIFICATION Essential:

(i) Pass in 10th standard; 

(ii) Possession of a valid driving licence to drive light and 

heavy vehicles; 

(iii) Knowledge of motor mechanism (candidate should be 

able to remove minor defects in vehicle); 

(iv)Consolidated experience in driving a light or Heavy 

vehicle for at least 3 years. 

Desirable:

Possession of a valid driving licence to drive two wheelers.

AGE LIMIT For UR/OBC/ST candidates  minimum age will be 18 years  

INCLUDING and maximum age will be 27 years. For SC candidates   

MAXIMUM AGE minimum age will be 18 years and maximum age will be 32 

years. Age will be calculated as per the last date of receipt 

of application.

PAY BAND Initial pay Rs.19900/- (Level 2, Cell  no. 1 in the Pay Matrix)   

plus admissible allowances as per Central Government Rules.

METHOD OF SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR STAFF CAR DRIVER 

(ORDINARY GRADE):

The selection process will consist of the following Tests:-

Level -I Test

Part Subjects 

(Objective Type Multiple Choice Written Examination)

A General Knowledge

B General English

C Arithmetic

D Motor Vehicle Act

Level - 2 Test (Driving Test) 

Final Selection:

Final selection will be made based on the marks obtained in the Level-1 Test & Level-

2 Test.

Note:

(i) Minimum qualifying standard for Level-1 Test for both the posts are as

follows:-General candidates: 50% aggregate and SC/OBC candidates: 40%

aggregate.

(ii) Educational qualifications viz. Degree should be from the

university/institution recognized by the University Grants Commission or

other institutions recognized by Government of India/State Government.

(iii) Experience (if applicable), should be gathered after completion of

educational/ technical qualification. Experience, which has been gathered

prior to completion of educational qualifications will not be considered.

Legend:

"UR" - Unreserved, "OBC" - Other Backward Class, "SC"- Scheduled Castes,

"ST" - Scheduled Tribes, "DAE"- Department of Atomic Energy, "VECC"- Variable

Energy Cyclotron Centre.

II. IN ADDITION TO ABOVE, THE FOLLOWING AGE RELAXATIONS ARE ALSO

APPLICABLE:

(a) Relaxation in upper age limit for persons with disabilities applicable for UDC posts

only): UR/SC/ST candidates -10 years and for OBC candidates - 13 years.

(b) Relaxation in the upper age limit of 5 years shall be admissible to all persons who

had ordinarily been domiciled in Kashmir Division of the state of J&K during the

period from the 1st day of January 1980 to 31st day of December, 1989 provided

that the relaxation in the upper age limit for appearing at any examination shall

be subject to the maximum number of chances permissible under the relevant

rules. Any person intending to avail of this relaxation of age limit admissible under

CCS and Civil post (Upper age limit for direct recruitment) Rules, 1998 shall

submit a certificate from:

(i) The District Magistrate in the Kashmir Division within whose jurisdiction he/she

had ordinarily resided; or

(ii) Any other authority designated in this behalf by the Government of J&K to the

effect that he/she had ordinarily been domiciled in the Kashmir Division of the

State of Jammu & Kashmir during the period from the 1st day of January 1980 to

the 31st day of December 1989.

(c) Relaxation in the upper age limit of 5 years shall be admissible to children/family

members of those who died in the 1984 riots.

(d) For departmental candidates who have rendered not less than 03 years

continuous and regular service in the same line or allied cadre as on last date of

application, are eligible for relaxation in upper age limit as per Government

orders.

(e) Age relaxation to ex-servicemen:

for Group 'C' posts, ex-service personnel who have put in not less than six

months' continuous service in the Armed Forces shall be allowed to deduct the

period of such service from his actual age and if the resultant age does not

exceed the prescribed maximum age by more than three years, he/ she shall be

deemed to satisfy the condition regarding age-limit.

Note:

Only Birth Certificate or Secondary School Certificate will be accepted as proof of

Date of Birth. No subsequent request for change shall be granted. The crucial

date for determining the age limit shall be the closing date for receipt of

applications.

III. SUBMISSION OF ON-LINE APPLICATION:

a. Before applying, the candidate should ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility

conditions mentioned in the advertisement. The candidates are required to give

correct information. The applicants would be admitted to the written test on the

basis of information furnished by them in their application form. In case it is found

at any stage that the information furnished by applicant is false or an applicant

does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions, the candidature of such applicants

would be cancelled and no correspondence in this regard would be entertained.

b. The filling up of vacancies indicated in advertisement is subject to approval of

Competent Authority and may not be filled up if decided otherwise in terms of the

orders issued by the Government of India from time to time. 

c. The eligibility criteria including period of experience as prescribed in the

advertisement will be determined with reference to the last date of submission of

application.

d. VECC, Kolkata reserves the right to fill up the posts or even to cancel/ restrict/

modify/ alter the whole process of recruitment without issuing any further notice

or assigning any reason thereof.

Government of India

Department of Atomic Energy

Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre
Sector-l, Block-AF, Bidhan Nagar, Kolkata-700 064

ADVERTISEMENT NO.: VECC-3/2018

LAST DATE FOR SUBMISSION OF ONLINE APPLICATION: 15.01.2019 
Recruitment for the Post of Upper Division Clerk & Staff Car Driver (Ordinary Grade)

"GOVERNMENT STRIVES TO HAVE A WORKFORCE WHICH REFLECTS GENDER BALANCE AND WOMEN CANDIDATES

ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY"

Continued 
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e. Ex-servicemen who have already secured employment in civil side under Central

Government in Group "C" posts on regular basis after availing the benefit of

reservation given to Ex-servicemen for their re-employment are NOT ELIGIBLE

for claiming benefits of reservation under Ex-servicemen category.

f. Written Test/Driving Test will be conducted in Kolkata only.

IV: HOW TO APPLY:

a. Candidates are required to apply online only https://recruitment.vecc.gov.in no

other means/mode of application will be accepted.

b. Candidates are requested to go through carefully, the details of posts and

instructions published in the advertisement.

c. Candidates are required to have a valid Email ID and mobile number. It should be kept

active during the currency of this recruitment. This Centre will send intimation about

call letters for Written Test/Driving Test through the registered Email ID.

d. The facility of online application will be closed on 15.01.2019 at 24:00 Hrs.

e. Candidates are required to upload clear passport size photograph and signature

in .jpg or .jpeg format while submitting the application. Size of photograph and

signature should not be more than 45KB each. Candidates may please note that

no other documents need to be uploaded while submitting application online. The

applicants must read the user guide before online submission of application.

f. User guide is available on the web-site duly explaining the procedure to apply and

upload recent photograph and signature. The applicants must read the user guide

before online submission of application.

g.   Before uploading /submission of application form, the candidates should be

cautious and ensure his/her eligibility to apply for the post. No relevant column of

the application form should be left blank.

h.   VECC, Kolkata is not responsible for any discrepancy in submitting online

application.

i. Applicant must possess required qualification and experience as on last date of

submission of application.

j.    Only one application is acceptable for one post. If candidate wishes to apply for

more than one post, separate application should be submitted on-line for each

post.

k. Candidates working under the Central/State Govt./Public Sector Undertakings/

Autonomous Bodies etc. are required to submit "NO OBJECTION

CERTIFICATE" from the employer while appearing for Written Test/Driving Test,

as the case may be, failing which they will not be permitted to appear in Written

Test/Driving Test, as the case may be.

I. Issuance of an admit-card for the examination will not confer any right for

appointment. Appointment will be solely subject to the fulfillment of all eligibility

conditions.

m. The candidates who are called for Level-2 Test/Examination are required to bring

print out of on-line application and original certificates along with self-attested

copies of following certificates for both the posts (for Upper Division Clerk and

Staff Car Driver (Ordinary Grade) as per the schedule to be notified by this

Centre:-

a. Recent passport size coloured photograph;

b. Certificate for the proof of Age (SSC/Municipal Birth Certificate);

c. Educational/Technical Qualification;

d. Driving License (if applicable);

e. Experience Certificate (if applicable);

f. Caste Certificate in the prescribed format available on VECC website  (if

applicable) as detailed below:

(i) SC/ST candidates' caste certificate should be issued by designated authority in

the prescribed format and the community should have been included in the

Presidential orders in relation to the concerned state (as per the format given in

Annexure-I).

(ii) The Candidate belonging to SC/ST/OBC should clearly indicate the same in the

application and should attach proof of the same in specified format, failing which

they will be treated as unreserved and subsequent representations for change of

community status will not be entertained.

(iii) OBC candidates' caste certificate should be of a recent valid date. OBC certificate

should be issued by specified authority in the prescribed format with non-creamy

layer certificate and the caste/community should have been included in the

Central lists of Other Backward Caste. The crucial date for determining the OBC

non-creamy layer certificate will be the last date of receipt of the application

(15.01.2019). OBC for the purpose of AGE RELAXATION AND RESERVATION

will mean "persons of OBC categories not belonging to the Creamy Layer" as

defined in Government of India, Department of Personnel & Training OM

No.36012/22/93-Estt.(SCT) dated 08.09.1993 and duly modified vide

Government of India, Department of Personnel & Training OM No.36033/1/2013-

Estt.(Res) dated 27.05.2013. (as per the format given in Annexure-II).

g. Disability Certificate in prescribed format available on VECC website   (if

applicable) as detailed below:

Disability Certificate from the appropriate authority regarding physical disability

(as per the format given in Annexure-lll) - applicable only for Persons with

Disability)

h. Discharge Certificate from defence services - applicable only   for Ex-

Servicemen.);

i. Certificate regarding domiciled in Kashmir Division from 01.01.1980 to

31.12.1989 (if claimed relaxation).

j. Certificate to the effect that they have been affected by 1984 riots (if claimed

relaxation).

k. Any other relevant certificate (if applicable).

Above mentioned Annexures are available in the VECC website.

V. IMPORTANT REQUIREMENT ABOUT DISABILITY CERTIFICATE:

1.   Definition of disabilities will be as mentioned in DoPT OM No.36035/3/2004-

Estt(Res) dated 29.12.2005.

2. In pursuant to Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions, Department

of Personnel & Training, Office Memorandum No.F.No.15012/1/2003-Estt.(D),

dated 29.06.2015, relaxation of age limit would be permissible to such persons

who have a minimum of 40% disability.

3. According to the 'Persons With Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection of

Rights and Full Participation) Rules, 1996' dated 31/12/1996 by the Central

Government in exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1) and (2) of

Section 73 of the Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection of

Rights and Full Participation) Act, 1995 (1 of 1996), a disability certificate shall be

issued by a Medical Board duly constituted by the Central or a State Government

and competent to issue such certificate as per Proforma (Form-II, III or IV as

applicable and as prescribed) notified by Ministry of Social Justice and

Empowerment vide Notification No.G.S.R.2(E) dated 30th December, 2009 of

Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full

Participation) Amendment Rules, 2009 subject to Definitions of disabilities and

degree of disability for reservation mentioned above. The Central/State

Government may constitute a Medical Board consisting of at least three

members, out of which, at least, one member shall be a Specialist from the

relevant field.

4. The Certificate would be valid for a period of 5 years for those whose disability is

temporary. The Medical Board shall indicate the period of validity of the certificate

where there are chances of variation in the degree of disability. For those who

have permanent disability, the validity can be shown as permanent. On

representation by the applicant, the Medical Board may review its decision having

regard to all the facts and circumstances of the case and pass such orders in the

matter as it thinks fit.

5. Compensatory time for person with disabilities shall be provided as per the extant

orders of Government of India.

6. SC/ST/OBC candidates with Disabilities selected on their own merit without

relaxed standards along with other candidates will be considered against

unreserved vacancies provided the post is identified for the persons with disability

of relevant category.

VI. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Only screened-in applicants will be called for competitive written examination.

2. Mere fulfillment of requirements as laid down in the advertisement does not entitle

a candidate to be called for written examination/ document verification.

3. The decision of this Centre on all matters pertaining to this recruitment will be final

and binding.

4. Any subsequent amendments/modifications etc. on this matter will be notified in

the VECC website only i.e., (www.vecc.gov.in) which may be referred to by the

candidates regularly.

5. Only unemployed outstation SC/ST candidates called for written test(s) will be

eligible for reimbursement of to and fro journey expenses limited to single

SECOND CLASS (General) railway fare by the shortest route as per rules. If

concessional tickets are available, reimbursement will be limited to the

concessional return fare only. In case Indian Railway is offering free travel to

unemployed candidates for attending written test/ tests etc. candidates are

advised to avail the said facility.

6. Candidates may please note that appointment to the post/ grade advertised and

place of posting will be at the discretion of the Competent Authority and subject

to the availability of vacancy and that appointed candidates are liable to serve in

any part of India and in any of the constituent units of the Department of Atomic

Energy. No option regarding the post and the place of posting will be provided to

the candidates. Any correspondence regarding change of cadre and place of

posting will not be entertained.

7. The candidates appointed will be governed by National Pension Scheme

applicable to Central Government Service [unless they are already governed by

CCS (Pension) Rules 1972].

8. This Centre reserves the right to fill up the advertised posts or to cancel the whole

process of recruitment without assigning any reasons.

9. Travelling Allowance will not be paid to the candidates called for medical

examination/appointment etc.

10. The candidates are advised to check the status of there application time to time

using 'Account Detail' option of recruitment portal. They also may regularly check

the notice board section of the recruitment portal for updates.

Warning:

Applications which are not in conformity with the requirements will be summarily

rejected. No communication will be entertained from candidates not selected for

Written Test/Driving Test/appointment.

Any dispute with regard to this recruitment will be subject to the Courts having

jurisdiction in Kolkata only.

Record of the candidates not selected shall not be preserved beyond 6 months

from the date of formation of Select List.

CANVASSING IN ANY FORM SHALL BE A DISQUALIFICATION

ANNEXURE-I

FORM OF CERTIFICATE PRESCRIBED

Form of Certificate as prescribed in M.H.A., O.M. No.42/21 /49-N.G.S., dated 28-1-

1952, as revised in Dept. Of Per. &. A.R. Letter No. 36012/6/76-Estt.(S.C.T.),dated 29-

10-1977, to be produced by a candidate belonging to a Scheduled Caste or Scheduled

Tribe in support of his claim.

FORM OF CASTE CERTIFICATE

This is to certify thai Shri/Shrimathi*/Kumari* _____________________ Son/daughter*

of __________ of village/town* _____________ in District/Division* ________ of the

Stale/Union Territory* _______ belongs to the _________ 

Caste /Tribe* which is recognized as a Scheduled Caste under:

Schedule Tribe*

*The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Order, 1950,

*The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Order, 1950. .

*The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) (Union Territories) Order, 1951.

* The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) (Union Territories) Order, 1951.

[(As amended by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Lists (Modification

Order) 1956,the Bombay Reorganization Act, 1960, the Punjab Reorganization Act,

1966, the State of Himachal Pradesh Act, 1970, the North-Eastern Areas

(Reorganization) Act 1971 and the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Orders

(Amendment) Act,1976]

*The Constitution (Jammu and Kashmir) Scheduled Castes Order, 1956;

*The Constitution (Andaman and Nicobar Island) Scheduled Tribes Orders, 1959, as

amended by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Orders (Amendment) Act,

1976;

*The Constitution (Dadra and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Castes Order, 1962;

*The Constitution (Dadra and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Tribes, 1962;

*The Constitution (Pondicherry) Scheduled Castes Order, 1964;
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*The Constitution (Uttar Pradesh) Scheduled Tribes, 1967;

*The Constitution (Goa, Daman and Diu) Scheduled Castes Order, 1968;

*The Constitution (Goa, Daman and Diu) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1968;

*The Constitution (Nagaland) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1970;

*The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Castes Order, 1978; 

*The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1978;

*The Constitution (Jammu and Kashmir) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1989;

*The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Orders (Amendment) Act, 1990.

*The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Order Amendment Act, 1991.

*The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Order Second Amendment Act, 1991.

2. **This certificate is issued on the basis of the Scheduled Castes/Scheduled

Tribes Certificate issued to Shri/Shrimathi*.......................father/mother* of Shri/

Shrimathi*/ Kuinari ...............of village /town*, .............in District /Division*

………………….. of the Slate /Union Territory*........... who belongs to the Caste /

Tribe*which is recognized as a issued by the ................ dated .........

3. Shri/Shrimathi*/Kumari*.............and /or*his/her*family ordinarily reside(s) in

village/town*.............................. of ........... District/Division* of the Slate/Union

Territory*of .............

Signature.....................

Designation...................

(with seal of office) 

Place............... State 

Date................ Union Territory

Note- The term "Ordinary resides" used here will have the same meaning as in Section

20 of the Representation of the People Act,1950.

* Please delete the words which are not applicable.

** Applicable in the case of SCs, STs persons who have migrated from one State/UT

AUTHORITIES EMPOWERED TO ISSUE CASTE CERTIFICATES

[G.I. Dept. of Per. & Trg., O.M. No. 36012/6/88-Estt. (SCT), (SRD.III), dated 24-4-1990.]

The under mentioned authorities have been empowered to issue Caste Certificate of

Verification -

1. District Magistrate/Additional District Magistrate /Collector/ Deputy

Commissioner/ Additional Deputy Commissioner /Deputy Collector / 1st Class

Stipendiary Magistrate/ Sub-Divisional Magistrate/ Taluka Magistrate/Executive

Magistrate/ Extra Assistant Commissioner.

2. Chief Presidency Magistrate / Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate /Presidency

Magistrate.

3. Revenue Officer not below the rank of Tehsildar.

4. Sub- Divisional Officer of the area where the candidate and /or his family normally

resides.

ANNEXURE-II

FORM OF CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY OTHER BACKWARD CLASSES

APPLYING FOR APPOINTMENT TO POSTS UNDER THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

This is to certify that Shri/Smt/Kumari ……………………………. son/daughter of

…………………….. of village/town .............................. in District/Division

……………………………….. in the state/union territory ……………………… belongs to

the ............. community which is recognised as a backward class under the

Government of India, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment's Resolution No.

.................................. dated ......................*. Shri/Smt./Kumari ....................... and/or

his/her family ordinarily reside(s) in the ............................................... District/Division

of the ...................................... Stale/Union Territory. This is also to certify that he/she

does not belong to the persons/sections (Creamy Layer) mentioned in Column 3 of the

Schedule to the Government of India, Department of Personnel & Training O.M. No.

36012/22/93 - Estt. (SCT) dated 8.9.1993**.

District Magistrate 

Deputy Commissioner etc.

Dated:

Seal

*The authority issuing the certificate may have to mention the details of Resolution of

Government of India, in which the caste of the candidate is mentioned as OBC. 

** As amended from time to time.

* Note:-The term "Ordinarily" used here will have the same meaning as in Section 20

of the Representation of the People Act, 1950.

ANNEXURE-III

Form-II

Disability Certificate

(In cases of amputation or complete permanent paralysis of limbs and in cases

of blindness)

(See rule 4)

(NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE MEDICAL AUTHORITY ISSUING THE

CERTIFICATE)

Certificate No. ........................................... Date:..................

This is to certify that I have carefully examined Shri/Smt/Kum................. son/wife/

daughter of Shri................................ Date of Birth ....................... (DD/  MM/   YY)

Age .............. years, male/female ...............................

Registration No.................. permanent resident of House No. ...........................

Ward/Village/Street.......................... Post Office ................ District ................................

State......................................

whose photograph is affixed above, and am satisfied that:

(A) he/she is a case of:

= locomotor disability

= blindness 

(Please tick as applicable)

(B) the diagnosis in his/her case is.........................................

(A) He/ She has .....,..................% (in figure).............................. percent (in words)

permanent physical impairment/blindness in relation to his/her .................... (part

of body) as per guidelines (to be specified).

2. The applicant has submitted the following document as proof of residence;-

Nature of Document Date of Issue Details of authority 

issuing certificate

(Signature and Seal of Authorised Signatory of notified Medical Authority)

Form-III

Disability Certificate (In case of multiple disabilities)

(NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE MEDICAL AUTHORITY ISSUING THE

CERTIFICATE)

(See rule 4)

Certificate No. ........................

Date: ......................................

This is to certify that we have carefully examined Shri/Smt/Kum...............................

/son/wife/daughter of Shri ............................. Date of Birth................................      Age

..................years, male/female.......................

(DD) (MM) (YY) 

Registration No....................... permanent resident of House No..................................

Ward/Village/Street.................................................. Post Office....................

District..............................State ....................... whose photograph is affixed above, and

are satisfied that:

(A) He/she is a case of Multiple Disability. His/her extent of permanent physical

impairment/disability has been evaluated as per guidelines (to be specified) for

the disabilities ticked below, and shown against the relevant disability in the table

below:

S. Disability Affected Part Diagnosis Permanent physical 

No. of Body impairment/ mental 

disability (in %)

1 Locomotor disability @

2 Low vision #

3 Blindness Both Eyes

4 Hearing impairment £

5 Mental retardation X

6 Mental-illness X

(B) In the light of the above, his /her overall permanent physical impairment as per

guidelines (to be specified), is as follows:-

In figures:- ..............................percent

In words:- ...............................percent

2. This condition is progressive/ non-progressive/ likely to improve/ not likely to

improve.

3. Reassessment of disability is : 

(i) not necessary,

Or 

(ii) is recommended/ after........................ years.................. months, and therefore

this certificate shall be valid till...........................................................

(DD) (MM) (YY)

@ e.g. Left/Right/both arms/legs

# Single eye/both eyes

£ e.g. Left/Right/both ears

4. The applicant has submitted the following document as proof of residence:-

Nature of Document Date of Issue Details of authority 

issuing certificate

Recent PP size

Attested Photograph

(Showing face only) of

the person with

disability

Recent PP size

Attested Photograph

(Showing face only) of

the person with

disability

Signature/Thumb

impression of the

person in whose

favour disability

certificate is issued.

Continued on page 29
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5. Signature and seal of the Medical Authority.

Name and seal of Member Name and seal Name and seal of the 

of Member Chairperson

Form-IV

Disability Certificate

(In cases other than those mentioned in Forms II and III) (NAME AND ADDRESS

OF THE MEDICAL AUTHORITY ISSUING THE

CERTIFICATE)

(See rule 4)

Certificate No. ............................ Date:....................

This is to certify that I have carefully examined Shri/Smt/Kum .......................

son/wife/daughter of Shri ....................... Date of Birth................

(DD) (MM) (YY) 

Age............. years, male/female...................

Registration No.......... permanent resident of House No................. Ward/Village/Street

....................... Post Office ......... District............... State .......................................

whose photograph is affixed above, and am satisfied that he/she is a case of

................................................. disability. His/her extent of percentage physical

impairment/disability has been evaluated as per guidelines (to be specified) and is

shown against the relevant disability in the table below:-

S. Disability Affected Part Diagnosis Permanent physical 

No. of Body impairment/ mental 

disability (in %)

1 Locomotor disability @

2 Low vision #

3 Blindness Both Eyes

4 Hearing impairment £

5 Mental retardation X

6 Mental-illness X

(Please strike out the disabilities which are not applicable.)

2. The above condition is progressive/ non-progressive/ likely to improve/not likely

to improve.

3. Reassessment of disability is : 

(i) not necessary 

Or 

(ii) is recommended/ after ....................... years ............. months and therefore this

certificate shall be valid till.......................... .......     .......     ............

(DD)     (MM)      (YY)

@ e.g. Left/Right/both arms/legs 

# e.g. Single eye/both eyes 

£ e.g. Left/Right/both ears

4. The applicant has submitted the following document as proof of residence:-

Nature of Document Date of Issue Details of authority 

issuing certificate

(Authorised Signatory of notified Medical Authority)

(Name and Seal

Countersigned

(Countersignature and seal of the 

CMO/Medical Superintendent/Head 

of Government Hospital, in case the 

certificate is issued by a medical 

authority who is not a government 

servant (with seal))

Note: In case this certificate is issued by a medical authority who is not a government

servant, it shall be valid only if countersigned by the Chief Medical Officer of the

District. 

Note: The principal rules were published in the Gazette of India vide notification

number S.O. 908 (E), dated the 31st December, 1996.

EN 36/43

Signature/Thumb

impression of the

person in whose

favour disability

certificate is issued.

Recent PP size

Attested Photograph

(Showing face only)

of the person with

disability

Signature/Thumb

impression of the person

in whose favour disabilitiy

certificate is issued.

8. Physical standard

a) Height in CMs......................................

b) Chest in CMs.......................................(Unexpanded) and __CMs (Expanded)

c) Weight in....................... KGs.

9. Present Medical category

10. No. of Good entries

11. No. of bad entries with brief details of punishment, if any

DECLARATION

I do hereby give my willingness for deputation to the post of Inspr (Librarian) in BSF as

per terms and conditions given in the advertisement.

(Signature of Applicant)

CERTIFICATE TO BE FURNISHED BY THE CADRE CONTROLLING AUTHORITY

Certified that the particulars furnished by the Official are correct as per records

available in this Office. Also there is no disciplinary/ vigilance case is pending or

contemplated against above Official. Further, in the event of selection for appointment,

the officer concerned will be relieved of his duties.

Signature of Cadre 

Controlling authority with 

name and seal

davp 19110/11/0077/1819 EN 36/64

Unique Identification Authority 
of India (UIDAI)

Regional Office, HOUSEFED Complex, Dispur

Guwahati 781006

FILE No. : - UIDAI/RO- GHY/ 07/2010/Vol-lV/1942-45 Date 20-11-2018

Sub : Extension of last date of submission of application for filling up one

vacant post of Section Officer and one anticipatory post of Assistant Accounts

Officer on deputation basis at UIDAI, RO, Guwahati.

Reference : Vacancy circular of RO, UIDAI Guwahati vide letter of even number

dated 12-09-2018 and subsequent corrigendum dated 12-10-2018 inviting

application for filling up one vacant post of Section Officer (SO) and one

anticipated post of Assistant Accounts Officer (AAO) in its Regional Office,

Guwahati in the Pay Matrix Level -8 (pre-revised Pay Band II Rs. 9300-34800 plus

Grade Pay of Rs. 4800/-) for both SO and AAO on deputation basis.

The date of submission of applications through proper Channel "FOR THE POST OF

SECTION OFFICER AND ASSISTANT ACCOUNTS OFFICER AT UIDAI REGIONAL

OFFICE GUWAHATI" is hereby further extended up to 31-01-2019. Those who have

applied against circular dated 12-09-2018 through proper channel need not apply

afresh. However, new applicants and applicants who have submitted only advance

copy of the application may submit their applications complete in all respect through

proper channel within the extended date to Assistant Director General, Unique

Identification Authority of India (UIDAI), Regional Office, 1st Floor Block-V,

HOUSEFED COMPLEX, Beltola-Basistha Road, PO, Assam Sachibalaya Dispur,

Guwahati-781006. Since this vacancy is to be filled up on deputation basis, private

candidates are not eligible.

3. Application received after the last date or otherwise found incomplete shall not be

considered. Further details may be obtained from the website www.uidai.gov.in.

(Piyush Chetiya) 

Assistant Director General

davp 54111/11/0037/1819 EN 36/61

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U
Goverment of India

Central Research Institute
Kasauli (HP) -173204

(Ministry of Health & Family Welfare/Dte. G.H.S., New Delhi)

‚¥ÅÿÊ/No.1-3/2017-Admn.

∑§ãŒ˝Ëÿ •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ‚¥SÕÊŸ, ∑§‚ÊÒ‹Ë(Á„U.¬˝.)
Central Research Institute, Kasauli,(HP). Dated:26-09-2018

ŒÍ⁄U÷Ê·/Tel No.: 01792-272060, 272114

»Ò Ä‚/Fax No. - 01792-273377, 272016

CANCELLATION NOTICE
Public at large is informed hereby that recruitment for the post of Assistant Library

and Information Officer under Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, at Central

Research Institute, Kasauli, published vide Advertisement No.1-3/2017-Admn. dated

05.08.2018 is hereby withdrawn due to some administrative reasons.

(Dr. Ajay Kumar Tahlan)
Director

davp 17132/11/0013/1819 EN 36/38
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Office of the Principal Chief Controller of Accounts 

Ministry of Finance, Department of Revenue
Central Board of Direct Taxes, 9th  Floor, Lok Nayak Bhawan 

Khan Market, New DeIni-110003 

No. Estt-I/PCCA/CBDT/Dept. Acctt/2018-19/3562 Date : 16th Oct 2018 

Sub:- Vacancy Circular for Filling up of 50 posts of Accountant purely on

transfer on deputation basis in O/o  Pr. CCA CBDT at various Stations.

1.  Office of the Pr. CCA CBDT proposes to fill up the vacant posts of Accountant at

various Station purely on transfer on deputation basis from the staff working in Other

Organized Accounts Service of Central/State Government (or) Other Central and state

Government Departments or Autonomous Body which are fully funded by Central or

State Government as per details given below:-

Post Grade Pay Matrix/pre-revised Number of posts 

pay band/Grade pay to be filled up

Accountant General Central Service, Level- 05 (as per VII 50

Group -C (Non-Gazetted), CPC) Pay Band -I  

Ministerial (Rs. 5200- 20200) plus

GP Rs. 2800/- 

(Pre-Revised)

The station-wise vacancy of Accountants to be filled up on deputation basis Is as under :

S No. Station No. of vacancies for Deputation

1 ZAO CBDT Chennai 6

2 FPU Pondichery (ZAO CBDT Chennai) 1

3 ZAO CBDT Mumbai 6

4 ZAO CBDT Cochin 2

5 ZAO CBDT Coimbatore 2

6 ZAO CBDT Chandigarh 3

7 ZAO CBDT Bhopal 3

8 ZAO CBDT Bangalore 1

9 FPU Belgaum (ZAO CBDT Bangalore) 1

10 FPU Mysore (ZAO CBDT Bangalore) 1

11 ZAO CBDT Ahmedabad 3

12 ZAO CBDT Hyderabad 3

13 ZAO CBDT Jalandhar 3

14 ZAO CBDT Panchkula 2

15 ZAO CBDT Pune 1

16 FPU Kolhapur (ZAO CBDT Pune) 1

17 ZAO/HQ CBDT New Delhi 8

18 FPU Faridabad (ZAO CBDT Rohtak) 1

19 FPU Ghaziabad (ZAO CBDT Meerut) 1

20 FPU Noida (ZAO CBDT Meerut) 1

2. Eligibility conditions to apply for the above post are given (Annexure-I)

3. The tenure of deputation will be initially for a period of three years which can be curtailed

or extended as required in the exigencies of public services. The terms and conditions of

deputation as stipulated in DOP&T OM No. 6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay II) dated 17th June, 2010

is applicable. The age of applicant shall not exceed 56 years as on the closing date of

receipt of application.

4. The period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held

immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other

organization/department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed three years.

5. The pay and allowances will be regulated as per DOP&T OM No.6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay-II)

dated 17th June. 2010.

6. The selection of the eligible officials will be purely on transfer on deputation basis and

selected officials will have no right to claim for permanent absorption in O/O Pr.CCA CBDT.

7. The format of application is given as Annexure -II. The application (Annexure-II) from

the willing and eligible officials along with their attested copies of ACRs/APARs for the last

05 years & Annexure -III (duly signed with office seal by present employer) may be sent

to this office through proper channel so as to reach the undersigned within 60 days of

publication of advertisement. Belated/ incomplete application will be rejected. Names of

only those candidates, who can be relieved immediately on selection, may be forwarded.

(Madan Lal) 

Sr. Accounts Officer (Estt)

Annexure-l 

Terms & Conditions for selection to Ihe post of Accountant purely on transfer on

deputation basis

S. N

1. Name of the post Accountant

2. Classification of General Central Service, Group -C (Non-Gazetted),

post Ministerial

3. Pay Band/Grade pay Level-05 (as per VII CPC) 

Pay Band -I (Rs.5200-20200) plus GP Rs. 2800/-

(Pre-Revised)

4. Eligibility Condition (i) holding analogous post in the pre-revised Pay Band 

of Rs. 5200-20200 plus GP Rs. 2800/-on regular basis (or)

(ii) serving in the pay band-I (Rs. 5200-20200) plus

Grade Pay Rs. 2400 having minimum five years service

in the grade or (iii) LDCs/equivalent grade to the pay

band-I (Rs. 5200-20200) plus Grade Pay Rs.1900 

having minimum nine years of service or combined 

service of nine years in the parent cadre in the Grade

pay of Rs. 2400/- & Rs. 1900/- The minimum qualifica-

tion for the post of Accountant is Bachelor's Degree from

a recognized university. The candidates should be well

versed with Accounts/Establishment/Administration work 

etc. Preference will be given to the candidates having

knowledge of computers.

5. Upper Age Limit The age of applicant shall not exceed 56 years as on 

the closing date of receipt of application.

6. Period of deputation The initial period of deputation will be for the three 

years which can be extended or curtailed.

Note :  The department officials in the feeder category who are in the direct line of

promotion will not be eligible for  consideration for appointment    on deputation.

Similarly deputationists will not be eligible for consideration for appointment by

promotion.

(Annexure-II)

Proforma for application for deputation for the post of Accountant

1. Name of applicant :

2. Date of Birth :

3. Whether SC/ST :

4. Educational Qualification :

5. Other Qualification, if any :

6. Details of present post held on regular basis

a) Designation :

b) Pre-Revised Pay band/Grade Pay :

c) Revised pay, i.e. present level as per 07th CPC :

d) Date of appointment to the post :

e) Present pay (excluding allowances) :

f) Details of MACP, if granted in the pay scale higher than :

the Pay Band-I (Rs. 5200-20200) + GP Rs.2800/-(pre-revised) :

7. Details of employment/experience

S. N Post held Min/Deptt Period Scale of pay Nature of duties

8. Name of present office : 

9. Present Office Address :

10. Any other information :

Name & Signature of Candidate

Note : The decision to accept or reject any application shall rest solely with this office

and the applicant shall have no claim whatsoever.

ANNEXURE-III

CERTIFICATE

(To be filled by the employer)

Certified that particulars furnished by Shri/Smt./Ms.__________ have been verified

and found correct as per office records. It is also certified that no disciplinary

proceedings/vigilance case is either pending or being contemplated against the official

concerned. The integrity of the official is also certified. In case of selection, the

concerned official shall be relieved immediately to join as Accountant on transfer on

deputation basis to O/o Pr. CCA CBDT.

Signature and Seal of the Head of Office

Place: 

Dale:

davp 15301/11/0008/1819 EN 36/75

EI-D/P&A/1-353/2013/Vol-V

ERNET India
(An Autonomous Society under Ministry of Electronics and

Information Technology, GoI)

5th Floor, Block - I, A Wing, DMRC Building, IT Park

Shastri Park, Delhi-110 053
ERNET India intends to fill up the following posts on Regular basis by Direct

Recruitment, as per details below:-

(i)  Manager - 02 (01 OBC, 01 UR one post reserved for PWD-Low Vision) -Pay Scale

of Rs. 7800 - 209200 in the level of 12.

(ii)  Technical Assistant - 01 (SC) -Pay Scale of Rs.  35400-112400 in the level of 6 

2. Interested and eligible candidates may logon to website www.ernet.in for further

details and submit their applications in the prescribed format along with required

documents in conformity with eligibility criteria to the Registrar & Director (P&A),

ERNET India, 5th Floor, Block-1, A Wing, DMRC Building, IT Park, Shastri Park,Delhi-

110053 within 30 days of publication of the advertisement.

3. ERNET India reserve the right to fill up or not to fill up the vacancy advertised

without assigning any reason.

4. Any modification/amendment/cancellation/ addendum/ corrigendum etc. shall be

published only on ERNET website, if warrants so.

(Arun Kumar Singh)

EN 36/26 Registrar & Director (P&A)

CABINET SECRETARIAT
Government of India

NOTICE

Advertisement No. EN 20/26 (davp 58101/11/0022/1819) was

published in the Employment News dated 18-24 August 2018 for five

different posts in this department. The last date of receipt of

applications for the posts of "ASSISTANT DIRECTOR (G)" in

Level-11 of the Pay Matrix ( as per 7th CPC) on Deputation has

been extended upto 31st December 2018.  All other contents of the

advertisement remains unchanged.

davp 58101/11/0040/1819 EN 36/77
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No.11353/DEPU/18/OS/DGAFMS/DG-2B

Government of India

Ministry of  Defence 
New Delhi

1. It is proposed to fill One (01) vacancy of Office Supdt in the Level-6 in Pay Matrix (As

per 7th CPC) and Rs.35,400/- (Revised) in the Armed Forces Medical Stores Depot,

Delhi Cantt by deputation basis. Accordingly applications from suitable candidates

through their respective Departments are invited to prepare a panel of candidates for

filling up the above mentioned posts. The eligibility condition for filling up the above post

are as under :-

(a) Officers of the Central Government

(i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis; OR   

(ii) Upper Division Clerk with eight years regular service in the Level-4 in Pay Matrix

(As per 7th CPC) or equivalent.

Note 1: The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line

of promotion will not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation.

Similarly deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by

promotion.

Note 2: Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre

post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other

Organisation/Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to

exceed three years.

Note 3 : Maximum Age limit: Maximum age limit shall not exceed 56 years as on the

closing date for receipt of applications by the Department.

2. Details of Posts :-

(a) Name of Post: Office Supdt

(b) Number of Vacancies : (01) One

(c) Classification : General Central Services, Group 'B', Non-Gazetted.

(d) Level: 6 (As per 7th CPC)

(e) Duration of deputation : Ordinarily not exceeding three years

(f) Place of Posting: Delhi Cantt

3. The appointment shall be governed by Department of Personnel & Training OM

No.2/22/(B) 2008-Estt. (Pay-II) dated 03 Sep 2008.

4.   TO WHOM THE APPLICATION OR DOCUMENTS NEED TO BE SENT :

Application (in duplicate) in the given proforma alongwith duly attested copies of the

complete and up-to-date ACR/APAR for the year 2012-13 to 2016-17, by the competent

authority in his/her office/department in respect of the Officers who could be spared in

the event of selection may be sent to the Director AFMS (Plg), Office of the

DGAFMS, Ministry of Defence, 'M' Block, New Delhi-110001 within 60 days from

the date of publication of this advertisement. Application received after the last date

or without the ACR/APAR dossier or otherwise found incomplete will not be entertained.

While forwarding the application, it may be verified and certified by the applicant duly

countersigned by the competent authority that the particulars furnished by the officer

are correct and that no disciplinary or vigilance case is pending/contemplated against

the officer. Details of Major/Minor penalties imposed during the last ten years and

Integrity Certificate may also be forwarded along with his/her application.

5. As regards qualification asked for vide para1(a) above is concerned, a certificate

from the competent authority will be attached giving the details of experience.

6. It may be noted that candidate who once apply for the post and selected will not be

allowed to withdraw his/her candidature or revert to his/her parent cadre without

completing the period of deputation.

BIO-DATA PROFORMA

1. Name of post applied for :.........................................................................

2. Name, Designation and address (in Block letters) :.................................. 

3. Date of Birth (in christian era) :....................................................................

4. Date retirement under Central/State Govt Rules:......................................

5. Educational Qualification(s) : ....................................................................

6. Whether educational and other qualification required : ....................................

for the post are satisfied (if any qualification has been

treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules

state the authority for the same).

7. Qualification/Experience possessed by the Officer :....................................

8. Details of employment in chronological order :...............................................

(Enclose a separate sheet, duly authenticated by your signature, if the space

below is insufficient).

Name, Address of Post held Duration Scale of pay and Nature of 

Office/Inst./Orgs From To last basic pay duties

9. Please state clearly wherein in view of entries made by you 

above you meet the requirement of the post : Yes/No

10. Nature of present employment i.e. whether adhoc, temporary :

or permanent

11. Whether belongs to SC/ST/OBC :

Date: (Signature of the Candidate)

(To be completed by the employers)

1. It is certified that the information furnished by Shri/Smt _________ has been

checked as per the service records of the individual and found correct.

2. No  disciplinary/vigilance   case   is   pending/contemplated  against Shri/Smt

____________. His/her integrity is beyond doubt.

3. It   is   also   certified   that   no   major/minor   penalty   has   been   awarded   to

Shri/Smt ______ during the last ten years.

4. In the event of his/her selection, he/she will be relieved of his/her duties from this

office.

Date:

(Signature of the Competent Auth) 

(Office Seal)

davp 10104/11/0004/1819 EN 36/76

ANNEXURE-I

National Capital Region Transport Corporation Ltd.
(A joint venture of Govt. of India and participating State Govts.)

7/6, Siri Fort Institutional Area 

August Kranti Marg, New Delhi-110049

VACANCY NOTICE

(No. 40/2018)

NCRTC invites applications from experienced, corporate planning professionals, for its Regional Rapid Transit System (RRTS) project in NCR. The detail of the posts and

requirement are as under:-

S. Post & Pay-Scale No. of Max. Age* Qualification & Eligibility Experience  

N. Post (Yrs.) Criteria

1. Dy. General Manager 02 40 -Degree in Engineering** Should have minimum 6 or 4 years' experience (for DGM

(DGM)/ Corporate (UR) -Degree/PG Diploma in Management** and Manager, respectively) of handling of assignments

Strategy & Planning and related  to growth strategy/ market assessment/traffic

Rs.70000-200000 -Working in pay-scale Rs. 70000-200000 (E4) IDA/ assessment, financial assessment/planning, PPP structuring,

(Level-E4) Rs. 78800-209200 (L-12) CDA, bid/ transaction process experience and structuring

or or concession agreement in urban and transport infrastructure

-Has been working for last 1-1/2 years in pay-scale Rs. 60000- sectors. Experience of working with Central/ State

180000 (E3) IDA/ Rs. 67700- 208700 (L-11) CDA,or, -Working Govt. departments/PSUs and multilateral / bilateral

on fixed pay-package/CTC of  agencies will be given preference

Min. Rs.16 Lakh per annum.

Manager/ Corporate 35 Degree in Engineering** 

Strategy & Planning and

Rs.60000-180000 -Working in pay-scale Rs. 60000-180000 (E3) IDA/

(E3 Level) Rs. 67700-208700 (L-11) CDA, or

- Has been working for last 1-1/2 years in pay scale Rs. 50000-

160000(E2)/Rs.56100-177500 (L-10)/ Rs. 53100-167800 

(L9) CDA, or -Has been working on fixed pay package/ 

CTC of Min. Rs.14 Lakh per annum.

*As on 31.12.2018. Maximum age limit may be relaxed in exceptional cases.

**-From Govt. recognized Institute/University.

-Last date of receipt of application will be 15 days from the date of issue of vacancy notice.

-This is an indicative advertisement. For more detail about experience, eligibility criteria, application form, amendments and corrigendum, kindly visit "Career" section of

NCRTC website-www.ncrtc.in.

EN 36/66 Group General Manager/ HR
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Filling up the Post of Chief Adviser (S&T), Industrial Adviser, Director and

Deputy Director on deputation  (short term contract) basis.

The Tariff Commission invites applications from eligible and interested officers of

Central Government/State Government/Universities/Public Sector Undertakings/

Recognized Research Institutions/Semi Goverment Autonomous or Statutory

Organisations for filling up the following posts in the Tariff Commission on deputation

basis.

S. Name of the Post No. of Pay Matrix Level as per 7th CPC

No. Post

1. Chief Adviser (S&T) 1 Level-14 Rs. 144200-218200/-

2. Industrial Adviser 1 Level-13 Rs. 123100-215900/-

3. Director 2 Level-12 Rs. 78800-209800/-

4. Deputy Director 2 Level-11 Rs. 67700-208700/-

2. The appointment will be made on transfer on deputation basis initially for a period

of three years extendable upto 5 years and will be governed by the instructions issued

by DOPT vide OM No. 6/8/2009-Estt. (pay-II) dated 17/6/2010 as amended from time

to time. The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation basis shall not be

exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of application by Tariff

Commission.

3. The eligibility criteria, educational qualification/experience etc. required for the posts

are at Annexure-I.

4. The applications of the eligible and willing officers and who can be spared

immediately may be forwarded through proper channel in the prescribed proforma

(Annexure-ll) along with attested copies of ACR/APAR (Attested on each page) for the

last five years, cadre clearance certificate, vigilance clearance certificate, Integrity

certificate, details of major/minor penalty imposed during last ten years in the given

proforma (Annexure-lll), and self-attested copies of all educational qualification and

experiences within a period of 45 days from the date of publication of

advertisement in The Employment News, to the Secretary, Tariff Commission,

Room No.708, 7th Floor, Lok Nayak Bhawan, Khan Market, New Delhi-110511.

Applications received after the due date or without the confidential/Annual

performance Appraisal Reports, Integrity Certificate or Major or Minor Penalty

statement or otherwise found incomplete will not be considered.

5. The candidates will not be allowed to withdraw their application after appointment

unless they complete the deputation period.

6. The Departmental Officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of promotion

shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation. Similarly,

deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion. (Period

of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately

preceding this appointment in the same or some other organisation/department of the

Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed 5 years).

(P.K. Upadhyay)

Secretary Tariff Commission

Tel. No. 011-24694025

Annexure-I

Eligibility conditions for deputation

Name of the Post & Pay Scale No. of Post Classification Qualification Requirement Eligibility and Experience

1 2 3 4 5

Chief Adviser  (S & T) 1 General Central Essential : Officers under the Central/State Government/  

Pay Scale 4th CPC Service Group 'A' (i) Bachelor's degree in Engineering (Electrical, Mech- Universities/Public Sector Undertakings/    

Rs. 5900-200-6700/- Gazetted Non- nical, Metallurgy or Chemical)/Electronics/Industrial  Recognised Research institutions/Semi- 

5th CPC Rs. 18400-500-22400/- Ministerial. Engineering Technology Or Government/Autonomous or Statutory 

6th CPC Pay Band-4 + Grade Master’s degree in Organic Chemistry/Bio-Chemistry/ Organisations. 

Pay of Rs. 10000/- Bio-technology, Pharmacy from a recognised University (A) :

7th CPC level-14, Rs. 144200- or equivalent. (ii) 15 years' Experience in technology (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis; or

218200/- audit,- techno-economic studies/research and  (ii) with three years regular service in posts in the  

development/policy formulation in any area of Pay Matrix level-13 or equivalent; or

industry/industrial development out of which 8 year's (B) : Possessing the educational qualifications 

should be in industrial production/efficiency and and experience given in col 4. 

technological upgradation.

Desirable : Post Doctorate degree in relevant science 

subject or Master's degree in Engineering or Technology 

of a recognised University or equivalent.

Industrial Adviser  (S & T) 1 General Central Essential : Officers under the Central/State Government/ 

Pay Scale 4th CPC Service Group 'A' (i) Bachelor's degree in Engineering (Electrical,  Universities/Public Sector Undertakings/     

Rs. 4500-100-5700/- Gazetted Non- Mechanical, Metallurgy or Chemical) Recognised Research institutions/Semi-

5th CPC Rs. 14300-400-18300/- Ministerial. Electronics/Industrial Engineering Technology Or Government/Autonomous or Statutory 

6th CPC Pay Band-4 + Grade Master’s degree in Organic Chemistry/Bio-Chemistry/ Organisations. 

Pay of Rs. 8700/- Bio-Technology/Pharmacy from a recognised (A) :

7th CPC level-13, Rs. 123100- University or equivalent. (ii) 12 years' experience in (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis; or 

215900/- technology audit techno-economic studies/research (ii) with three years regular service in posts in the

and development/policy formulation in any area of Pay Matrix level-13 or equivalent; or  

industry/industrial development out of which 6 year's (iii) with five years regular service in posts in the  

should be in industrial production/efficiency and pay matrix level-12 or equivalent; and

technological upgradation. (B) : Possessing the educational qualifications

Desirable : Post Doctorate degree in relevant science and experience prescribed for direct recruits 

subject or Master's degree in Engineering or Technology under col 4.   

of a recognised University or equivalent.

Director  (S & T) 2 General Central Essential : Officers under the Central/State Government/ 

Pay Scale 4th CPC Service Group 'A' (i) Bachelor's degree in Engineering (Electrical,  Universities/Public Sector Undertakings/     

Rs. 3700-125-4700-150-5000/- Gazetted Non- Mechanical / Metallurgy or Chemical) Recognised Research institutions/Semi-

5th CPC Rs. 12750-375-16500/- Ministerial. Electronics/Industrial Engineering Technology Or Government/Autonomous or Statutory 

6th CPC Pay Band-3 + Grade Master’s degree in Organic Chemistry/Bio-Chemistry/ Organisations. 

Pay of Rs. 7600/- Bio-Technology/Pharmacy from a recognised (A) :

7th CPC level-12, Rs. 78800- University or equivalent. (ii) 10 years' experience in (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis; or 

209200/- technology audit/techno-economic studies/research (ii) with five years regular service in posts in the

and development/policy formulation in any area of Pay Matrix level-11 or equivalent; and 

industry/industrial development out of which 4 year's (B) : Possessing the educational qualifications

should be in industrial production/efficiency and and experience prescribed for direct recruits 

technological upgradation. under col 4.  

Desirable : Doctorate degree in relevant science 

subject or Master's degree in Engineering or Technology

of a recognised University or equivalent.

Deputy Director  (S & T) 2 General Central Essential : Officers under the Central/State Government/ 

Pay Scale 4th CPC Service Group 'A' (i) Bachelor's degree in Engineering (Electrical,  Universities/Public Sector Undertakings/     

Rs. 3000-100-3500-125-4500/- Gazetted Non- Mechanical/Metallurgy or Chemical) Recognised Research institutions/Semi-

5th CPC Rs. 1000-325-15200/- Ministerial. Electronics/Industrial Engineering/Technology Or Government/Autonomous or Statutory 

6th CPC Pay Band-3 + Grade Master’s degree in Organic Chemistry/Bio-Chemistry/ Organisations. 

Pay of Rs. 6600/- Bio-Technology/Pharmacy from a recognised (A) :

7th CPC level-11, Rs. 67700- University or equivalent. (ii) 5 years' experience in (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis; or 

208700/- technology audit/techno-economic studies/research (ii) with five years regular service in posts in the

and development/policy formulation in any area of Pay Matrix level-10 or equivalent; or  

industry/industrial development out of which 2 year's (B) : Possessing the educational qualifications

No. A-12011/1/2017-Admn.

Government of India

Ministry of Commerce & Industry
Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion

(Tariff Commission)

7th Floor, Lok Nayak Bhavan, Khan Market, New Delhi 

Dated : 9 October, 2018

Continued on page 33
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Name of the Post & Pay Scale No. of Post Classification Qualification Requirement Eligibility and Experience

1 2 3 4 5

should be in industrial production/efficiency and and experience prescribed for direct recruits 

technological upgradation. under col 4.  

Annexure-II

FORMAT OF APPLICATION

1. Name in Full (IN BLOCK LETTERS)

2. Post Applied for (Separate applications 

are to be sent for different posts

3. Date of Birth (DD/MM/YYYY)

4. Date of Superannuation (DD/MM/YYYY)

5. Service to which you belong

6. Office adress with Telephone no.

7. Residential Address with Telephone no.

8. Present Post held, along with Pay Level 

and present  Basic  pay/Pay Scale/Pay 

Band and Grade Pay of the post held.

9. Educational Qualifications(Matric Onwards) 

Exam Name of University/ Year of Duration of Subjects Percentage of

Passed Institute/Board Passing Course Marks (Mention 

Distinction, if 

any)

10. Qualification/Experience required Qualification/Experience possessed by

Essential (A) Qualification (A) Qualification

(B) Experience (B) Experience

Desirable (A) Qualification (A) Qualification

11.  Details of employment in chronological order (if needed enclose a separate 

sheet duly authenticated by your signature in the format given below) :                

Name of the Post Held Period of Nature of Scale of Pay Nature of  

Office/Instt/ (Desig- Service Appoint- ie Pay Level/ Duties

Organi- nation) ment Pay  Band    

sations (Regular/ and Grade 

Ad-hoc)/ Pay 

Depu-

From  To tation

12. Nature of present employmenl i.e, Permanent/

Ad-hoc/Temporary)

13. In case the present employment is held on 

deputation, please state :

a) Name of the organization

b) The dale of initial appointment

c) Period of appointment on deputation/contract

d) Name of the parent Office/Organisation

14. Additional details about present employment:

Please state whether working under (indicate the name 

of your employer against the relevant column)

a) Central Government

b) State Government

c) Autonomous Organisation

d) Government Undertakings

e) Universities

f) Others

15. Please stale whether you are working in 

the same department and are in the 

feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade

16. Total emoluments per month now drawn

17. Additional information, if any, which you 

would like to mention in support your suitability 

for the post this among other things 

may provide information with regard to 

(a) Additional academic qualifications 

(b) Professional training and

(c) Work experience over and  above prescribed 

in the Vacancy Circular/Advertisement)

Note : enclose separate sheet if the space is insufficient

18. Whether belongs to SC/ST

19. Remarks

(The candidate may indicate information with regard 

a) To reports and special projects

b) Awards/Scholarship/official Appreciation

c) Affiliation with professional bodies/institutions/societies

and

d) Any other information

Note : enclose separate sheet if the space is insufficient

# Applicants not holding the post in the new Pay Matrix/Pay Scales/Pay Band and

Grade Pay pertaining to Central Government should indicate the equivalence of their

pay scale vis-a-vis the Central government's pay scales and also furnish supporting

documents in this regard.

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware

that the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by documents submitted by me will also be

assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. It is also

certified that the information furnished above is correct and true to the best of my

knowledge. In the event of my selection, I shall abide by the terms and conditions of

services attached to the post.

Place: 

Date: (Signature)

Name : ......................

Annexure-III

(Certificate to be furnished by the employer/Head of Office/Forwarding

Authority)

Certified that the information/details provided in the above application by the applicant

are true and correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses

educational qualifications and experience mentioned in vacancy circular. If selected,

he/she will be relieved immediately.

2. It is also certified :

(i) That there is no vigilance/disciplinary case or criminal case pending or

contemplated against Shri/Smt./Ms .......................................

(ii) That his/her integrity is certified.

(iii) That his/her CR/APAR dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the

ACRs/APAR for the last five years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under

Secretary to the Govt. of India or above, are enclosed.

(iv) That no major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during that last ten

years or a list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last ten years is

enclosed (as the case may be.)

(v) That the cadre controlling authority has no objection to the consideration of the

applicant for the post mentioned in this advertisement.

Signature : .....................

Name and Designation : ...............................

Tel No. : ............................

Office Seal

Place:

Date :

List of Enclosure

1. 2. 3.

davp 05201/11/0027/1819 EN 36/71

Affix recent

photograph

EN 36/69 EN 36/70
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EN 36/3

EN 36/4

Sainik School Punglwa (Nagaland)
[Under Sainik Schools Society, Ministry of Defence, Govt. of India and

Affiliated to Central Board of Secondary Education]

(Phone - 03839-262010)

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED FOR THE POSTS OF 01 TGT (MATHS) AND 03 LAB ASSTS 

(BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY & PHYSICS) ON REGULAR BASIS

Ser Name of the Cat Essential Education Qualification and Age Desirable

No. Posts

1 TGT (Maths) SC* (i) Graduation with Mathematics as Main Past experience of teaching

(01 Post) (other Subject/Honours with 50% marks in aggregate. at Higher/Secondary level

category (ii) B. Ed from recognised University/Institute. in CBSE affiliated school (s)

can also (iii) Pass in CTET Paper II conducted by CBSE, will be given preference.

apply) (iv) Age below 35 yrs as on 01 Jan 2019. Having proficiency in sports,

(v) Proficiency in teaching Hindi and English interest in extracurricular 

medium. activities/hobbies and apti-

tude for residential school

life and proficiency in com-

puter are desirable.

2 Laboratory UR (a) Should have passed 12th/Intermediate (a) B. Sc (with Biology/

Assistants Science. Chemistry/ Physics as one

in Biology, (b) Age below 35 yrs as on 01 Jan 2019. of the subject) (b) Working

Chemistry (c) Proficiency in speaking Hindi and English. experience in a Residential

and Physics (d) Candidates to choose only one post from English medium CBSE

(03 posts) Biology, Chemistry and Physics while applying. school with good communi-

cation skills in English and

proficiency in games/sports/

extracurricular activities.

*In case of non availability of suitable candidates from "Reserved Category", the vacancy will be

filled from Other Category.

Perks/Benefit : Pay and Allowances will be as per the VI CPC, for Ser No. 1 (Pay Band Rs. 9,300-

34,800/- with Grade Pay Rs. 4.600/-) and for Ser No. 2 (Pay Band of  Rs. 5200-20,200/- with Grade Pay

Rs. 2,400/-) and policies of Sainik Schools Society and applicable Terms and Conditions of service with

certain privileges of a fully residential school. Pay + DA, New Pension Scheme, LTC, Bonus, Group

Insurance and Medical Allowance, subsidized schooling for maximum two children, Rent Free

accommodation and limited free Electrical units and Free Messing for self with the Cadets in the Cadets'

Mess during the session.

How to apply ? Eligible candidates may apply in the prescribed format as available at www.

sainischoolpunglwa.nic.co with one recent passport size photograph to the 'Principal, Sainik School,

Punglwa BPO, Medziphema SO, Dist- Peren (Nagaland), PIN - 797106' along with photocopies of the

Mark Sheets and testimonials, unstamped self addressed envelope and a Demand Draft for Rs 300/- for

General and Rs 100/- for SC/ST (all non-refundable) drawn in favour of 'Principal, Sainik School,

Punglwa, payable at SBI, Medziphema (Code No.6759).

Last Date of receipt of applications in the School is within 30 days from the date of publication of

the advertisement in Employment News. No TA/DA is admissible. Incomplete applications shall be

summarily rejected.

The School Administration reserves the right to cancel vacancy due to administrative reasons

without assigning any reasons whatsoever.

For details visit: www.sainikschoolpunglwa.nic.co EN 36/6

No.A-12023/1/2016-E.II

Government of India

Ministry of Consumer Affairs

Food and Public Distribution

Department of Food &

Public Distribution
Krishi Bhavan, New Delhi 

Dated the 22nd November, 2018

VACANCY CIRCULAR

Applications are invited for filling up one post of Manager Grade-II

on deputation basis for the Departmental Canteen of Department of

Food & Public Distribution. The vacancy circular with details

regarding pay, eligibility criteria, age limit, tenure etc. and

application proforma is placed on the website of this Department

i.e. http:dfpd.nic.in. Applicants working in Central/State

Governments/Union Territories/Universities/ Recognised

Institutions/Public Sector Undertakings/Statutory or autonomous

organizations must send their application through proper channel

along with self attested copies of supporting documents, so as to

reach the Department within 45 days from the date of publication

in the Employment News/Rojgar Samachar. The application form

can be downloaded from the website of this Department or

obtained from the office of this Department.

(Jagdish Gogia)

Under Secretary to the Government of India

EN 36/15 Tel: 23097038

Sainik School Balachadi, Jamnagar (Gujarat)
(A Residential English Medium Public School, CBSE Recognised) 

(Under Sainik Schools Society, Ministry of Defence, Govt. of India)

Applications are invited for the following vacancies at Sainik School Balachadi, Jamnagar:-

Sr. Name of Post and Eligibility Pay Band /

No. Age Limit and Number Salary

of Vacancy

(a) TGT English  Essential Qualification Rs. 9300-34800

Regular Basis (i) Graduation with English as main subject and + 4600 (GP)

Age:- Between 21- 35 yrs B. Ed in relevant subject from recognized & Free Messing

as on 31 Mar 2019 University /Institute or with Cadets

(Unreserved) BA. B.Ed in English from Regional College of 

No. of Vacancy: 01 Education.

(ii) CTET/STET qualified.

Desirable

(i) Preference will be given for Teaching experi-

ence of 2 years in CBSE affiliated English  

Medium School, preferably residential.

(ii) Higher Qualifications. 

(iii) Achievements in NCC/Sports/Extra-Curri- 

cular activities etc.

(b) Ward Boy (Male/Female) Should have passed Matriculation or equivalent Consolidated 

Age: Between 18-50 yrs and should be able to converse fluently in Rs.15000/- per

as on 31 Mar 2019 English. month

Contractual Basis for a Desirable: Graduate and achievements in 

period of one year Sports/Art/ Music & Knowledge of Computers.

No. of Vacancy: 04 Preference will be given to indl having residential

school experience.

2. Allowances (Only for TGT English) : In addition to allowances as approved by the Sainik Schools

Society (Ministry of Defence), Regular incumbents are entitled to free accommodation as available,

LTC, Pension (as per New Pension Scheme), Gratuity and subsidized education for two children

for regular staff, subject to fulfilling minimum eligibility criteria. Other allowances and benefits will

be provided as per Sainik Schools Society Rules and Regulations as amended time to time.

3. Interested candidate may apply to the Principal, Sainik School Balachadi, Jamnagar-361230

within 21 days after publication of advertisement along with one passport size photograph, Bio-

data, Self attested photocopies of Certificates/Testimonials, Demand draft of Rs. 400/- (Non-

Refundable) in favour of Principal, Sainik School Balachadi payable at Jamnagar and self-

addressed envelope affixed with Rs. 30/- Stamps. Eligible and shortlisted candidates will be called

for written test and interview on a date to be intimated later. No TA/DA is admissible to the

Candidates called for Test/Interview. The School administration reserves the right to cancel the

vacancy due to administrative/policy reasons.

4. For application form and other details you may visit school website www.ssbalachadi.org.

EN 36/67 Principal
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good future. But this can't be

the only criteria. In fact you

should look within before you

look outside for a career. 

It always helps to make an

inventory of your personality

attributes. If your job matches

your personality then the

sailing may be smooth. For

example a job in sales and

marketing may not be the

ideal job for someone who is

introvert and does not like to

meet new people. However if

we assume that such a

person wants a marketing job

then s/he will have to come

out of the introvert nature to

become an effective

marketer.. The lesson here is

to choose a job which

matches your personality or

brings the required changes

in your personality to match

with your job. It may appear

difficult but is possible. Many

people have accomplished

this.

Equally important are your

skills. All of us have few skills

and some are more skilled

than others. All jobs require

certain basic skills. At higher

level skill requirements

become more specific. Make

sure that you possess the

fundamental skills for the job

you are looking at. Again it is

worth noting that skills can be

learnt and developed. So in

case if you find yourself

lacking in some skill you may

overcome with efforts and

persistence. 

A degree doesn't

necessarily make you skilled.

In various surveys it has

already been advised that

more than half of engineering

graduates are not considered

employable as they lack in

many skills sought by

employers. Don't consider

your degree or diploma to be

a passport for your dream

job. You'll require much more

than this.

It is simple to understand

that you should have

adequate qualification for the

job. If you're still a student

and have a particular job in

mind find out the eligibility

requirements.  As an

explanation those who want

to work as an economist will

require a master's degree in

the subject. For clerical and

generalist officers' position in

public sector banks a

graduate degree will suffice. 

Many of us get attracted to

a job without having sufficient

knowledge about it. We

succeed in getting the job

and then come to realize that

it is much different than what

we had expected. It is

advisable to collect as much

information as possible

relating to the job or position

to have a complete picture.

Details given in a job

advertisement should not be

considered enough.

Searches on internet may be

of help but to get firsth and

information you may try to

meet few people who are

already working in those jobs.

Your career strategy

doesn't get complete with

only deciding the kind of job

you want to do. You should

have clarity about the kind of

organization you want to join.

For example if you are a

graduate mechanical

engineer, various options will

be open to you. There would

be public sector undertakings

like NTPC, BHEL, ONGC

etc., companies in private

sector and also engineering

services of Central

government among others

with requirement of such

engineers. Not all of them

may have vacancies in a

given time frame but knowing

your preferences will work

good for you.  If you are

concerned only with the job

and don't bother about

organization you  have  to be

clear about this as well.

The attitude to have a job

just as a means of livelihood

is considered primitive now. A

new trend is being seen

where people are relating

their passion with the career

they want to have.The

profession chosen by them is

not necessarily directly

related to their studies.

Frankly, this cannot be

possible for everybody.

However it is important to

choose a job which you like

and in which you can feel

happy. This will require some

exploration. Those with a

creative bent of mind may

feel scuffled in a typical

bureaucratic organization. 

Care needs to be taken in

not judging a job just on the

basis of salary and financial

benefits it offer. Of course

you should be compensated

for your time and contribution

in a job ,but it is also

important to look for the

learning and growth

opportunities it offers. The

growth needs not be only in

form of career progression

but should also include your

personal and intellectual

growth. It is always better to

work with those organizations

which have a clear human

resource development policy

and which invest well in their

human capital. 

There are more lateral

career opportunities available

now than ever before. So

those who are looking for a

change, are in a better

position to exercise such

option. However such a

decision should be taken

after proper analysis and

should not be based on flimsy

reasons. Some times it is not

easy to clearly find out how

better is the new job

proposal. On some

parameters it may offer an

advantageous position but

may also require few

compromises to be made.

You have to judge every offer

in its totality and make sure

that in most respects you're

getting a better deal. Don't

switch to another job just

because it offers a higher

salary. It may lack growth

opportunity or the work

culture may be disappointing.

So every major aspect the job

has to be evaluated. Also it is

advisable not to leave a job

on bitter note. There have

been instances of people

wanting to return to their

earlier employer. If you had

maintained good relations

then it will be easier for you to

return. 

If you want to remain

relevant in the job market

you'll need to upgrade your

knowledge and skills. Those

who create a distinct positive

identity will always be in

demand and in a better

position to move to higher or

better roles. 

When one doesn't succeed

in getting a job it is easier to

blame the situation, system

or competition. This is not

going to help. You can be

successful with your hard

work, persistence and by

equipping yourself with right

attributes. Analyze your

weaknesses and strengths.

Weaknesses can be

converted into strengths. it

requires determination. Tune

your mindset towards

success, clarify your

objectives and intensify your

efforts to move closer to your

career goals. Your career

strategy should be a well

thought decision with the

objective of making best of

your knowledge, skill and

aptitude and ultimately

realizing your potential

(The author is a career

counsellor based in Mumbai

Email: v2j25@ yahoo.in)

Views expressed are

personal.

CHOOSING A ...
Continued from page 1

Your career strategy doesn't get complete with

only deciding the kind of job you want to do.

You should have clarity about the kind of

organization you want to join.

The attitude to have a job just as a means of

livelihood is considered primitive now. A new

trend is being seen where people are relating

their passion with the career they want to have.

regard I  remembered about

of Lakhpat Saheb

Gurudwara. This Gurudwara

suffered severe damage due

to the devastating earth

quake of 2001 in Gujarat.

But, the manner in which the

local people joined hands

with the state Government in

renovating it, is an example

even today.

The Government of India

has taken a significant

decision of building Kartarpur

corridor so that our

countrymen could easily visit

Kartarpur in Pakistan to pay

homage to Guru Nanak Dev

Ji at that holy sight.

My dear countrymen, we

shall meet once again in the

next episode after this 50th

episode of Mann Ki Baat and

I am sure that in this episode

of Mann Ki Baat today I got

an opportunity for the first

time to talk to you about the

spirit behind this programme

because of your questions.

But our journey shall

continue. The more you

connect with us, our journey

will gain greater depth,

providing, satisfaction to one

and all. At times a question

arises in the minds of

people's as to what I

achieved through Mann Ki

Baat. I would like to say

today that of the feedback of

this programme, one of the

points that touches my heart

most- is when people tell me

that when we sit with all our

family members to listen to

Mann Ki Baat, we feel that

the head of our family is

sitting with us and sharing his

ideas with us. When I heard

this comment in a larger

circle, I felt satisfied to know

that I am yours, I am one

amongst you, I am with you,

you elevated me and in a

way, and in this way I will

continue to remain

connected with you as a

family member through Man

Ki Baat. Your joys and

sorrows are my joys and

sorrows too; your

expectations are my

expectations also; your

ambitions are my ambitions.

Come on, let us take this

journey further.

Many many thanks. -PIB
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Q1. Which of the following

statements about LaQ-

shya- a Labour Room

Quality Improvement

Initiative, launched

recently by the Ministry

of Health and Family

Welfare, is/are correct ?

1. The initiative plans to

conduct quality certification

of labour rooms and also to

incentivize facilities

achieving the targets

outlined.

2. The goal of this initiative is

to reduce preventable

maternal and new-born

mortality, morbidity and

stillbirths associated with

the care around delivery in

Labour Room and

Maternity OT.

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 1 only (b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2 

Q2. The Counter Insurgency

and Jungle Warfare

School of the Indian

Army is located at

(a) Wellington (b) Dehradun

(c) Vairengte (d) Gulmarg

Q3. Submarine INS Kalvari

which was commissi-

oned into the Indian

Navy in December 2017

was built with techno-

logical collaboration with

(a) Russia (b) Japan

(c) France (d) USA

Q4. Sri Lanka has recently

handed over its southern

strategic port Hamb-

antota on a 99-year lease

to which one of the

following countries ?

(a) India (b) China

(c) Pakistan (d) USA

Q5. Heena Sidhu is

associated with which

one of the following

sports ?

(a) Badminton (b) Wrestling

(c) Shooting (d) Archery

Q6. The Central Industrial

Security Force was

constituted

(a) under an Act of the

Parliament.

(b) as per a resolution of the

Cabinet.

(c) as per an executive order

issued by the Ministry of

Defence.

(d) as per an executive order

issued by the Ministry of

Home Affairs.

Q7. The Director General of

the Central Industrial

Security Force is

appointed by the

(a) Bureau of Public

Enterprises

(b) National Security Council

Secretariat

(c) Central Government

(d) Cabinet Committee on

Security

Q8. Which of the following

fall/s within the scope of

technical consultancy

services rendered by the

Central Industrial

Security Force ?

(a) Studying the industrial

security and fire protection

related problems and

suggesting appropriate

solutions

(b) Preparing disaster

management and

contingency plan and

conducting rehearsals for

such plans

(c) Planning and designing of

communication networks

and preparation of related

operations instructions

(d) All of the above

Q9. Which one of the

following is in

accordance with the

procedure prescribed in

the Central Industrial

Security Force Act, 1968

in relation to an arrest

made by any member of

the Force ?

(a) Keep the arrested person

in custody for not more

than 48 hours for

interrogation and release

him/her if, prima facie, no

criminal case is made out

against the detainee

(b) Lodge a First Information

Report with the local police

if, prima facie, a criminal

case is made out against

the arrested person

(c) Hand over the arrested

person to the Chief

Security Officer of the

industrial establishment

concerned for such action

as deemed fit

(d) Hand over the arrested

person to a Police Officer

or have him/her taken to

the nearest police station

without any unnecessary

delay

Q10. For disciplinary procee-

dings, the supervisory

officers of the Central

Industrial Security Force

are governed by which of

the following ?

(a) National Security Act

(b) Central Civil Services

(Conduct) Rules

(c) Rules applicable to the

officers of the Central

Government of the

corresponding class

(d) Indian Penal Code

Q11. A person who for any

reason ceases to be a

member of the Central

Industrial Security Force

does not have to

surrender which one of

the following items ?

(a) The certificate of

appointment

(b) Arms issued to him/her

(c) Clothing issued to him/her

while in service

(d) Any appreciation letter

issued to him during his

service

Q12. Which one of the

following is not correct

in relation to the penalty

for neglect of duty

prescribed in the Central

Industrial Security Force

Act ?

(a) A member of the Force

convicted of neglect of duty

cannot be punished with

imprisonment.

(b) The offence of neglect of

duty is cognizable and

non-bailable, not with

standing anything

contained in the Code of

Criminal Procedure, 1973.

(c) The Central Government

may invest the Comman-

dant with the powers of a

Magistrate for trying the

offence of neglect of duty.

(d) There is no absolute bar

on an offence punishable

under the Act to be tried by

an ordinary criminal court.

Q13. If, during the probation

period of a member of

the Central Industrial

Security Force, the

appointing authority is of

the opinion that the

member is not fit for

permanent appointment,

which one of the

following actions cannot

be taken by the

appointing authority ?

(a) The appointing authority

may terminate his/her

services after giving one

month's notice.

(b) The appointing authority

may terminate his/her

services with immediate

effect but after giving three

months' pay in lieu of the

aforesaid notice.

(c) The appointing authority

may revert him/her to the

rank from which he/she

was promoted.

(d) The appointing authority

may repatriate him/her to

his/her parent department,

as the case may be.

Q14. Which one of the

following is not correct

in relation to an order of

suspension of an

enrolled member of the

Central Industrial

Security Force ?

(a) An enrolled member of the

Force is deemed to have

been placed under

suspension by an order of

the appointing authority

with effect from the date of

detention if he/she is

detained in custody,

whether on a criminal

charge or otherwise, for a

period exceeding 48 hours.

(b) An order of suspension

made or deemed to have

been made continues to

remain in force until it is

modified or revoked by the

authority competent to do

so.

(c) An order of suspension

made or deemed to have

been made can be

modified or revoked at any

time by any authority to

which the authority who

had issued the order of

suspension is subordinate.

(d) An enrolled member

cannot be kept under

suspension for more than

180 days.

Q15. Which one of the

following is not one of

the minor penalties

prescribed in the Central

Industrial Security Force

Rules, 2001 ?

(a) Withholding of promotion

(b) Removal from service

which shall not be a

disqualification for future

employment under the

Government

(c) Withholding of increment

of pay

(d) Fine of an amount not

exceeding seven days' pay

Q16. On which one of the

following grounds can

monetary rewards not be

granted as per the

provisions of the Central

Industrial Security Force

Rules, 2001?

(a) Arrest of a criminal

(b) Making exceptionally good

enquiries

(c) Doing general good work

(d) Doing extra hard work in

connection with the

protection, safeguard and

security of an industrial

undertaking

Q17. What intervention plan is

activated by a competent

authority to counter the

possible consequences

arising from communi-

cated threat or discovery

of an explosive device at

an airport ?

(a) High alert

(b) Bomb threat contingency

plan

(c) Counter terror contingency

plan

(d) Red alert

Q18. While establishing an

observation post,

several precautions are

taken. Which one of the

following is not one of

them ?

(a) Select a place from where

you can see everything

without being seen

yourself

(b) The observation post

should be lower than the

area that is to be observed

(c) The observation post

should be at a point where

it can be reached easily

and from where you can

move out quickly

(d) The observation post

should be far from the

skyline

Q19. Which of the following is/

are the duty/duties of the

ROP?

(a) To secure the road route

from ambush

(b) To secure the road route

from land mines and lEDs

(c) To keep the route secure

till the convoy has passed

completely

(d) All of the above

Q20. Which one of the follow-

ing is not necessary for

perimeter security ?

(a) CCTV

(b) Water moat

(c) Alarm system

(d) Lighting

Q21. Which one of the

following should not be

used as first aid to stop

bleeding of the injured

VIP?

(a) Direct pressure

(b) Elevation used with Direct

Pressure

(c) Pressure bandages

(d) Inject Morphine to ease

pain immediately

Q22. You have to establish a

CISF post in one of the

mines areas where the

CISF is deployed.

Several things have to be

kept in mind in the

process. Which one of

the following is not one

of them ?

(a) The post should be on

dominating ground from

where there is a good line

of fire

(b) The post should be at a

place where commimic-

ation and road link is good

(c) The post should be at a

place where water is

available close by

(d) The post should be visible

to all

Q23. As a commandant, which

of the following has/have

to be told to the convoy

which is going from one

area to another ?

(a) Brief the men about the

condition of the road

(b) If ROP has been deployed,

then the convoy in-charge

should be briefed about its

position

(c) Possible ambush sites and

dangerous areas should

be identified

(d) All of the above

Q24. Which one of the

following organizations

has been designated as

the Counter Hijack Task

Force by the Govern-

ment of India ?

(a) BCAS (b) CISF

(c) NSG (d) SPG

Q25. What is a fire door ?

(a) A door designated for entry

of firemen into a building

for fire-fighting and

evacuation

(b) Rear door of a fire tender

for quick debussing by

firemen

(c) A highly fire resistant door

system that provides a

degree of fire protection

when closed

(d) None of the above

Q26. What is the full form of X-

BIS ?

(a) X-ray Baggage Inspection

System

(b) X-ray Baggage Imaging

System

(c) X-ray Based Imaging

System

(d) X-ray Baggage Identifying

System

Q27. Access control of the

Aircraft is the

responsibility of

(a) ASG

(b) Local police

(c) Aircraft operator

(d) Airport security

Q28. Which one of the

following is not a

component of bomb

detection and disposal

equipment ?

(a) Bomb blanket

(b) Electronic stethoscope

(c) Bomb disposal suit

(d) Handheld weapon

Question Paper of General Ability, Intelligence and Professional Skills for
Central Industrial Security Force Assistant Commandant (Executive Limited)

Departmental Competitive Exam, 2018

(Answer Key shall be published in the Next Issue)
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The International Covenant

on Civil and Political Rights

and  

The International Covenant

on Economic, Social and

Cultural Rights.

Other binding agreements

which expand on the rights

contained in the Universal

Declaration include:

The Convention on the

Elimination of All Forms of

Racial Discrimination 1965.

The Convention on the

Elimination of All Forms of

Discrimination against

Women 1979.

The Convention Against

Torture and Other Cruel,

Inhuman or Degrading

Treatment or Punishment

1984.

The Convention on the

Rights of the Child 1989.

The Convention on the

Rights of Persons with

Disabilities 2006.

The values enshrined in the

Universal Declaration of

Human Rights are as

relevant and timeless today

as they were 70 years ago.

This is a challenging time for

human rights advocates: a

time when many human

rights norms and standards

are under threat, when we

are witnessing a rise in

xenophobic populism,

profiling on racial and

religious grounds, attacks on

human rights defenders, and

pushback against multilateral

institutions, including this

Council.

It is therefore timely to

reflect on what "universality"

means, 70 years on, and its

applicability to today's

challenges:

It means that all human

beings are entitled to full

realization of all of their

rights, without exception.  It

means that migrants don't

check their human 

UDHR in detail

The UDHR has an amazing

legacy. Its universal appeal is

reflected in the fact that it

holds the Guinness World

Record as the most

translated document -

available to date in 512

languages, from Abkhaz to

Zulu. 

As stated in the preamble,

"recognition of the inherent

dignity and of the equal and

inalienable rights of all

members of the human family

is the foundation of freedom,

justice and peace in the

world." The Declaration

empowers all of us to stand

up for our own human rights

and those of others.

The Declaration is a living

document, universal in scope

and fiercely relevant to each

individual.

Article 1

All human beings are born

free and equal in dignity and

rights. They are endowed

with reason and conscience

and should act towards one

another in a spirit of

brotherhood.

Article 2

Everyone is entitled to all

the rights and freedoms set

forth in this Declaration,

without distinction of any

kind, such as race, colour,

sex, language, religion,

political or other opinion,

national or social origin,

property, birth or other status.

Furthermore, no distinction

shall be made on the basis of

the political, jurisdictional or

international status of the

country or territory to which a

person belongs, whether it be

independent, trust, non-self-

governing or under any other

limitation of sovereignty.

Article 3

Everyone has the right to

life, liberty and security of

person.

Article 4

No one shall be held in

slavery or servitude; slavery

and the slave trade shall be

prohibited in all their forms.

Article 5

No one shall be subjected

to torture or to cruel, inhuman

or degrading treatment or

punishment.

Article 6

Everyone has the right to

recognition everywhere as a

person before the law.

Article 7

All are equal before the law

and are entitled without any

discrimination to equal

protection of the law. All are

entitled to equal protection

against any discrimination in

violation of this Declaration

and against any incitement to

such discrimination.

Article 8

Everyone has the right to

an effective remedy by the

competent national tribunals

for acts violating the

fundamental rights granted

him by the constitution or by

law.

Article 9

No one shall be subjected

to arbitrary arrest, detention

or exile.

Article 10

Everyone is entitled in full

equality to a fair and public

hearing by an independent

and impartial tribunal, in the

determination of his rights

and obligations and of any

criminal charge against him.

Article 11

Everyone charged with a

penal offence has the right to

be presumed innocent until

proved guilty according to law

in a public trial at which he

has had all the guarantees

necessary for his defence.

No one shall be held guilty

of any penal offence on

account of any act or

omission which did not

constitute a penal offence,

under national or

international law, at the time

when it was committed. Nor

shall a heavier penalty be

imposed than the one that

was applicable at the time the

penal offence was

committed.

Article 12

No one shall be subjected

to arbitrary interference with

his privacy, family, home or

correspondence, nor to

attacks upon his honour and

reputation. Everyone has the

right to the protection 

of the law against such

interference or attacks.

Article 13

Everyone has the right to

freedom of movement and

residence within the borders

of each State.

Everyone has the right to

leave any country, including

his own, and to return to his

country.

Article 14

Everyone has the right to

seek and to enjoy in other

countries asylum from

persecution.

This right may not be

invoked in the case of

prosecutions genuinely

arising from non-political

crimes or from acts contrary

to the purposes and

principles of the United

Nations

Article 15

Everyone has the right to a

nationality.

No one shall be arbitrarily

deprived of his nationality nor

denied the right to change his

nationality.

Article 16

Men and women of full age,

without any limitation due to

race, nationality or religion,

have the right to marry and to

found a family. They are

entitled to equal rights as to

marriage, during marriage

and at its dissolution.

Marriage shall be entered

into only with the free and full

consent of the intending

spouses.

The family is the natural

and fundamental group unit

of society and is entitled to

protection by society and the

State.

Article 17

Everyone has the right to

own property alone as well as

in association with others.

No one shall be arbitrarily

deprived of his property.

Article 18

Everyone has the right to

freedom of thought,

conscience and religion; this

right includes freedom to

change his religion or belief,

and freedom, either alone or

in community with others and

in public or private, to

manifest his religion or belief

in teaching, practice, worship

and observance.

Article 19

Everyone has the right to

freedom of opinion and

expression; this right includes

freedom to hold opinions

without interference and to

seek, receive and impart

information and ideas

through any media and

regardless of frontiers.

Article 20

Everyone has the right to

freedom of peaceful

assembly and association.

No one may be compelled

to belong to an association.

Article 21

Everyone has the right to

take part in the government

70 YEARS OF...
Continued from page 1

Continued on page 38
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of his country, directly or through

freely chosen representatives.

Everyone has the right to equal

access to public service in his

country.

The will of the people shall be the

basis of the authority of government;

this will shall be expressed in periodic

and genuine elections which shall be

by universal and equal suffrage and

shall be held by secret vote or by

equivalent free voting procedures.

Article 22

Everyone, as a member of society,

has the right to social security and is

entitled to realization, through

national effort and international co-

operation and in accordance with the

organization and resources of each

State, of the economic, social and

cultural rights indispensable for his

dignity and the free development of

his personality.

Article 23

Everyone has the right to work, to

free choice of employment, to just

and favourable conditions of work

and to protection against

unemployment.

Everyone, without any

discrimination, has the right to equal

pay for equal work.

Everyone who works has the right

to just and favourable remuneration

ensuring for himself and his family an

existence worthy of human dignity,

and supplemented, if necessary, by

other means of social protection.

Everyone has the right to form and

to join trade unions for the protection

of his interests.

Article 24

Everyone has the right to rest and

leisure, including reasonable

limitation of working hours and

periodic holidays with pay.

Article 25

Everyone has the right to a

standard of living adequate for the

health and well-being of himself and

of his family, including food, clothing,

housing and medical care and

necessary social services, and the

right to security in the event of

unemployment, sickness, disability,

widowhood, old age or other lack of

livelihood in circumstances beyond

his control.

Motherhood and childhood are

entitled to special care and

assistance. All children, whether born

in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the

same social protection.

Article 26

Everyone has the right to

education. Education shall be free, at

least in the elementary and

fundamental stages. Elementary

education shall be compulsory.

Technical and professional education

shall be made generally available and

higher education shall be equally

accessible to all on the basis of merit.

Education shall be directed to the

full development of the human

personality and to the strengthening

of respect for human rights and

fundamental freedoms. It shall

promote understanding, tolerance

and friendship among all nations,

racial or religious groups, and shall

further the activities of the United

Nations for the maintenance of

peace.

Parents have a prior right to choose

the kind of education that shall be

given to their children.

Article 27

Everyone has the right freely to

participate in the cultural life of the

community, to enjoy the arts and to

share in scientific advancement and

its benefits.

Everyone has the right to the

protection of the moral and material

interests resulting from any scientific,

literary or artistic production of which

he is the author.

Article 28

Everyone is entitled to a social and

international order in which the rights

and freedoms set forth in this

Declaration can be fully realized.

Article 29

Everyone has duties to the

community in which alone the free

and full development of his

personality is possible.

In the exercise of his rights and

freedoms, everyone shall be subject

only to such limitations as are

determined by law solely for the

purpose of securing due recognition

and respect for the rights and

freedoms of others and of meeting

the just requirements of morality,

public order and the general welfare

in a democratic society.

These rights and freedoms may in

no case be exercised contrary to the

purposes and principles of the United

Nations.

Article 30

Nothing in this Declaration may be

interpreted as implying for any State,

group or person any right to engage

in any activity or to perform any act

aimed at the destruction of any of the

rights and freedoms set forth herein.

Human Rights and India

India took active part in drafting of

the Universal Declaration on Human

Rights. The Indian delegation to the

United Nations made important

contributions in drafting of the

Declaration, especially highlighting

the need for reflecting gender

equality. India is a signatory to the six

core human rights covenants, and

also the two Optional Protocols to the

Convention of the Rights of the Child.

Since inception, the Indian

Constitution incorporated most of the

rights enumerated in the Universal

Declaration in two parts, the

Fundamental Rights and the Directive

Principles of State Policy, that

covered almost the entire field of

Universal Declaration of Human

Rights.

The first set of rights are enunciated

in Articles 2 to 21 of the Declaration

and incorporated under the

Fundamental Rights - Articles 12 to

35 of the Constitution. These include

the Right to Equality, Right to

Freedom, Right Against Exploitation,

Right to Freedom of Religion, Cultural

& Educational Rights, Saving of

Certain Laws and Right to

Constitutional Remedies.

The second set of rights enunciated

in Articles 22 to 28 of the Declaration

is incorporated under Directive

Principles of State Policy - Article 36

to 51 of the Constitution. These

include 'right to social security, right to

work, to free choice of employment,

to just and favourable conditions of

work and protection against

unemployment, right to equal pay for

equal work, right to existence worthy

of human dignity, right to rest and

leisure, right to freely participate in

the cultural life of the community, right

to free & compulsory education,

promotion of welfare of people, equal

justice & free legal aid and the

principles of policy to be followed by

the State.'

However, respect for human rights

as a part of its social philosophy has

existed in the Indian ethos for a long

time.

Protection of Human Rights Act,

1993 (As amended in 2006) provided

for the constitution of a National

Human Rights Commission at the

Union level, which steers State

Human Rights Commission in States

and Human Rights Courts for better

protection of Human Rights and for

matters connected therewith or

incidental thereto.

The National Human Rights

Commission and the State Human

Rights Commissions are now very

much a part of the life of the nation

and, increasingly, of consequence to

the quality of governance in the

country. Awareness of the rights

guaranteed by the Constitution, and

included in the international

instruments to which India is a State

party, has increased dramatically in

the country.

Conclusion

The universal ideals contained in

the Declaration's 30 Articles range

from the most fundamental - the right

to life - to those that make life worth

living, such as the rights to food,

education, work, health and liberty.

Emphasizing the inherent dignity of

every human being, its Preamble

underlines that human rights are "the

foundation of freedom, justice and

peace in the world." 

With the memories of both World

Wars and the Great Depression still

fresh in their minds, the drafters

spelled out what cannot be done to

human beings and what must be

done for them.  

Chilean drafter Hernán Santa Cruz

observed that the then 58 member

states of the UN had agreed that

human rights derive from "the fact of

existing" - they are not granted by any

state. This recognition, he said "gave

rise to the inalienable right to live free

from want and oppression and to fully

develop one's personality." 

Because they are inherent to every

woman, man and child, the rights

listed in the 30 Articles are indivisible-

they are all equally important and

cannot be positioned in a hierarchy.

No one human right can be fully

realised without realising all other

rights. Put another way, denial of one

right makes it more difficult to enjoy

the others. 

The human rights movement has

made great strides in the past seven

decades, but abuses still occur with

saddening regularity. The anniversary

of the Declaration is an opportunity to

celebrate successes and recommit

ourselves to the principles outlined in

the Declaration's 30 Articles.

(Dr. Aparna Srivastava is Head,

School of Liberal Arts and

Associate Professor  Dept. of

Political Science & Human Rights,

Noida International University. Mr

Aditya Anshu is an Assistant

Professor in Dept. of Political

Science at Noida International

University. Email: aditya.anshu@

niu.edu.in)

Views expressed are personal.
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Movies can be transformative: Tourism Minister

Shri K. J. Alphons at IFFI 2018 Closing Ceremony
Cinema knows no language; films inspire us and connect us as human

beings: I & B Minister Col. Rajyavardhan Rathore

Shri K.J. Alphons, Union Minister

of State for Tourism (I/C) has said

that Indian movie industry has made

millions of people happy, not only in

India but also in other parts of the

world.  Movies can be transformative.

Nowhere else in the world have we

seen feature films on sanitary pads or

toilets made. He was addressing the

valedictory ceremony of 49th

International Film Festival of India in

Panaji, Goa  November 28, 2018.

Drawing a parallel between tourism

and movies, Shri Alphons said that

tourism and movie industry are

closely related, since they have the

single objective of bringing people

close together and making them

happy. In a country where many

people have sacrificed their lives for

their nation, there is plenty of subject

matter for amazing realistic movies,

he added.

Col. Rajyavardhan Rathore, Union

Minister of State for Information &

Broadcasting (I/C) said, through a

video message, that cinema knows

no language and that the 49th

International Film Festival of India in

Goa proves just that. "Films inspire all

of us, they entertain us, they make us

strive and above all, they connect us

all as human beings", he added.  

Smt. Mridula Sinha, Governor of

Goa; Shri Shripad Naik, Union

Minister of State for AYUSH (I/C); Shri

VP Singh Badnore, Governor of

Punjab; Shri Vijay Sardesai, Minister

for Town and Country Planning, Goa;

Shri Manoj Tiwari, Member of

Parliament; Shri Amit Khare,

Secretary, Ministry of Information &

Broadcasting; Shri Dharmendra

Sharma, Chief Secretary of Goa; and

other officials were present on the

occasion.

Many renowned film personalities

such as IFFI 2018 Lifetime

Achievement Awardee Dan Wolman,

Anil Kapoor, Arbaaz Khan (son of

master screenwriter Salim Khan),

Indian Panorama Jury Chief Rahul

Rawail, Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra

and Kabir Bedi too attended the

closing ceremony.

Stating that the 49th edition has

been a great success, Shri Khare

said that film bazaar has elicited

response from various countries

across the world. He said that Israel

has been the focus country and

Jharkhand the state focus. Noting

that the preparations for the golden

jubilee celebration of the festival next

year has begun, the Secretary said

that the government would like to

showcase the film culture of each and

every region of the country and trace

the history of IFFI from the 1st to the

49th. He added that the facilities at

Goa would be enhanced, given the

overwhelming response received

from film-lovers. He said that this is

being done, so tha the 50th IFFI can

have many more delegates than this

year.

Shri Vijay Sardesai, Minister for

Town and Country Planning, Goa said

that regional cinema has to find a

place in national cinema. Film makers

should be encouraged to come

forward to know Goan way of life, he

added.

The nine day long festival of quality

cinema concludes with the world

premier of German film 'Sealed Lips'.

Various prestigious awards including

Golden Peacock, Silver Peacock,

Lifetime Achievement Award were

conferred during the star-studded

ceremony.

On the occasion, the IFFI Special

Award has been conferred to Salim

Khan for his Lifetime contribution to

Cinema. Arbaaz Khan, son of Salim

Khan, received the award on behalf

of his father. Salim Khan

revolutionized Indian cinema in the

1970s, transforming and reinventing

the Bollywood formula, pioneering the

Bollywood blockbuster format, and

pioneering genres such as the

masala film and the Dacoit Western.

Salim Khan was also responsible for

creating the "angry young man"

character archetype and launching

Amitabh Bachchan's career.

Ukrainian film Donbass, directed by

Sergei Loznitsa bagged the award for

Best Film in IFFI 2018. The award

comes with the Golden Peacock

trophy, certificate and a cash prize

amount of Rs. 40,00,000, shared

equally between the Director and the

Producer.

Donbass tells the story of a hybrid

war taking place in a region of

Eastern Ukraine, involving an open

armed conflict alongside killings and

robberies perpetrated on a mass

scale by separatist gangs. In

Donbass, war is called peace and

propaganda is uttered as truth. A

journey through Donbass unfolds as

a series of curious adventures. This is

not just a tale of one region or a

political system; it is about a world

lost in post-truth and fake identities.

The Best Director award was given

to Lijo Jose Pellissery for the film 'Ee.

Ma. Yau.', who bagged the Silver

Peacock Trophy and a cash prize of

Rs. 15,00,000. While Anastasiia

Pustovit was awarded the Best Actor

(Female) for the Ukrainian film "When

the Trees Fall", Chemban Vinod won

the Best Actor (Male) for the film 'Ee.

Ma. Yau'. Both received the Silver

Peacock Trophy and cash Prize of Rs

10,00,000 each.

'Ee. Ma. Yau.' is a stunning satire

on death and how it affects human

lives. Chemban Vinod plays the role

of 'Eeshi', the son who tries to

arrange a worthy funeral for his father

but is met with unpredictable

obstacles and reactions from different

quarters. 'When the Trees Fall' is the

story of the 5 years old rebellious girl

Vitka, her teenage cousin Larysa and

her boyfriend Sear. The film

describes the gross poverty,

ignorance and racism of rural Ukraine

and takes place in the extraordinary

physical ugliness of the nearest city.

Anastasiia Pustovit plays the role of

Larysa in the film.

Special Jury award, which carries

the Silver Peacock Award and a cash

prize of Rs. 15,00,000, was awarded

to Milko Lazarov for his Yakut movie

'Aga'. Aga' tells the story of Sedna

and Nanook, an elderly couple from

Yakutia, and the particular challenges

in their life in the midst of a frigid

landscape. Alberto Monteras II

received the Centenary award for

'Best Debut Feature Film of a

Director' for his Filipino Movie

'Respeto'. The winner received Silver

Peacock, a certificate and a cash

prize of Rs. 10 lakh. The movies 'To

Let' and 'Volcano' got special mention

under this category.

The ICFT -UNESCO Gandhi Medal

was awarded to Ladakhi Movie

'Walking with the Wind', directed by

Praveen Morchhale. This award,

instituted by the International Council

for Film, Television and Audiovisual

Communication, Paris and UNESCO,

is given to a film that portrays the

Gandhian values of peace and

harmony. 'Walking with the Wind' tells

the story of a 10 year old boy in

Himalayan Terrain, who mistakenly

breaks his friends school chair.

Receiving the award, Praveen

Morchhale said that he dedicates the

award to the people of Ladakh. 'Los

Silencios', the Portuguese, Spanish

movie directed by Beatriz Seigner,

got the special mention under ICFT-

UNESCO Gandhi medal category.

Jury members Robert Glinski, John

Irvin, Adrian Sitaru, Anna Ferraioli

Ravel and Rakeysh Omprakash

Mehra were felicitated by Union

Tourism Minister Shri K.J. Alphons.

The closing ceremony of IFFI 2018

was anchored by film stars Arjan

Bajwa and Sophie Choudry. Eminent

Indian film personalities such as

Chitrangada Singh and Diana Penty

graced the closing ceremony. The

ceremony also witnessed scintillating

presentations by actor Kabir Bedi and

singer Vipin Aneja, who enthralled the

audience with their soulful lyric and

music while  X1X dance group from

Mumbai set the stage on fire with their

fast-paced dance performance.

Over the last nine days, more than

220 movies from 67 countries were

screened at IFFI. While the festival

opened with the world premiere of

English film 'The Aspern Papers', the

world premiere of German film

'Sealed Lips' marks the conclusion of

this festival bonanza. 26 feature films

and 21 non-feature films were

screened in the Indian Panorama

section. While Israel was the focus

country, Jharkhand was the focus

state this year. This is for the first time

that any state was made focus state

at IFFI. Veteran Israeli filmmaker Dan

Wolman was given he Lifetime

Achievement Award at the opening

ceremony. Another new section at

IFFI this year was the screening of six

Indian sports biopics as an extension

of the Khelo India initiative.

In the International competition

section, 15 movies were screened,

out of which 3 were Indian. Festival

Kaleidoscope section carried 20

critically acclaimed international films

that have been to major film festivals

and majority of them being multiple

award winners. World Panorama

section had 67 films which are

specially curated for the festival. This

included 4 World Premiers, 2

International Premiers, 15 Asia

Premiers and 60 India Premiers. This

year World Panorama section

presented 15 films which are Oscar

submissions from respective

countries.

At Master classes and In-

Conversations, a host of film

personalities interacted with

delegates. Two movies, Sholay and

Hichki, were also screened at this

year's IFFI as part of a special

package for visually impaired

persons. Retrospective section of

Ingmar Bergman in connection with

his birth centenary celebration was

another specialty of the festival. The

next edition will mark the 50th

anniversary of India's premier film

festival.

-PIB
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National

The Constitution Day was celebrated

across the country on 26 November. It

marks the day on which the Indian

Constitution was adopted by the Con-

stituent Assembly. The President of

India, Shri Ram Nath Kovind inaugurat-

ed the Constitution Day celebrations,

organised by the Supreme Court in

New Delhi. Speaking on the occasion, the President said that the Constitution is

the modern scripture of independent India. It is our suprema lex. However, it is

more than just a collection of articles and clauses. For us Indians it is an inspira-

tional and living document, an ideal of the society we are and the even better

society we are striving to be.The President said that Dr B. R. Ambedkar and his

colleagues in the Constituent  Assembly were remarkably large-hearted and gen-

erous in their approach.

Vice President M Venkiah Naidu laid the

foundation stone for the construction of

Kartarpur Corridor at Mann village in

Gurdaspur district of Punjab. The corri-

dor will connect Dera Baba Nanak in

Gurdaspur district to the Gurdwara

Darbar Sahib situated at Kartarpur in

Narowal district of Pakistan. Speaking on

the occasion, the Vice President said,

people have been dreaming of this project for a long time. The corridor will provide

smooth and easy passage to Sikh pilgrims to visit Gurdwara Darbar Sahib in Pak-

istan throughout the year.

8 States have achieved 100% saturation in household electrification under Saub-

hagya namely Madhya Pradesh, Tripura, Bihar, J&K, Mizoram, Sikkim, Telangana

and West Bengal. Thus total 15 States in the country now have 100 % household

electrification." said Shri RK Singh, Union Minister of State (IC) for Power and

Renewable Energy. Shri Singh was speaking to media after the 'Review, Planning

& Monitoring (RPM) Meeting with States and State Power Utilities' in New Delhi.

Saubhagya - 'Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana' was launched in Sep-

tember, 2017 with the objective to provide access to electricity to all the remain-

ing households in the country.The Minister informed that as many as 2.1 crore

connections have been released under Saubhagya so far.

Union Agriculture and Farmers Welfare

Minister Shri Radha Mohan Singh has

said that with the efforts of the govern-

ment unprecedented progress has been

made in the agriculture sector. Speaking

on the occasion of the inaugural session

of 2-day Global Agriculture & Food

Summit-2018 at Ranchi, he said that

food grain production in 2017-18 (4th

Advance Estimate) stood at 284.83 million tonne as compared to 255.59 million

tonne average production in 2010-14. The production of pulses also rose by 40%

from 18.01 million tonne in 2010-14 to 25.23 million tonne (4th Advance Estimate)

in 2017-18. Production of horticulture crops recorded 15.79% growth, fisheries

production under Blue Revolution 26.86% and animal husbandry & milk produc-

tion 23.80%.

Defence Minister Smt Nirmala Sithara-

man has formally launched 'Mission

Raksha Gyan Shakti', in New Delhi on 27

November, 2018. The event showcased

salient inventions and innovations

achieved by Defence Research and

Development Organisation (DRDO),

Defence Public Sector Undertakings

(DPSUs) and Ordnance Factories (OFs)

which have resulted in successful filing of Intellectual Property Right (IPR) appli-

cations. Smt Sitharaman also felicitated some of the scientists, who invented and

innovated useful products for the nation. A panel discussion was held with partic-

ipation of Chairman and Managing Directors of all DPSUs to formulate a strategy

for the future in this regard.

A three- day 'South Asia Regional Youth Peace Conference' was organized at

Gandhi Darshan, New Delhi, from  28th - 30th November, 2018. The Conference

was organised by Gandhi Smriti and Darshan Samiti, UNESCO MGIEP and

STEP (Standing Together to Enable Peace) and was inaugurated by Mr Shri

Krishna G Kulkarni, great grandson of Mahatma Gandhi. About 100 youth leaders

from South Asian countries and different parts of India came together to discuss

different dimensions of 'peace'. Speaking at the event Shri Krishna G Kulkarni

underscored on how the Mahatma was a man of action. He called upon the youth

leaders to take to nonviolent action to promote peace and sustainable develop-

ment in South Asia.

Shri Arvind Saxena has been sworn in as the Chairman,

Union Public Service Commission. The Oath of Office and

Secrecy was administered by Prof. (Dr.) Pradeep Kumar

Joshi, senior most Member of the Commission, at a cere-

mony in New Delhi. Shri Saxena joined the Commission

as Member on 08.05.2015 and was later on appointed to

perform the duties of the post of Chairman, UPSC on 20.06.2018.

International
Sri Lankan parliament passed another motion to suspend

expenditure by ministers of the new government of

Mahinda Rajapaksa. The motion in parliament was

passed by 122 MPs of UNF, TNA and another political

party voting for it. MPs supporting new Prime Minister

Rajapaksa continued to boycott the session. The motion noted that secretaries to

all Ministries have no authority to approve any payment from the funds of the

Republic for Ministers, State Ministers, Deputy Ministers and their personal staff.

The UK government has confirmed an amendment

to a new weapons bill going through the Parliament

to ensure that it would not impact the right of the

British Sikh community to possess and supply

kirpans, or religious swords.The Offensive Weapons

Bill 2018 completed its various readings in the

House of Commons this week and has now moved to the House of Lords for

approval. The bill involves a new offence of possessing certain offensive weapons

in public and places new restrictions on the online sales of bladed articles and

corrosive products.

Business & Economy
Shri Nitin Gadkari, Union Minister for Shipping, Road Transport & Highways,

Water Resources, River Development & Ganga Rejuvenation has said that India

endorses the growth of the Blue Economy in a sustainable, inclusive and people

centered manner through the framework of the Indian Ocean Rim Association

(IORA). He said the Blue Economy remains a critical aspect of India's economic

development agenda, and more than 95% of our trade is being carried on by sea.

The Minister was speaking at the Sustainable Blue Economy Conference in

Nairobi.  Kenya hosted the two day conference with Canada and Japan as co-

hosts.

National Projects Construction Corporation Limited

(NPCC) has been conferred with the status of Mini-

ratna : Category -I by the Government of India. The

empowerment of Miniratna Status to NPCC will help

the company in taking speedy decisions by enhanc-

ing the delegation of powers to the Board. NPCC, a

schedule 'B' CPSE under the administrative control of Ministry of Water

Resources RD & GR, has also been awarded ISO 9001:2015 Certification. The

Corporation,  incorporated in 1957, is a premier construction company having

mandate with creation of infrastructure to provide impetus for economic develop-

ment of the country.

Sports
India's Mary Kom won a historic

sixth gold medal in world champi-

onships, beating Ukraine's Hanna

Okhota in a unanimous 5-0 verdict

in the 48 kg category summit clash.

Kom now has an incredible six gold

and one silver in the showpiece, the

last yellow metal coming in 2010 in

Bridgetown. The results read 30-27,

29-28, 29-28, 30-27, 30-27 in favour of Mary Kom who had beaten the opponent

in a tournament in Poland this year.

Indian skipper Harmanpreet Kaur

entered the top-five in the latest ICC

women's T20 International player

rankings. Opener Smriti Mandhana

and Jemimah Rodrigues also

achieved their career-best rankings.

Harmanpreet has gained three slots

to reach the third position. The

Indian captain aggregated 183 runs

including a match-winning 103 in the tournament opener against New Zealand.
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